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UNIVERSITY STATISTICAL ABSTRACT 
1987 
Administration & Planning 
University of North Florida 
Jacksonville, Florida 
FOREWORD 
The 1987 Universit~ Statistical Abstract (USA) is a collection of informational reports presented 
in one single source.erv1ng as a pr1mary planning reference document, the USA conta ins information 





The function of this document is to serve the wide-spread informational needs associated with 
Institutional, College, Division and Unit planning, program review and institutional research. It 
should be noted that this document is intended to address a wide range of informational needs. Any 
need for more specific data should be forwarded to the Office of Institutional Research. 
The primary sources of data used to generate the reports are the standard format computer data 
files which each university must produce and provide to the Board of Regents. Additional information 
was acquired as needed from departmental records, Federal compliance reports, operating budgets and 
financial reports. Most reports depicting trend data begin with Fall, 1978, which earmarked the 
State University System conversion to the Common Course Numbering Ststem. Other important milestones 
include conversion from a quarter system to a semester s~stem 1n Fa 1 1981, and the author i zation and 
addition of a freshman and sophomore program in Fall 198 • 
Suggestions concerning the format and content are most welcome so that this document can best 
serve the planning needs of our faculty, staff and students. 
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A & P (Administrative and Professional 
Categorization of administrative and professional employees exempted from the Career Service Plan unde r Section 110.205(2)(f)2., F. S. (1980), 
comparable to Instructional and Research Faculty positions. 
Academic Year 
The time period containing the academic sessions held during consecutive Fall, Winter, and Spring months. Usually nine or ten mon t hs in 
length, and normally runs from September to June. 
Advanced Graduate 
A graduate student who has been formally admitted to a recognized Doctoral or Post-Master's degree program and who has accumulated 54 or more 
more quarter credit hours toward his or her degree program or has a Master's degree . 
Allocation Positions 
The staff or faculty employment positions allotted for each fiscal year in the University Operating Budget. An allocated position exists 
whether it is filled with an employee or not. 
Auxiliaries 
Budget entities which are primarily self supported ventures in support of the university community (students, faculty and universi t y 
departments). 
Beginning Graduate 
A graduate student who has been formally admitted to a graduate program who is not an advanced graduate student. 
Center of Excellence 
An academic area or cluster of academic programs identified by a respective university and approved by the Board of Regents in 1978 to be 
given special funding and institutional priority to achieve or enhance quality and national recognition. 
Contracts and Grants 
Budget entities which deal primarily with sponsored research activities and federally funded educational grants. 
Educational and General 
FIRN 
Budget entities which provide instructional programs leading to formal degrees; research for solving problems ; and for public service 
programs. 
Florida Information Resource Network. 
FTIC (First Time in College) 
A student enrolled for the first time in any post secondary institution. 
Faculty Rank 
A state-wide categorization of faculty positions. Categories include Professor, Associate Professor, Assistant Professor, and Instructor. 
Fiscal Year 
A twelve-month period running from July 1st through the following June 30th. For enrollment reporting, fiscal year is that twelve-mon t h 
period encompassing consecutive Summer, Fall and Spring terms. 
GLOSSARY (continued) 
Full-Time-Equivalent (F.T.E.) Faculty 
A budgetary term that represents one full-time faculty position. (Note that two people each serving in half-time faculty positions would 
together equal one F.T.E. faculty. 
Full-Time-Equivalent (F.T.E.) Student 
A budgetary term that represents one student carrying a full, normal academic load. 
Full-Time Student 
HEGIS 
A graduate student enrolled for nine or more semester credit hours in a term, or an undergraduate student enrolled for twelve or more 
semester credit hours in a term. 
------Higher Education General Information Survey conducted by the National Center for Educational Statistics in Washington, D.C. 
Headcount Enrollment 
The actual number of individual students enrolled at a specified time period regardless of whether the st udents are attending full-time 
or part-time. 
Headcount Faculty 
The number of individual persons who are members of the faculty. Includes both part-time and full-time individuals. 
Level of Student 
The student's level of progress toward a degree. Freshmen and Sophomore students are categorized in the Lower Level; Junior and Senior 
students are categorized in the Upper Level; Graduate students are categorized in the Graduate Level. 
Lower Division Student 
A student who has earned less than 60 semester credit hours or has not met all criteria for upper division (see definition for upper 
division). 
Manyear 
A budgeting term calculated and based on a position budgeted for 12 months of activity and full-time portion of effort (1.0 FTE). 
Non-Tenure Earning 
Those non-tenured faculty whose position does not provide for the possibility of attaining tenure. 
OCO 
Operating Capital Outlay. 
Part-Time Student 
A graduate student enrolled for less than nine semester credit hours in a term, or an undergraduate student enrol l ed for less than twelve 
semester credit hours in a term. 
Program of Distinction 
An academic department or degree program, designated in 1975 by the respective university and approved by the Board of Regents, to receive 
supplemental funding and/or special attention at the institutional level in order to achieve or enhance recognition as outstanding 
university programs. 
GLOSSARY (continued) 
QIP (Qualit¥ Improvement Pro~ram) 
An actlvity lnltiated wlthln the State University System in 1979 which identifies certain institutional priori t ie s f or enh ancement and 
special funding, primarily in academic departments, in accordance with BOR and Legislative guidelines. 
Race - Minority 
An aggregation of race categories including Black, Hispanic, American Indian/Alaskan Native and Asian. 
Race - Other 
An aggregation of race categories including non-resident aliens and those individuals who did not specific a racial category. 
SAMAS 
------State Automated Management Accounting System. 
Student Level 
See "Level of Student." 
Tenure 
------That condition attained by a faculty member through highly competent scholarly activities which assures the faculty member security of 
employment and immunity from reprisals or threats due to an intellectual position or belief which may be unpopular and whi ch guarantees 
annual reappointment for that faculty member until voluntary resignation, retirement, or removal for adequate cause. 
Tenure-earning 
Those non-tenured faculty who are in a position which allows them the possibility of attaining tenure. 
Unclassified Student 
A student not admitted to a degree program. 
Upper Division Student 
A student who has earned 60 or more credit hours or has an Associate of Arts degree and has (1) completed requirements in English and 
Mathematics as prescribed by the State Department of Education in DOE Rule 6A-10.30, FAC, and (2) has presented appropriate scores on the 
College-Level Academic Skil l s Test (CLAST) as required by Rule 6A-10.314, FAC: or is working toward an additional bacca laureate degree. 





DEGREES GRANTED BY COLLEGE, 1 985-86 
UNDERGRADUATE 
COMPUTER SCIENCE (4.7%) 
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COLLEGE/MAJOR 





Number Admitted and Registered 
Percent Admitted 




Number Admitted and Registered 
Percent Admitted 




Number Admitted and Registered 
Percent Admitted 
Percent Admitted and Registered 
Total Fine Arts 
Number Applied 
Number Admitted 
Number Admitted and Registered 
Percent Admitted 
Percent Admitted and Registered 




Number Admitted and Registered 
Percent Admitted 
TABLE I.A 
ADMISSION ACTIVITY BY MAJOR 
OF ORIGINAL APPLICATION* 
FISCAL YEAR 1983-84 FISCAL YEAR 1984-85** 
UNDERGRADUATE GRADUATE UNDERGRADUATE GRADUATE 
51 0 21 0 
47 0 21 0 
36 0 17 0 
92.15% 0 100.00% 0 
70.58% 0 80.95% 0 
12 0 13 0 
11 0 13 0 
7 0 8 0 
91.66% 0 100.00% 0 
58.33% 0 61.53% 0 
8 0 2 0 
7 0 2 0 
6 0 2 0 
87.50% 0 100.00% 0 
62.50% 0 100.00% 0 
71 0 36 0 
65 0 36 0 
48 0 27 0 
91.54% 0 100.0096 0 
67.60% 0 75.00% 0 
25 0 31 0 
21 0 31 0 
19 0 24 0 
84.00% 0 100.00% 0 
76.00% 0 77.41% 0 


























68.11 96 0 
1-1 
Percent Admitted and Registered 
*Degree seeking students only. 
**Effective FY 1984-85 only those applications 
years are not appropriate. 





Number Admitted and Registered 
Percent Admitted 




Number Admitted and Registered 
Percent Admitted 
Percent Admitted and Registered 
Total Language and Literature 
Number Applied 
Number Admitted 
Number Admitted and Registered 
Percent Admitted 





Number Admitted and Registered 
Percent Admitted 




Number Admitted and Registered 
Percent Admitted 
Percent Admitted and Registered 
TABLE I.A 
ADMISSION ACTIVITY BY MAJOR 
OF ORIGINAL APPLICATION* 
FISCAL YEAR 1983-84 FISCAL YEAR 1984-85** 
Uf'IDERffiADUATE--- GRADUATE UNDERGRADUATE GRADUATE 
0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 
53 0 20 0 
46 0 20 0 
30 0 15 0 
86.79% 0 100.00% 0 
56.60% 0 75.00% 0 
78 0 51 0 
67 0 51 0 
49 0 39 0 
85.89% 0 100.00% 0 
62.82% 0 76.47% 0 
142 0 3 0 
122 0 3 0 
94 0 3 0 
85.91% 0 100.00% 0 
66.19% 0 100.00% 0 
17 21 18 14 
15 9 18 7 
9 5 14 2 
88.23% 42.85% 100.00% 50.00% 
52.94% 23.80% 77.77% 14.28% 
1-2 



























*Degree seeking students only. 
**Effective FY 84-85 only those applications for which an admissions decision was made are reported. Comparisons to previous fiscal years are 
not appropriate. 
TABLE I.A 
ADMISSION ACTIVITY BY MAJOR 
OF ORIGINAL APPLICATION* 





Number Admitted and Registered 
Percent Admitted 
Percent Admitted and Registered 
Total Mathematical Sciences 
Number Applied 
Number Admitted 
Number Admitted and Registered 
Percent Admitted 





Number Admitted and Registered 
Percent Admitted 




Number Admitted and Registered 
Percent Admitted 




Number Admitted and Registered 
Percent Admitted 
Percent Admitted and Registered 



























UNDERGRADUATE GRADUATE UNDERGRADUATE 
0 0 3 
0 0 3 
0 0 3 
0 0 100.0096 
0 0 100.00% 
21 14 45 
21 7 44 
17 2 34 
100.00% 50.00% 97.77% 
80.95% 14.28% 75.55% 
4 0 8 
3 0 8 
2 0 4 
75.00% 0 100.00% 
50.00% 0 50.00% 
35 0 52 
34 0 50 
23 0 31 
97.14% 0 96.15% 
65.71% 0 59.61% 
10 0 18 
10 0 17 
9 0 15 
100.00% 0 94.44% 
90.00% 0 83.33% 
**Effective FY 1984-85 only those applications for which an admissions decision was made are reported. Comparisons to previous fiscal 





























Total Natural Sciences 
Number Applied 
Number Admitted 
Number Admitted and Registered 
Percent Admitted 
Percent Admitted and Registered 




Number Admitted and Registered 
Percent Admitted 




Number Admitted and Registered 
Percent Admitted 




Number Admitted and Registered 
Percent Admitted 




Number Admitted and Registered 
Percent Admitted 
Percent Admitted and Registered 
TABLE I.A 
ADMISSION ACTIVITY BY MAJOR 
OF ORIGINAL APPLICATION* 




























































































































































*Degree seeking students only. 
**Effective FY 1984-85 only those applications for which an admissions decision was made are reported. Comparisons to previous fiscal years 
are not appropriate. 
COLLEGE/MAJOR 
Total Political Science & Sociology 
Number Applied 
Number Admitted 
Number Admitted and Registered 
Percent Admitted 





Number Admitted and Registered 
Percent Admitted 




Number Admitted and Registered 
Percent Admitted 




Number Admitted and Registered 
Percent Admitted 
Percent Admitted and Registered 




Number Admitted and Registered 
Percent Admitted 
Percent Admitted and Registered 
TABLE I.A 
ADMISSION ACTIVITY BY MAJOR 
OF ORIGINAL APPLICATION* 
FISCAL YEAR 1983-84 FISCAL YEAR 1984-85** 


























































































































































*Degree seeking students only. 1-5 
**Effective FY 1984-85 only those applications for which an admissions decision was made are reported. Comparisons to previous fiscal 





Number Admitted and Registered 
Percent Admitted 
Percent Admitted and Registered 
Total History and Philosophy 
Number Applied 
Number Admitted 
Number Admitted and Registered 
Percent Admitted 





Number Admitted and Registered 
Percent Admitted 
Percent Admitted and Registered 
Lower Level Transfers 
Number Applied 
Number Admitted 
Number Admitted and Registered 
Percent Admitted 




Number Admitted and Registered 
Percent Admitted 
Percent Admitted and Registered 
TABLE I.A 
ADMISSION ACTIVITY BY MAJOR 
OF ORIGINAL APPLICATION* 
FISCAL YEAR 1983-84 FISCAL YEAR 1984-85** 
UfJlJF[GRADUATE GRADUA TE ONDERGRADUATE -GRADUATE 
13 0 8 0 
10 0 8 0 
7 0 6 0 
76.92% 0 100.0090 0 
53.8490 0 75.00% 0 
28 0 22 0 
24 0 22 0 
17 0 17 0 
85.7190 0 100.00% 0 
60.71% 0 77.27% 0 
0 0 636 0 
0 0 413 0 
0 0 359 0 
0 0 64.93% 0 
0 0 56.44% 0 
0 0 15 0 
0 0 10 0 
0 0 8 0 
0 0 66.66% 0 
0 0 53.33% 0 
0 0 651 0 
0 0 423 0 
0 0 367 0 
0 0 64.98% 0 
0 0 56.37% 0 
1-6 















70 . 79% 0 











*Degree seeking students only. 
**Effective FY 1984-85 only those applications for which an admissions decision was made are reported. Comparisons to previous fiscal years 
are not appropriate. 
COLLEGE/MAJOR 
TOTAL COLLEGE OF ARTS AND SCIENCES 
Number Applied 
Number Admitted 
Number Admitted and Registered 
Percent Admitted 
Percent Admitted and Registered 
*Degree seeking students only. 
TABLE I.A 
ADMISSION ACTIVITY BY MAJOR 
OF ORIGINAL APPLICATION* 
FISCAL YEAR 1983-84 FISCAL YEAR 1984-85** 






















FISCAL YEAR 1985-86 











**Effective FY 1984-85 only those applications for which an admissions decision was made are reported. Comparisons to previous fiscal years 
are not appropriate. 
1-7 
COLLEGE/MAJOR 
COLLEGE OF BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION 




Number Admitted and Registered 
Percent Admitted 
Percent Admitted and Registered 
Banking and Finance 
Number Applied 
Number Admitted 
Number Admitted and Registered 
Percent Admitted 
Percent Admitted and Registered 
Total Accounting and Finance 
Number Applied 
Number Admitted 
Number Admitted and Registered 
Percent Admitted 





Number Admitted and Registered 
Percent Admitted 
Percent Admitted and Registered 
TABLE I.A 
ADMISSION ACTIVITY BY MAJOR 
OF ORIGINAL APPLICATION* 






























































































































*Degree seeking students only. 
**Effective FY 1984-85 only those applications for which an admissions decision was made are reported. Comparisons to previous fiscal 





Number Admitted and Registered 
Percent Admitted 





Number Admitted and Registered 
Percent Admitted 




Number Admitted and Registered 
Percent Admitted 




Number Admitted and Registered 
Percent Admitted 




Number Admitted and Registered 
Percent Admitted 
Percent Admitted and Registered 
*Degree seeking students only. 
TABLE I.A 
ADMISSION ACTIVITY BY MAJOR 
OF ORIGINAL APPLICATION* 
FISCAL YEAR 1983-84 FISCAL YEAR 1984-85** 


























































































































































**Effective FY 1984-85 only those applications for which an admissions decision was made are reported. Comparisons to previous fiscal years 





Number Admitted and Registered 
Percent Admitted 
Percent Admitted and Registered 
Total Business Administration 
Number Applied 
Number Admitted 
Number Admitted and Registered 
Percent Admitted 
Percent Admitted and Registered 
Transportation and Logistics 
Transportation and Logistics 
Number Applied 
Number Admitted 
Number Admitted and Registered 
Percent Admitted 
Percent Admitted and Registered 
Total Transportation and Logistics 
Number Applied 
Number Admitted 
Number Admitted and Registered 
Percent Admitted 





Number Admitted and Registered 
Percent Admitted 
Percent Admitted and Registered 
*Degree seeking students only. 
TABLE I.A 
ADMISSION ACTIVITY BY MAJOR 
OF ORIGINAL APPLICATION* 








































































































FISCAL YEAR 1985-86 



















































**Effective FY 1984-85 only those applications for which an admissions decision was made are reported. Comparisons to previous fiscal 
years are not appropriate. 
COLLEGE/MAJOR 
College-wide (continued) 
Human Resource Management 
Number Applied 
Number Admitted 
Number Admitted and Registered 
Percent Admitted 




Number Admitted and Registered 
Percent Admitted 
Percent Admitted and Registered 
TOTAL COLLEGE OF BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION 
Number Applied 
Number Admitted 
Number Admitted and Registered 
Percent Admitted 
Percent Admitted and Registered 
*Degree seeking students only. 
TABLE I.A 
ADMISSION ACTIVITY BY MAJOR 
OF ORIGINAL APPLICATION* 
FISCAL YEAR 1983-84 FISCAL YEAR 1984-85** 






























































































**Effective FY 1984-85 only those applications for which an admissions decision was made are reported. Comparisons to previous fiscal years 
are not appropriate. 
1-11 
COLLEGE/MAJOR 
COLLEGE OF EDUCATION AND HUMAN SERVICES 
Administration and Supervision 
Administration and Supervision 
Number Applied 
Number Admitted 
Number Admitted and Registered 
Percent Admitted 
Percent Admitted and Registered 
Total Administration and Supervision 
Number Applied 
Number Admitted 
Number Admitted and Registered 
Percent Admitted 





Number Admitted and Registered 
Percent Admitted 




Number Admitted and Registered 
Percent Admitted 




Number Admitted and Registered 
Percent Admitted 
Percent Admitted and Registered 
TABLE I.A 
ADMISSION ACTIVITY BY MAJOR 
OF ORIGINAL APPLICATION* 
FISCAL YEAR 1983-84 FISCAL YEAR 1984-85** 
UNDERGRADUATE GRADUATE UNDERGRADUATE GRADUATE 
0 11 0 23 
0 7 0 23 
0 7 0 21 
0 63.63% 0 100.00% 
0 63.63% 0 91.30% 
0 11 0 23 
0 7 0 23 
0 7 0 21 
0 63.6390 0 100.00% 
0 63.63% 0 91.30% 
2 2 1 3 
2 2 1 3 
1 2 1 3 
100.00% 100.00% 100.00% 100.00% 
50.0096 100.00% 100.00% 100.00% 
0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 
82 24 44 28 
66 22 43 28 
46 20 33 20 
80.48% 91.66% 97.72% 100.00% 
56.09% 83.33% 75.00% 71.42% 
1-12 


























83.22% 75 . 51% 
*Degree seeking students only. 
**Effective FY 1984-85 only those applications for which an admissions dec i sion was made are reported. Compar i sons to previous fiscal 





Number Admitted and Registered 
Percent Admitted 




Number Admitted and Registered 
Percent Admitted 




Number Admitted and Registered 
Percent Admitted 




Number Admitted and Registered 
Percent Admitted 




Number Admitted and Registered 
Percent Admitted 
Percent Admitted and Registered 
*Degree seeking students only. 
TABLE I.A 
ADMISSION ACTIVITY BY MAJOR 
OF ORIGINAL APPLICATION* 
FISCAL YEAR 1983-84 FISCAL YEAR 1984-85** 
UNDERGRADUATE GRADUATE UNDERGRAOUATr--------cRAlJOATE 
1l~ 5 8 5 
11 4 7 5 
8 3 4 5 
78.57% 80.00% 87.50% 100.00% 
57.14% 60.00% 50.00% 100.00% 
1 1 1 0 
1 1 1 0 
1 0 1 0 
100.00% 100.00% 100.00% 0 
100.00% 0 100.00% 0 
6 4 4 4 
4 2 4 4 
3 2 3 4 
66.66% 50.00% 100.00% 100.00% 
50.00% 50.00% 75.00% 100.00% 
4 0 2 0 
3 0 2 0 
3 0 2 0 
75.00% 0 100.00% 0 
75.00% 0 100.00% 0 
0 0 2 0 
0 0 2 0 
0 0 2 0 
0 0 100.00% 0 
0 0 100.00% 0 
FISCAL YEAR 1985-86 


























**Effective FY 1984-85 only those applications for which an admissions decision was made are reported. Comparisons to previous fiscal years 







Number Admitted and Registered 
Percent Admitted 
Percent Admitted and Registered 
Social Science Education 
Number Applied 
Number Admitted 
Number Admitted and Registered 
Percent Admitted 




Number Admitted and Registered 
Percent Admitted 





Number Admitted and Registered 
Percent Admitted 
Percent Admitted and Registered 
Total Special Education 
Number Applied 
Number Admitted 
Number Admitted and Registered 
Percent Admitted 
Percent Admitted and Registered 
TABLE I.A 
ADMISSION ACTIVITY BY MAJOR 
OF ORIGINAL APPLICATION* 
FISCAL YEAR 1983-84 FISCAL YEAR 1984-85** 
UNDERGRADUATE GRADUATE UNDERGRADUATE GRADUATE 
2 0 3 2 
2 0 3 2 
1 0 2 0 
100.00% 0 100.00% 100.00% 
50.00% 0 66.00% 0 
0 1 0 0 
0 1 0 0 
0 1 0 0 
0 100.00% 0 0 
0 100.00% 0 0 
111 37 65 42 
89 32 63 42 
63 28 48 32 
80.18% 86.48% 96.92% 100.00% 
56.75% 75.67% 73.84% 76.19% 
22 21 17 17 
14 14 17 17 
11 10 14 15 
63.63% 66.66% 100.00% 100.00% 
50.00% 47.61% 82.35% 88.23% 
22 21 17 17 
14 14 17 17 
11 10 14 15 
63.63% 66.66% 100.00% 100.00% 
50.00% 47.61% 82.35% 88.23% 
1-14 



























*Degree seeking students only. 
**Effective FY 1984-85 only those applications for which an admissions decision was made are reported. Comparisons to previous fiscal 
years are not appropriate. 
TABLE I.A 
ADMISSION ACTIVITY BY MAJOR 
OF ORIGINAL APPLICATION* 
FISCAL YEAR 1983-84 FISCAL YEAR 1984-85** FISCAL YEAR 1985-86 
COLLEGE/MAJOR UNDERGRADUATE GRADUATE UNDERGRADUATE GRADUATE UNDERGRADUATE GRADUl\TE 
Human Services and Allied Health 
Allied Health Services 
Number Applied 47 23 41 33 76 79 
Number Admitted 42 20 40 33 71 79 
Number Admitted and Registered 33 19 27 26 46 67 
Percent Admitted 89.36% 86.95% 97.56% 100.00% 93.42% 100.00% 
Percent Admitted and Registered 70.21% 82.60% 65.85% 78.78% 60.5296 84.81% 
Physical Education 
Number Applied 7 0 3 2 12 7 
Number Admitted 4 0 3 2 12 6 
Number Admitted and Registered 2 0 3 2 11 5 
Percent Admitted 57.14% 0 100.00% 100.00% 100.00% 85.71% 
Percent Admitted and Registered 28.5796 0 100.00% 100.00% 91 .6696 71.42% 
Total Human Services and Allied Health 
Number Applied 54 23 44 35 88 86 
Number Admitted 46 20 43 35 83 85 
Number Admitted and Registered 35 19 30 28 57 72 
Percent Admitted 85.18% 86.95% 97.72% 100.00% 94.31% 98.83% 
Percent Admitted and Registered 64.81% 82.60% 68.18% 80.00% 64.77% 83.72% 
Vocational/Technical Education 
Vocational/Technical Education 
Number Applied 7 0 9 5 8 6 
Number Admitted 1 0 9 5 8 6 
Number Admitted and Registered 1 0 5 4 8 6 
Percent Admitted 14.28% 0 100.00% 100.00% 100.00% 100.00% 
Percent Admitted and Registered 14.28% 0 55.55% 80.00% 100.00% 100.00% 
*Degree seeking students only. 




Total Vocational/Technical Education 
Number Applied 
Number Admitted 
Number Admitted and Registered 
Percent Admitted 





Number Admitted and Registered 
Percent Admitted 




Number Admitted and Registered 
Percent Admitted 
Percent Admitted and Registered 
Total Counselor Education 
Number Applied 
Number Admitted 
Number Admitted and Registered 
Percent Admitted 
Percent Admitted and Registered 
College-Wide 
Administration & Supervision 
Number Applied 
Number Admitted 
Number Admitted and Registered 
Percent Admitted 
Percent Admitted and Registered 
TABLE I.A 
ADMISSION ACTIVITY BY MAJOR 
OF ORIGINAL APPLICATION* 































































































































































*Degree seeking students only. 
**Effective FY 1984-85 only those applications for which an admissions decision was made are reported. Comparisons to previous fiscal 






Number Admitted and Registered 
Percent Admitted 




Number Admitted and Registered 
Percent Admitted 
Percent Admitted and Registered 
TOTAL COLLEGE OF EDUCATION AND HUMAN SERVICES 
Number Applied 
Number Admitted 
Number Admitted and Registered 
Percent Admitted 
Percent Admitted and Registered 
*Degree seeking students only. 
TABLE I.A 
ADMISSION ACTIVITY BY MAJOR 
OF ORIGINAL APPLICATION* 































































































**E~fective FY 1984-85 only those applications for which an admissions decision was made are reported. Comparisons to previous fiscal years 
are not appropriate. 
1-17 
COLLEGE/MAJOR 




Number Admitted and Registered 
Percent Admitted 
Percent Admitted and Registered 
TOTAL DIVISION OF NURSING 
Number Applied 
Number Admitted 
Number Admitted and Registered 
Percent Admitted 
Percent Admitted and Registered 
TABLE I.A 
ADMISSION ACTIVITY BY MAJOR 
OF ORIGINAL APPLICATION* 
FISCAL YEAR 1983-84 FISCAL YEAR 1984-85** 
UNDERGRADUATE GRADUATE UNDERGRADUATE GRADUATE 
130 0 59 0 
64 0 57 0 
47 0 38 0 
49.23% 0 96.61% 0 
36.15% 0 64.40% 0 
130 0 59 0 
64 0 57 0 
47 0 38 0 
49.23% 0 96.61% 0 
36.15% 0 64.40% 0 
1-18 
FISCAL YEAR 1985-86 











*Degree seeking students only. 
**Effective FY 1984-85 only those applications for which an admissions decision was made are reported. Comparisons to previous 
fiscal years are not appropriate. 
COLLEGE/MAJOR 




Number Admitted and Registered 
Percent Admitted 
Percent Admitted and Registered 
TABLE I.A 
ADMISSION ACTIVITY BY MAJOR 
OF ORIGINAL APPLICATION* 


















TOTAL DIVISION OF COMPUTER AND INFORMATION SCIENCES 
Number Applied 
Number Admitted 
Number Admitted and Registered 
Percent Admitted 
Percent Admitted and Registered 






0 123 0 
0 121 0 
0 95 0 
0 98.37% 0 
0 77.23% 0 
FISCAL YEAR 1985-86 











**Effective FY 1984-85 only those applications for which an admissions decision was made are reported. Comparisons to previous fiscal 
years are not appropriate. 
1-19 
COLLEGE/MAJOR 




Number Admitted and Registered 
Percent Admitted 




Number Admitted and Registered 
Percent Admitted 




Number Admitted and Registered 
Percent Admitted 
Percent Admitted and Registered 
TOTAL DIVISION OF TECHNOLOGIES 
Number Applied 
Number Admitted 
Number Admitted and Registered 
Percent Admitted 
Percent Admitted and Registered 
TABLE I.A 
ADMISSION ACTIVITY BY MAJOR 
OF ORIGINAL APPLICATION* 
FISCAL YEAR 1983-84 FISCAL YEAR 1984-85** 
OfIDERGRAIJUA rr- GRADUATE UNDERGRADUATEIGRAOUATE 
0 0 4 0 
0 0 4 0 
0 0 2 0 
0 0 100.00% 0 
0 0 50.00% 0 
0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 
281 0 94 0 
256 0 94 0 
199 0 65 0 
91.10% 0 100.00% 0 
70.81% 0 69.14% 0 
281 0 98 0 
256 0 98 0 
199 0 67 0 
91.10% 0 100.00% 0 
70.81% 0 68.36% 0 
1-20 





















74 . 50% 0 
*Degree seeking students only. 
**Effective FY 1984-85 only those applications for which an admissions decision was made are reported. Comparisons to previous 





Number Admitted and Registered 
Percent Admitted 
Percent Admitted and Registered 
*Degree seeking students only. 
TABLE I.A 
ADMISSION ACTIVITY BY MAJOR 
OF ORIGINAL APPLICATION* 
FISCAL YEAR 1983-84 FISCAL YEAR 1984-85** 
UNDERGRADUATE GRADUATE UNDERGRADUATE GRADUATE 
1,950 399 1,927 402 
1,648 299 1,685 387 
1,208 228 1,307 283 
84.51% 74.93% 87.44% 96.26% 
61.94% 57.1496 67.83% 70.39% 







**Effective FY 1984-85 only those applications for which an admissions decision was made are reported. Comparisions to previous fiscal 






Number Admitted & Registered 
Percent Admitted 




Number Admitted & Registered 
Percent Admitted 




Number Admitted & Registered 
Percent Admitted 




Number Admitted & Registered 
Percent Admitted 
Percent Admitted & Registered 
TABLE I.B 
ADMISSION ACTIVITY BY RACE 
FISCAL YEAR 1983-84 FISCAL YEAR 1984-85 
UNDERGRADUATE GRADUATE UNDERGRADUATE GRADUATE 
1,614 307 1,649 341 
1,381 254 1,449 341 
1,034 199 1,128 254 
85.5690 82.73% 87.87% 100.00% 
64.06% 64.82% 68.41% 74.48% 
244 47 233 42 
194 28 196 42 
130 18 150 29 
79.50% 59.57% 84.12% 100.00% 
53.27% 38.2990 64.38% 69.04% 
92 45 45 19 
73 17 40 4 
44 11 29 0 
79.34% 37.7790 88.89% 21.0590 
47.8290 24.4490 64.4490 090 
1,950 399 1,927 402 
1,648 299 1,685 387 
1,208 228 1,307 283 
84.51% 74.9390 87.44% 96.2690 
61.9490 57.14% 67.8390 70.39% 
1-22 


























Number Admitted & Registered 
Percent Admitted 




Number Admitted & Registered 
Percent Admitted 




Number Admitted & Registered 
Percent Admitted 
Percent Admitted & Registered 
TABLE I.C 
ADMISSION ACTIVITY BY SEX 
FISCAL YEAR 1983-84 FISCAL YEAR 1984-85 
UNDERGRADUATE GRADUATE UNDERGRADUATE GRADUATE 
870 208 918 191 
750 151 806 180 
569 102 640 123 
86.20% 72.59% 87.80% 94.24% 
65.40% 49.03% 69.72% 64.39% 
1,080 191 1,009 211 
898 148 879 207 
639 126 667 160 
83.14% 77.48% 87.12% 98.10% 
59.16% 65.96% 66.11 % 75.82% 
1,950 399 1,927 402 
1,648 299 1,685 387 
1,208 228 1,307 283 
84.51% 74.93% 87.44% 96.26% 
61.94% 57.1496 67.83% 70.39% 










86.89% 94 . 03% 










BY COllEGE, BY DEPARTMENT, BY MAJOR 
BY F (SCAl YEAR 
Fiscal Year 1983-84 Fiscal Year 1984-85 Fiscal Year 1985-86 
College/Division/Major UC CR Total UC GR Total UC CR Total 
College of Arts & Sciences: 
Fine Arts 
Art 15 0 15 7 a 7 12 0 12 
Fine Arts 7 0 7 9 a 9 12 0 12 
Music 0 0 0 5 0 5 3 0 3 
Total TI l) TI n l) n TJ l) TJ 
language & literature 
Communications 6 0 6 15 a 15 22 0 22 
literature 29 0 29 15 0 15 18 0 18 
Total 55 l) 55 -m l) -m 4IT l) 4IT 
Mathematical Sciences 
Computer 22 0 22 19 0 19 1 0 1 
Mathematical Sciences 1 2 3 6 6 12 0 4 4 
Statistics 0 0 0 1 0 1 0 0 0 
Total n I 25 R b 12 T 4" ~ 
Natural Sciences 
Interdisciplinary Sciences 0 0 0 2 0 2 0 0 0 
Biology 9 0 9 5 0 5 5 0 5 
Chemistry 5 0 5 3 0 3 6 0 6 
Total 14 l) T4 TO l) TO IT l) IT 
Political Science & Sociologx 
Community Service Counseling 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Criminal Justice 27 0 27 34 0 34 20 0 20 
Political Science 8 0 8 12 0 12 16 0 16 
Public Administration 0 6 6 0 12 12 0 7 7 
Sociology 13 0 13 21 0 21 16 0 16 
Total qa 7 55" b7 TI 7iJ 51 7 ~ 
Psychology 
Counseling Psychology 0 6 6 0 12 12 0 20 20 
Psychology 39 0 39 41 0 41 25 0 25 
Total 19 b 45" 1fT 12 51 E 20 45" 
TABLE I.D 
DEGREES AWARDED 
BY COllEGE, BY DEPARTMENT, BY MAJOR 
BY FISCAL YEAR 
Fiscal Year 1983-84 Fiscal Year 1984-85 Fiscal Year 1985-86 
College/Division/Major Dc GR Total UG GR Total UG GR Total 
History & Philosophy 
History 13 0 13 13 0 13 11 0 11 
Li beral Studi es 12 0 12 7 0 7 6 0 6 
Total B n B "20 n "20 T7 n 17 
Colle~ Arts & Sciences Total 206 15 221 215 30 245 173 31 204 
College of Business Administration 
Accounting & Finance 
Accounting 78 16 94 98 12 110 97 12 109 
Banking & Finance 25 0 25 27 0 27 54 0 54 
Total ID 1b ill 125 12 ill T5T 12 ill 
Economics 
Economics 4 0 4 6 0 6 5 0 5 
Total If "0 If 6 0 6 5" "0 5 
Business Administration 
Business Management 71 0 71 83 0 83 64 0 64 
Insurance 5 0 5 6 0 6 3 0 3 
Marketing 60 0 60 56 0 56 46 0 46 
Personnel Management 0 3 3 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Business Psychology 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Real Estate 5 0 5 4 0 4 11 0 11 
Total lTI "5 f4q m n m TI1+ n TIli 
Transportation & logistics 
Transportation & logistics 17 0 17 9 0 9 9 0 9 
Total 17 "0 17 9 "0 9 9 "0 9 
College-wide 
Human Resource Management 0 0 0 0 5 5 0 8 8 
MBA 0 93 93 0 80 80 0 80 80 
Total n 91 91 n as- "[5 0 88 88 





BY COLLEGE, BY DEPARTMENT, BY MAJOR 
BY FISCAL YEAR 
Fiscal Year 1983-84 Fiscal Year 1984-85 Fiscal Year 1985-86 
College/Division/Major Dc CR Total UC GR Total UC GR Total 
College of Education 
Administration & Supervision 
Administration & Supervision 0 28 28 0 29 29 0 35 35 
Educational Administration 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Total U M M U ~ ~ U 15 15 
Elementar~ & Secondar~ Education 
Art Education 2 1 3 0 0 0 2 5 7 
Elementary Education 52 23 75 72 26 98 60 59 119 
English Education 5 4 9 7 5 12 8 3 11 
History Education 2 1 3 1 0 1 3 2 5 
Math Education 0 0 0 3 1 4 0 1 1 
Music Education 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 
Political Science 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Psychology 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Science Education 1 0 1 2 0 2 1 4 5 
Secondary Education 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 
Social Science Education 0 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 2 
Sociology 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Total b4 42 m 85" 52 m 75 If ill 
Special Education 
Special Education 26 25 51 23 28 51 28 24 52 
Total 26 25 51 23 28 51 28 24 52 
Human Services & Allied Health 
Allied Health Services 17 26 43 23 39 62 21 37 58 
Physical Education 3 1 4 3 5 8 3 4 7 
Total 20 2i 1i7 g 44 '7() N 1fT bS 
Vocational/Technical Education 
Business Education 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Vocational/Technical Ed. 6 3 9 7 6 13 2 5 7 
Total 7 ! 10 7 b n 2 5 7 
TABLE 1.0 
DEGREES AWARDED 
BY COLLEGE, BY DEPARTMENT, BY MAJOR 
BY FISCAL YEAR 
Fiscal Year 1983-84 Fiscal Year 1984-85 Fiscal Year 1985-86 
College/Division/Major UG GR Total UG GR Total UG GR Total 
Counselor Education 
Counseling/Guidance 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Guidance/Counseling 0 21 21 0 35 35 0 32 32 
Total n 2T 2T n 15" 15" n 52 11 
College of Education Total 117 135 252 141 174 315 129 214 343 
Division of Nursing 
Nursing 30 0 30 29 0 29 31 0 31 
Total 30 0 30 29 0 29 3T 0 3T 
Division of Comeuter Science 
Comeuter & Information Science 1 0 1 10 0 10 36 0 36 
Total T "0 T TO "0 TO 56 0 36 
Division of Technologies 
Industrial Technolo9~ 117 0 117 103 0 103 105 0 105 
Total ill 0 ill 103 0 103 105 0 105 




DEGREES AWARDED BY RACE AND SEX 
Fiscal Year 1983-84 Fiscal Year 1984-85 Fiscal Year 1985-86 
Race/Sex UC GR Total UG CR Total UC CR Tot al 
American Indian: 
Female 0 1 1 3 2 5 0 0 0 
Male 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Total U T T 5" "2" 5 U U U 
Asian: 
Female 3 0 3 4 1 5 4 2 6 
Male 3 0 3 3 2 5 10 2 12 
Total b 0- 6" I j TIT IT 1+ 18 
Black: 
Female 35 11 46 33 15 48 23 20 43 
Male 13 6 19 19 4 23 14 4 18 
Total 1ffi T7 b5 52" 19 7T 17 ~ bf 
Hispanic: 
Female 3 1 4 3 2 5 6 4 10 
Male 4 0 4 5 0 5 3 2 5 
Total 7 T -g -g "2" TIT "9" b B 
Non-Resident Alien: 
Female 4 3 7 4 3 7 3 0 3 
Male 25 2 27 19 6 25 9 2 11 
Total 29 5 14 "IT 9 n- IT 2" TI+ 
Race Not Reported: 
Female 8 0 8 1 0 1 0 0 0 
Male 9 1 10 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Total Ti T 18 T U T U U U 
White: 
Female 329 134 463 382 159 541 386 213 599 
Male 300 103 403 311 107 418 305 96 401 
Total m m m ill m ill b9T 10"9" l,(JOO 
UNIVERSITY TOTAL: 
Female 382 150 532 430 182 612 422 239 661 
Male 354 112 466 357 119 476 341 106 447 
Total m ill 998 m JOT 1,088 m m ~ 
Matriculated 




























* Higher retention rates for Black students. 
TABLE I.F 
UNF STUDENT RETENTION RATES 






















65% 1% * 
66% 































* Higher retention rates for Black students . 
TABLE I.G 





















519c) 11 % * 
62% 






HEADCOUNT BY COLLEGE OF MAJOR 
FAll.. 1986 
NOT AFflUAlED (8.SX) _"Y""W""""'~ 
COYP1ITE\ SCIENCE (3.7X) 
EDUCATION (24.6X) 
GRAPH 11.1 
HEADCOUNT BY STUDENT CLASS 
FAlL 1986 
LOWER LEVEL (12.BX) 
II-a 





HEADCOUNT BY TRANSFER INSTITUTION 
FAI..L 1986 
COM. COUEGE ( .... 1.7"> 
F1..A. UPPER L£VEL (23.0"> 
GRAPH 11.3 
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Unclassified 18.90 16.80 
Lower Level 0 0 
Upper Level 62.06 64.13 
Graduate 19.04 19.07 
Transfers: 
Community College 47.09 48.75 
Fla. Upper Level 25.30 24.01 
Non-Florida 27.61 27.24 
Counties: 
Duval 83.56 81.14 
Clay * * 
Other 16.44 18.86 
Male 51.38 50.19 
Female 48.62 49.81 
Minority Students 10.07 10.01 
Average Age 29.88 30.22 

















TEN YEAR ENROLLMENT PERCENT SUMMARY 
FALL TERMS 
1979 1980 1981 
25.03 25.26 25.90 
0 0 0 
55.51 55.08 53.84 
19.46 19.66 20.26 
39.60 41.10 42.50 
25.70 24.80 24.70 
34.70 34.10 32.80 
74.92 74.60 74.23 
1.62 7.57 7.67 
17.46 17.83 18.10 
47.06 45.77 45.41 
52.94 54.23 54.59 
9.76 9.65 10.23 
30.60 30.80 31.20 
1982 1983 1984 1985 1986 
29.01 27.66 26.60 26.58 25.88 
0 0 5.84 17.43 12.72 
54.13 56.02 52.34 41.54 46.10 
16.86 16.32 15.22 14.45 15.27 
37.80 46.80 44.70 41.70 41.60 
27.70 24.70 23.00 23.40 23.00 
34.50 28.30 32.20 34.80 35.20 
73.39 73.14 73.00 72.78 69.20 
8.24 8.60 9.41 9.68 10.10 
18.37 18.26 17.59 17.54 20.70 
44.82 43.72 42.86 41.51 40.37 
55.18 56.27 57.13 58.49 59.62 
10.71 10.23 11 .37 11.85 11.26 




UNIVERSITY-WIDE SUMMARY STATISTICS 
FALL TERMS 
1982 1983 1984 1985 1986 
Number Percent Number Percent Number Percent Number Percent Number Percent 
Headcount 5,676 100.00 5,651 100.00 6,108 100.00 6,562 100.00 6,741 100.00 
Undergraduate: 3,070 54.09 3,166 56.02 3,554 58.18 3,870 58.98 3,966 58.83 
Lower 0 .00 0 .00 357 5.84 798 12.16 858 12.72 
Upper 3,070 54.08 3,166 56.02 3,197 52.34 3,072 46.81 3,108 46.10 
Graduate: 969 17.07 922 16.32 929 15.20 948 14.45 1,030 15.27 
Beginning 908 15.99 894 15.82 914 14.96 931 14.19 1,013 15.02 
Advanced 61 1.07 28 .49 15 .24 17 .26 17 .25 
Unclassified: 1,637 28.84 1,563 27.66 1,625 26.60 1,744 26.58 1,745 25.88 
Full-Time 1,394 24.55 1,318 23.32 1,718 28.12 1,968 29.99 2,095 31.07 
Part-Time 4,282 75.44 4,333 76.67 4,390 71.87 4,594 70.01 4,646 68.92 
Male 2,530 44.57 2,471 43.72 2,618 42.86 2,724 41.51 2,722 40.37 
Female 3,146 55.42 3,180 56.27 3,490 57.13 3,838 58.49 4,019 59.62 
White 4,804 84.63 4,832 85.50 5,311 86.95 5,785 88.16 5,977 88.66 
Minority . 618 10.88 578 10.22 695 11.37 707 10.77 699 10.36 
Other 254 4.47 241 4.26 102 1.66 70 1.07 65 .96 
Resident 5,475 96.45 5,453 96.49 5,929 97.06 6,365 97.00 6,535 96.94 
Non-Resident 201 3.54 198 3.50 179 2.93 197 3.00 206 3.05 
FTE b~ Student Level 
Undergraduate 1,731.59 63.92 1,749.86 66.11 2,068.96 67.94 2,370.49 70.00 2,489.66 71.19 
Graduate 411.29 15.18 387.63 14.64 412.66 13.55 416.48 12.29 445.61 12.74 
Unclassified 565.99 20.89 509.36 19.24 563.73 18.51 599.24 17.70 561.81 16.06 
Credit Hours by Student Level 
Undergraduate 25,789 66.84 26,094 68.89 30,893 70.53 35,466 72.66 32,270 73.78 
Graduate 5,055 13.10 4,759 12.56 5,041 11.51 5,074 10.40 5,443 10.77 
Unclassified 7,735 20.04 4,759 18.54 7,865 17.95 8,270 16.94 7,799 15.43 
Average Load 
Undergraduate 8.4 8.2 8.6 9.1 9.3 
Graduate 5.2 5.1 5.4 5.3 5.2 
Unclassified 4.7 4.4 4.8 4.7 4.4 
T ABLE I I • B. 2 
UNIVERSITY-WIDE SUMMARY STATISTICS 
SPRING TERMS 
1982 1983 1984 1985 1986 
Number Percent Number Percent Number Percent Number Percent Number Percent 
Headcount 5,283 100.00 5,548 100.00 5,863 100.00 6,357 100.00 6,331 100.00 
Undergraduate: 2,819 53.35 3,015 55.96 3,206 54.68 3,419 57.78 3,813 60.22 
Lower 0 .00 0 .00 0 .00 364 5.72 768 12.13 
Upper 2,819 53.35 3,015 55.96 3,206 54.68 3,055 48.05 3,045 48.09 
Graduate: 936 17.72 943 17.00 1,025 17.48 947 14.89 1,023 16.15 
Beginning 892 16.88 900 16.22 983 16.76 928 14.59 998 15.76 
Advanced 44 .83 43 .77 42 .71 19 .29 25 .39 
Unclassified: 1,528 28.92 1,500 27.04 1,632 27.84 1 ,991 31 .31 1,495 23.61 
Full-Time 1,290 24.41 1,377 24.81 1,300 22.17 1,690 26.58 1,910 30.16 
Part-Time 3,993 75.58 4,171 75.18 4,563 77.82 4,667 73.41 4,421 69.83 
Male 2,349 44.46 2,524 45.49 2,516 42.91 2,689 42.29 2,632 41.57 
Female 2,934 55.53 3,024 54.50 3,347 57.08 3,668 57.70 3,699 58.42 
White 4,555 86.21 4,711 84.91 5,045 86.04 5,520 86.83 5,614 88.67 
Minority 547 10.35 591 10.65 636 10.84 738 11.60 661 10.44 
Other 181 3.42 246 4.43 182 3.10 99 1.55 56 .88 
Resident 5,141 97.31 5,388 97.11 5,699 97.20 6,202 97.56 6,152 97.17 
Non-Resident 142 2.68 160 2.88 164 2.79 155 2.43 179 2.82 
FTE b~ Student Level 
Undergraduate 1,580.74 62.86 1,717.56 65.81 1,750.93 65.10 1,983.38 64.33 2,340.46 71.64 
Graduate 410.31 16.31 400.66 15.35 423.03 15.72 418.98 13.59 437.46 13.39 
Unclassified 523.61 20.82 491.56 18.83 515.43 19.16 680.49 22.07 488.78 14.96 
Credit Hours by Student Level 
Undergraduate 23,587 65.78 25,610 68.69 26,068 68.08 29,616 67.00 35,005 74.31 
Graduate 5,037 14.04 4,925 13.21 5,185 13.54 5,122 11.58 5,355 11.36 
Unclassified 7,231 20.16 6,745 18.09 7,032 18.36 9,461 21.40 6.742 14.31 
Average Load 
Undergraduate 8.3 8.2 8.1 8.6 9.1 
Graduate 5.3 5.2 5.0 5.4 5.2 




UNIVERSITY-WIDE SUMMARY STATISTICS 
SUMMER TERMS 
1982 1983 1984 1985 1986 
Number Percent Number Percent Number Percent Number Percent Number Percent 
Headcount 3,991 100.00 4,106 100.00 4,199 100.00 4,379 100.00 4,858 100.00 
Undergraduate: 2,083 52.19 2,288 55.72 2,221 52.89 2,260 51.61 2,555 52.59 
Lower 0 .00 0 .00 0 .00 226 5.16 416 8.56 
Upper 2,083 52.19 2,288 55.72 2,221 52.89 2,034 46.45 2,139 44.03 
Graduate: 755 18.92 711 17.32 737 17.55 787 17.97 833 17.14 
Beginning 728 18.24 696 16.95 707 16.83 781 17.84 827 17.02 
Advanced 27 .67 15 .36 30 .71 6 .14 6 .12 
Unc 1 ass ifi ed: 1,153 28.89 1,107 26.96 1,241 29.55 1,332 30.42 1,470 30.25 
Full-Time 590 14.78 570 13.88 555 13.21 470 10.73 487 10.02 
Part-Time 3,401 85.21 3,536 86.11 3,644 86.78 3,909 89.27 4,371 89.97 
Male 1,769 44.32 1,844 44.90 1,782 42.43 1,734 39.60 1,962 40.38 
Female 2,222 55.67 2,262 55.09 2,417 57.56 2,645 60.40 2,896 59.61 
White 3,442 86.24 3,461 84.29 3,582 85.30 3,819 87.21 4,286 88.22 
Minority 411 10.29 460 11 .20 500 11.90 501 11.44 527 10.84 
Other 138 3.45 185 4.50 117 2.78 59 1.35 45 .92 
Resident 3,887 97.39 3,975 96.80 4,102 97.68 4,262 97.33 4,742 97.61 
Non-Resident 104 2.60 131 3.19 97 2.31 117 2.67 116 2.38 
FTE b~ Student Level 
Undergraduate 1,463.60 57.61 1,556.77 60.86 1,527.77 58.63 1,460.17 55.33 1,666.67 57.21 
Graduate 489.60 19.27 449.62 17.57 475.20 18.23 525.12 19.89 537.17 18.43 
Unclassified 587.17 23.11 551.37 21.55 602.80 23.13 654.20 24.78 709.37 24.35 
Credit Hours by Student Level 
Undergraduate 14,547 60.80 15.443 63.71 15,166 61.74 14,511 58.49 16,601 60.08 
Graduate 4,021 16.80 3,693 15.23 3,873 15.76 4,279 17.25 4,421 16.00 
Unclassified 5,355 22.38 5,101 21.04 5,522 22.48 6,018 24.26 6,605 23.90 
Average Load 
Undergraduate 6.9 6.7 6.8 6.4 6.4 
Graduate 5.3 5.1 5.2 5.4 5.3 
Unclassified 4.6 4.6 4.4 4.5 4.4 
TABLE II .C.l 
SUMMARY STATISTICS BY COLLEGE/DIVISION* 
COLLEGE OF ARTS & SCIENCES 
S~ring 1985 Surrrner 1985 Fall 1985 ~ 1986 Surrrner 1986 Fall 1986 
Headcount 1,424 895 1,836 1,888 1,175 1,982 
Undergraduate: 1,175 681 1,562 1,527 899 1,636 
Lower 364 220 798 768 416 858 
Upper 811 461 764 759 483 778 
Graduate: 105 56 103 128 62 128 
Beginning 105 56 103 128 62 128 
Advanced 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Unclassified: 144 158 171 233 214 218 
Full-Time 604 76 869 853 99 965 
Part-Time 820 819 967 1,035 1,076 1,017 
Male 622 374 784 803 475 827 
Female 802 521 1,052 1,085 700 1,155 
White 1,218 762 1,588 1,656 1,035 1,735 
Minority 188 121 227 216 131 231 
Other 18 12 21 16 9 16 
Resident 1,386 879 1,768 1,824 1,148 1,912 
Non-Resident 38 16 68 64 27 70 
FTE by Student Level 
Undergraduate 743.69 418.80 1,062.66 1,028.24 555.82 1 ,1 29.79 
Graduate 44.93 30.65 47.59 57.56 33.65 61.03 
U nc 1 ass if i ed 53.28 84.80 62.89 78.51 104.45 66.81 
Credit Hours by Student Level 
Undergraduate 11,113 4,171 15,908 15,384 5,538 16,925 
Graduate 548 257 585 706 284 741 
Unclassified 746 819 873 1,107 1,005 949 
Average Load 
Undergraduate 9.4 6.1 10.1 10.0 6.1 10.3 
Graduate 5.2 4.5 5.6 5.5 4.5 5.7 
Unclassified 5.1 5.1 5.1 4.7 4.6 4.3 
* Data pertains to majors enrolled in respective college. 11-5 
11-6 
TABLE I I.C.2 
SUMMARY STATISTICS BY COLLEGE/DIVISION* 
COLLEGE OF BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION 
Sering 1985 SUlTIller 1985 Fall 1985 ~ 1986 SUlTIller 1986 Fall 1986 
Headcount 1,795 1,277 1,855 1,777 1,414 1,904 
Undergraduate: 1,186 828 1,242 1,214 886 1,260 
Lower 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Upper 1 ,186 828 1,242 1 ,214 886 1,260 
Graduate: 416 341 426 423 359 449 
Beginning 416 341 426 423 359 449 
Advanced 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Unclassified: 193 108 187 140 169 195 
Full-Time 514 186 543 526 183 542 
Part-Time 1,281 1,091 1,312 1 ,251 1 ,231 1,362 
Male 969 667 957 926 735 968 
Female 816 610 898 851 679 936 
White 1,566 1,121 1,657 1,587 1,256 1,688 
Minority 188 130 169 168 138 187 
Other 41 26 29 22 20 29 
Resident 1,737 1,238 1,797 1,718 1,368 1,846 
Non-Resident 58 39 58 59 46 58 
FTE by Student Level 
Undergraduate 652.78 553.52 691.84 689.84 604.27 708.24 
Graduate 181.23 215.92 192.59 181.18 221.22 192.41 
Uncl assified 74.96 54.45 63.73 48.81 83.82 65.56 
Credit Hours by Student Level 
Undergraduate 9,778 5,528 10,365 10,335 6,036 10,609 
Graduate 2,216 1,757 2,343 2,219 1,831 2,359 
Unclassified 1,065 509 883 682 812 918 
Average Load 
Undergraduate 8.2 6.6 8.3 8.5 6.8 8.4 
Graduate 5.3 5.1 5.5 5.2 5.1 5.2 
Unclassified 5.5 4.7 4.7 4.8 4.8 4.7 
*Data pertains to majors enrolled in respective college. 
TABLE II .C.3 
SUMMARY STATISTICS BY COLLEGE/DIVISION* 
COLLEGE OF EDUCATION 
S~ring 1985 Surrmer 1985 Fall 1985 ~ 1986 Surrmer 1986 Fall 1986 
Headcount 1,284 1,077 1,353 1,484 1,292 1,655 
Undergraduate: 408 303 393 414 315 445 
Lower 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Upper 408 303 393 414 315 445 
Graduate: 426 390 419 472 412 453 
Beginning 407 384 402 447 406 436 
Advanced 19 6 17 25 6 17 
Unclassified: 450 384 541 598 565 757 
Full-Time 335 167 344 343 170 384 
Part-Time 949 910 1,009 1 ,141 1 ,122 1,271 
Male 275 192 269 309 278 341 
Female 1,009 885 1,084 1,175 1 ,104 1,314 
White 1,158 966 1,227 1,340 1,160 1,497 
Minority 118 105 119 141 129 153 
Other 8 6 7 3 3 5 
Resident 1,270 1,064 1,339 1,467 1 ,281 1,632 
Non-Resident 14 13 14 17 11 23 
FTE by Student Level 
Undergraduate 254.18 213.62 263.09 279.63 233.67 317.26 
Graduate 192.81 278.55 176.28 198.71 282.30 192.16 
Unclassified 166.41 204.32 198.46 195.06 285.85 240.76 
Credit Hours by Student Level 
Undergraduate 3,748 2,083 3,906 4,154 2,303 4,726 
Graduate 2,358 2,265 2,146 2,430 2,306 2,343 
Unclassified 2,247 1,810 2,666 2,591 2,557 3,233 
Average Load 
Undergraduate 9.1 6.8 9.9 10.0 7.3 10.6 
Graduate 5.5 5.8 5.1 5.1 5.5 5.1 
Unclassified 4.9 4.7 4.9 4.3 4.5 4.2 
*Data pertains to majors enrolled in respective college. 11-7 
11-8 
TABLE I I.C.4 
SUMMARY STATISTICS BY COLLEGE/DIVISION 
DIVISION OF COMPUTER & INFORMATION SCIENCE 
S~ring 1985 SUlllTIer 1985 Fall 1985 S~ring 1986 SUlllTler 1986 Fall 1986 
Headcount 216 145 255 260 205 251 
Undergraduate: 205 143 254 259 204 250 
Lower 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Upper 205 143 254 259 204 250 
Graduate: 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Beginning 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Advanced 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Unc 1 ass ifi ed: 11 2 
Full-Time 51 11 77 72 13 71 
Part-Time 165 134 178 188 192 180 
Male 148 95 163 162 132 159 
Female 68 50 92 98 73 92 
White 187 127 217 218 175 213 
Minority 19 14 30 34 22 31 
Other 10 4 8 8 8 7 
Resident 207 139 242 248 195 242 
Non-Resident 9 6 13 12 10 9 
FTE by Student Level 
Undergraduate 111.09 93.47 153.26 149.53 128.95 144.29 
Graduate 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Unclassified 4.19 1.50 .60 .40 .30 .40 
Credit Hours by Student Level 
Undergraduate 1,662 934 2,298 2,240 1,288 2,163 
Graduate 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Unclassified 63 15 9 6 3 6 
Average Load 
Undergraduate 8.1 6.5 9.0 8.6 6.3 8.6 
Graduate 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Unclassified 5.7 7.5 9.0 6.0 3.0 6.0 
TABLE II .C.5 
SUMMARY STATISTICS BY COLLEGE/DIVISION 
DIVISION OF NURSING 
SEri ng 1985 SUrmler 1985 Fall 1985 ~ 1986 SUrmler 1986 Fall 1986 
Headcount 147 99 156 152 102 146 
Undergraduate: 140 99 151 150 102 144 
Lower 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Upper 140 99 151 150 102 144 
Graduate: 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Beginning 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Advanced 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Unclassified: 7 0 5 2 0 2 
Full-Time 27 2 22 18 1 33 
Part-Time 120 97 134 134 101 113 
Male 6 3 10 8 7 6 
Female 141 96 146 144 95 140 
White 128 84 145 139 90 133 
Minority 19 14 11 13 12 13 
Other 0 1 0 0 0 0 
Resident 145 99 155 152 102 146 
Non-Resident 2 0 1 0 0 0 
FTE by Student Level 
Undergraduate 58.23 49.45 61.26 59.86 54.35 72.69 
Graduate 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Unclassified 2.00 0 1.00 .40 0 .40 
Credit Hours by Student Level 
Undergraduate 870 484 916 895 542 1,089 
Graduate 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Unclassified 30 0 15 6 0 6 
Average Load 
Undergraduate 6.2 4.8 6.0 5.9 5.3 7.5 
Graduate 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Unclassified 4.2 0 3.0 3.0 0 3.0 
" -9 
11-10 
TABLE I I.C.6 
SUMMARY STATISTICS BY COLLEGE/DIVISION 
DIVISION OF TECHNOLOGIES 
S~ring 1985 Sunmer 1985 Fall 1985 S~ring 1986 Sunmer 1986 Fall 1986 
Headcount 315 203 270 226 151 233 
Undergraduate: 305 201 268 225 148 231 
Lower 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Upper 305 201 268 225 148 231 
Graduate: 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Beginning 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Advanced 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Unclassified: 10 2 2 3 2 
Full-Time 90 18 64 52 10 61 
Part-Time 225 185 206 174 141 172 
Male 247 155 227 201 133 206 
Female 68 48 43 25 18 27 
White 275 174 244 205 140 208 
Minority 31 23 23 18 11 23 
Other 9 6 3 3 0 2 
Resident 309 198 263 220 150 230 
Non-Resident 6 5 7 6 1 3 
FTE by Student Level 
Undergraduate 163.38 129.50 138.34 114.26 88.40 117.34 
Graduate 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Unclassified 4.73 1.20 1.06 .26 1.20 1.06 
Credit Hours by Student Level 
Undergraduate 2,445 1,293 2,073 1 ,711 882 1,758 
Graduate 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Unclassified 71 12 16 4 12 16 
Average Load 
Undergraduate 8.0 6.4 7.7 7.6 5.9 7.6 
Graduate 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Unclassified 7.1 6.0 8.0 4.0 4.0 8.0 
TABLE II .C. 7 
SUMMARY STATISTICS BY COLLEGE/DIVISION 
NON-CLASSIFIEDS 
S[!rin9 1985 Summer 1985 Fall 1985 S[!ri n9 1986 Sunmer 1986 Fall 1986 
Headcount 1,176 682 837 544 519 570 
Undergraduate: 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Lower 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Upper 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Graduate: 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Beginning 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Advanced 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Unclassified: 1,176 682 837 544 519 570 
Full-Time 69 10 49 46 11 39 
Part-Time 1,107 672 788 498 508 531 
Male 422 247 314 223 202 215 
Female 754 435 523 321 317 355 
White 988 585 707 469 430 503 
Minority 175 94 128 71 84 61 
Other 13 3 2 4 5 6 
Resident 1,148 644 801 523 498 527 
Non-Resident 28 38 36 21 21 43 
FTE by Student Level 
Undergraduate 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Graduate 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Unclassified 374.89 309.42 271.48 184.37 233.75 186.79 
Credit Hours by Student Level 
Undergraduate 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Graduate 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Unclassified 5,239 2,868 3,808 2,632 2,216 2,671 
Average Load 
Undergraduate 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Graduate 0 0 0 0 0 0 




Spri ng 1980 
Summer 1980 
Fall 1980 
Wi nter 1981 
Spri ng 1981 
Summer 1981 
Fall 1981 


























































































TABLE I 1.0.1 



























Enrollment By Major College 











































































































































































































Wi nter 1981 
























































































































PROFILE OF STUDENTS TAKING COURSES OFF CAMPUS 
Enrollment By Major College 











































































































































































































































































































TABLE 1 1 • E. 1 










































































































































































































































































































































































TABLE I I.E.2 




































































































































































































































































TABLE I I • F • 1 
COURSE ENROLLMENT STATISTICS 
BY COURSE MEETING TIME AND LEVEL 
CLASSROOM SECTIONS ONLY 
Fall 1984 Fall 1985 Fall 1986 
Percent Percent Percent 
Courses Total Avg. Courses % Courses Total Avg. Courses % Courses Total Avg. Courses % 
Level/Course Time* Offered Enrl. Enrl. Offered Enrl. Offered Enrl. Enrl. Offered Enrl. Offered Enrl. Enrl. Offered Enrl. 
Lower Level: 
8:00 - 11:59 40 1,137 28.4 54.8 51.1 74 2,297 31.0 63.8 65.1 83 2,395 28.8 59.7 64.7 
12:00 - 3:59 22 760 34.5 30.1 34.1 29 873 30.1 25.0 24.8 35 785 22.4 25.2 21.2 
4:00 - 5:59 0 0 0 5 81 16.2 4.3 2.3 6 143 23.8 4.3 3.9 
6:00 on 11 329 29.9 15.1 14.8 8 275 34.3 6.9 7.8 15 379 25.2 10.8 10.2 
Total 7! z,m j"{J.q 101J."IT 1uu-:-IT m j,5"2b jQ.j 1uu-:-IT 1uu-:-IT m T,I02 "2b.b nm:o rnr:n 
Upper Level: 
8:00 - 11:59 85 2,132 25.0 24.5 25.9 85 2,341 27.5 24.6 27.1 67 1,828 27.2 20.2 20.4 
12:00 - 3:59 86 2,177 25.3 24.8 26.4 101 2,455 24.3 29.2 28.4 104 2,965 28.5 31.3 33.0 
4:00 - 5:59 41 705 17.1 11.8 8.6 39 797 20.4 11.2 9.2 42 771 18.3 12.7 8.6 
6:00 on 135 ~:~~2 23.8 38.9 39.1 121 3,gj~ 24.9 35.0 35.3 119 ~,~~g 28.6 35.8 38.0 Total m TI:7 l(j'Q.O 1TIo.O m 8, 24.9 1(j'Q.O 1TIo.O ill , 21.0 nm:o rnr:n 
Graduate: 
8:00 - 11:59 9 59 6.5 7.0 3.1 9 72 8.0 6.8 3.4 5 15 3.0 3.8 .7 
12 :00 - 3:59 11 82 7.4 8.5 4.4 13 99 7.6 9.9 4.7 15 103 6.8 11.3 4.9 
4:00 - 5:59 33 443 13.4 25.6 23.8 40 583 14.5 30.3 27.6 32 512 16.0 24.0 24.2 
6:00 on 76 ~ 16.8 58.9 68.7 70 J'~T; 19.3 53.0 64.3 81 ~'1~~ 18.3 60.9 70.2 Total m , ~ 1uu-:-IT 101J."IT ill , ~ 1TIo.O 1mr.D ill , ~ nm:o rnr:n 
Total Universitr: 
8:00 - 11:59 134 3,328 24.8 24.4 27.0 168 4,710 28.0 28.3 33.0 155 4,238 27.3 25.7 28.7 
12:00 - 3:59 119 3,019 25.3 21.7 24.5 143 3,427 24.0 24.1 24.0 154 3,853 25.0 25.5 26.1 
4:00 - 5:59 74 1,148 15.5 13.5 9.3 84 1,461 17.4 14.1 10.2 80 1,426 17.8 13.2 9.6 
6:00 on 222 1; ,~~~ 21.7 40.4 39.2 199 4,~~7 23.5 33.5 32.8 215 ~ 24.5 35.6 35.6 Total m TI:4 1TIo.O 100.0 ~ 1 , 5 ~ 100.0 101J."IT ~ ~ 101J."IT 1 uu-:-IT , , 
*Indicates time span in which course started. 
Course 
College/Div./Time* 
ARTS & SCIENCES: 
8:00 - 11 :59 
12:00 - 3:59 











8:00 - 11 :59 14 
12 :00 - 3 :59 




8:00 - 11:59 
12:00 - 3:59 






























*Indicates time span in which course started. 
TABLE II.F.2 
COURSE ENROLLMENT STATISTICS 
BY COURSE MEETING TIME AND COLLEGE 





































































3 ,580 26 . 7 1 00 • 0 1 00 • 0 
458 25.4 18.0 24.9 
221 18.4 12.0 12.0 
534 15.2 35.0 29.0 
627 17.9 35.0 34.1 










































25 . 5 27.9 

















8:00 - 11:59 
12:00 - 3:59 




8:00 - 11 :59 
12:00 - 3:59 




8:00 - 11:59 
12 :00 - 3 :59 











































*Indicates time span in which course started. 
TABLE II.F.2 
COURSE ENROLLMENT STATISTICS 
BY COURSE MEETING TIME AND COLLEGE 












































90 45.0 8.0 11.2 
152 30.4 20.0 18.8 
154 38.5 16.0 19.1 
411 29.3 56.0 50.9 


































































32.2 18.4 21.6 
22.2 21.1 17.1 
22.6 23.7 19.6 
31.0 36.8 41.7 
-- --- ---























Wi nter 1981 






































































Degree SUS V. A. Fee 











































































































































**Military Science and the Florida Cooperative Doctoral for non-fundab1e courses were first reported in Fall, 1981. 
Fundable Hours 




















































Military Degree V. A. Fee Florida Employee Fundable Hours 
Term Total Hours Science Program Deferment Defaults Audit Coop. Doctoral Fee Waivers* Total Percent 
Summer 1980 8,712 0 0 15 0 0 301 8,396 96.4 
Fall 1980 9,379 0 0 75 5 0 345 8,954 95.5 
Wi nter 1981 8,880 0 0 30 10 0 297 8,543 96.2 
Spri ng 1981 8,533 0 0 10 5 0 316 8,202 96.1 
Summer 1981 7,678 0 0 15 10 0 218 7,435 96.8 
Fall 1981** 7,490 0 0 27 25 195 368 6,875 91.8 
Spring 1972 7,461 0 0 15 3 144 329 6,970 93.4 
Summer 1982 5,923 0 0 15 12 30 312 5,554 93.8 
Fall 1982 8,218 0 0 27 41 234 473 7,443 90.6 
Spring 1983 7,468 0 0 0 45 113 371 6,939 92.9 
Summer 1983 5,363 0 0 15 9 6 300 4,997 93.2 
Fall 1983 7,308 0 0 6 36 110 309 6,847 93.7 
Spring 1984 8,224 0 0 24 30 171 414 7,585 92.2 
Summer 1984 5,987 0 0 3 16 0 257 5,710 95.4 
Fall 1984 7,526 0 0 9 12 62 378 7,064 93.9 
Spring 1985 8,176 0 0 9 46 65 401 7,654 93.6 
Summer 1985 6,348 0 0 6 18 0 314 6,009 94.7 
Fa 11 1985 7,934 0 0 0 25 99 432 7,377 93.0 
Spring 1986 7,595 0 0 6 40 75 374 7,100 93.5 
Summer 1986 6,021 0 0 0 18 0 161 5,842 97.0 
Fall 1986 7,778 0 0 15 23 66 287 7,387 95.0 
*State Agency employees included effective Fall, 1979. 






















































































































































































































































































































HEADCOUNT ENROLLMENTS BY RACE, BY LEVEL 
American Indian/ Asian/ White, Not of Race 
Term/Level Alaskan Native Pacific Islander Hi spanic Origin Black Hispanic Other Race Not Reported Total 
Fall 1980 
Undergraduate 6 16 2,292 212 19 12 56 2,613 
Graduate 4 3 834 55 8 10 19 933 
Unclassified 1 1 1,026 117 16 6 32 1 ,199 
Fall 1981 
Undergraduate 6 13 2,423 249 30 21 54 2,796 
Graduate 4 1 944 67 9 9 18 1,052 
Unclassified 4 8 1,140 121 19 5 48 1,345 
Fall 1982 
Undergraduate 4 19 2,623 259 31 51 83 3,070 
Graduate 4 4 844 70 10 14 23 969 
Unclassified 5 9 1,337 186 17 7 76 1,637 
Fall 1983 
Undergraduate 6 35 2,710 243 30 54 88 3,166 
Graduate 3 3 811 53 11 15 26 922 
Unclassified 3 6 1,311 171 14 3 55 1,563 
Fall 1984 
Undergraduate 6 60 3,107 273 46 54 8 3,554 
Graduate 1 13 823 68 12 12 0 929 
Unclassified 3 18 1,381 179 16 15 13 1,625 
Fall 1985 
Undergraduate 4 85 3,428 241 60 43 9 3,870 
Graduate 3 13 846 66 9 7 4 948 
Unclassified 4 15 1,511 173 34 3 4 1,744 
Fall 1986 
Undergraduate 2 92 3,492 262 69 45 4 3,966 
Graduate 1 11 918 75 16 8 1 1,030 










































































































< 20 20-24 25-29 30-34 
TABLE I I.K 
STUDENT AGE DISTRIBUTION 
35-39 40-44 

































































604 23.87 439 
o .00 0 
604 23.87 439 
286 32.24 237 
286 32.24 237 
o .00 0 
270 23.66 261 
663 25.37 464 
o .00 0 
663 25.37 464 
315 33.76 256 
315 33.76 256 













































































o .00 0 
799 26.02 549 
279 28.79 250 
273 30.06 235 
6 9.83 15 






















































































































































































































































































































































< 20 20-24 25-29 30-34 
TABLE II.K 
STUDENT AGE DISTRIBUTION 



















359 10. 10 11 73 
338 94.67 14 




















































































































627 16.20 1324 
621 77.81 133 
















722 18.65 495 
26 3.25 6 
696 22.65 489 
260 27.42 217 
257 27.60 213 






































































































115 11.16 247 
115 11.35 247 
o .00 0 








































































































































































































































STUDENT LOAD PERCENTAGE DISTRIBUTION 
BY CLASS 
Credit Hour Load Total Average 
Term/Class <3 3-5 6-8 9-11 12-14 > 14 Headcount Hours 
Fall 1983 
Undergraduate: .22 24.69 26.72 15.03 24.38 8.93 3,166 8.24 
Lower .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 0 
Upper .22 24.69 26.72 15.03 24.38 8.93 3,166 8.24 
Graduate: .43 52.16 31.12 11.38 4.12 .75 922 5.16 
Advanced .00 75.00 21.42 3.57 .00 .00 28 3.96 
Beginning .44 51.45 31.43 11.63 4.25 .78 894 5.19 
Unclassified: .44 71.78 16.37 5.18 4.92 1.27 1,563 4.49 
Fall 1984 
Undergraduate: .50 23.12 22.48 14.32 30.47 9.08 3,554 8.67 
Lower .00 1.40 1.40 1.96 89.07 6.16 357 12.59 
Upper .56 25.55 24.83 15.70 23.92 9.41 3,197 8.23 
Graduate: .96 47.25 32.50 12.91 5.48 .86 929 5.41 
Advanced .00 73.33 26.66 .00 .00 .00 15 3.86 
Beginning .98 46.82 32.60 13.12 5.57 .87 914 5.43 
Unclassified: 3.63 65.35 15.93 6.89 5.90 2.27 1,625 4.73 
Fall 1985 
Undergraduate: .38 18.94 20.93 16.40 33.69 9.63 3,870 9.13 
Lower .12 1.62 3.88 22.73 62.15 9.27 798 11.77 
Upper .45 23.43 25.35 14.71 26.30 9.73 3,072 8.45 
Graduate: .73 47.36 33.96 12.34 4.95 .63 948 5.34 
Advanced .00 70.58 29.41 .00 .00 .00 17 3.94 
Beginning .75 46.93 34.04 12.56 5.04 .64 931 5.36 
Unclassified: 4.52 63.41 18.69 6.42 5.27 1.66 1,744 4.61 
Fall 1986 
Undergraduate: .37 18.30 19.81 15.38 33.93 12.17 3,966 9.37 
Lower .00 3.37 5.24 15.61 63.05 12.70 858 11.87 
Upper .48 22.42 23.84 15.31 25.90 12.03 3,108 8.68 
Graduate: 1.55 46.50 35.63 11.26 4.27 .77 1,030 5.27 
Advanced .00 88.23 11.76 .00 .00 .00 17 3.35 
Beginning 1.57 45.80 36.03 11.45 4.34 .78 1,013 5.30 
Unclassified: 5.61 66.47 16.67 5.61 4.46 1.14 1,745 4.31 
T ABLE I I • L. 2 
STUDENT LOAD PERCENTAGE DISTRIBUTION 
BY COLLEGE 
Credit Hour Load Total Average 
Term/Co~e <3 3-$ 6-8 9-11 12-14 > 14 Headcount Hours 
Fall 1983 
College of Arts & Sciences .48 32.82 25.08 13 .62 20.88 7.09 1,240 7.81 
College of Business Admin. .22 33.42 30.32 14.19 16.85 4.98 1,804 6.92 
College of Education .24 50.45 20.09 9.76 12.55 6.89 1 ,219 6.23 
Division of Computer Sci. .00 25.00 25.00 .00 50.00 .00 4 8.75 
Division of Nursing .94 23.58 30.18 14.15 26.41 4.71 106 7.73 
Division of Technologies .21 21.66 29.97 15.09 25.16 7.87 457 8.34 
Unclassified .36 77.34 14.12 4.14 3.16 .85 821 4.17 
Total :TI I+2.7U 1"4."57 IT.7f ~ ~ ~ b.i"O 
Fall 1984 
College of Arts & Sciences .88 24.37 19.68 12.15 36.59 6.31 1,473 8.89 
College of Business Admin. .93 31.10 26.02 15.24 19.61 7.07 1,810 7.35 
College of Education .55 45.88 20.67 10.93 14.44 7.50 1,253 6.58 
Division of Computer Sci. .00 25.28 24.71 16.66 22.98 10.34 174 8.83 
Division of Nursing .71 42.14 31.42 17.14 7.85 .71 140 5.77 
Division of Technologies 1.59 28.38 31.83 14.05 18.56 5.57 377 7.37 
Unclassified 4.76 69.92 15.09 4.88 3.85 1.47 881 4.28 
Total 1."4'0 !8:01 rr:2b l2.TI m-:n b:"M b,TIffi 7':"n 
Fall 1985 
College of Arts & Sciences 1.19 18.62 16.33 17.32 38.88 7.62 1,836 9.41 
College of Business Admin. .53 30.61 28.46 13.80 20.86 5.71 1,855 7.29 
College of Education .88 48.04 19.80 9.68 14.33 7.24 1,353 6.42 
Division of Computer Sci. .78 20.78 29.01 19.21 20.00 10.19 255 8.97 
Division of Nursing .00 46.15 26.28 13.46 12.17 1.92 156 5.96 
Division of Technologies .37 22.96 39.62 13.33 13.70 10.00 270 7.68 
Unclassified 6.45 64.63 16.72 6.33 4.89 .95 837 4.39 
Total 13'3" w.Bb rr:TI n:Tb ~ b:-IT b,"56L 1.18 
Fall 1986 
College of Arts & Sciences 1.81 20.48 16.39 13.72 37.38 10.19 1,982 9.32 
College of Business Admin. 1.10 31.19 27.78 13.65 19.80 6.46 1,904 7.26 
College of Education .72 51.78 18.73 8.70 12.87 7.19 1,655 6.21 
Division of Computer Sci. .39 22.31 29.48 19.52 21 .51 6.77 251 8.54 
Division of Nursing 1.36 31.50 25.34 19.17 5.47 17.12 146 7.45 
Division of Technologies 1. 71 28.75 29.18 14.16 18.02 8.15 233 7.60 
Unclassified 9.29 59.47 17.71 6.66 5.78 1.05 570 4.47 
Total 1.91 35.08 21.42 12.22 21.77 7.58 6,741 7.43 
11-27 
11-28 
TABLE II .M.l 
PERCENTAGE DISTRIBUTION OF GRADES 
UNDERGRADUATE STUDENTS 
Grades Mean College/Division/Term A B C D F W Other Awarded GPA 
Co1le~f Arts & Sciences: 
Fall 1980 24.98 29.67 19.97 4.79 5.06 9.01 5.00 1.47 1,897 2.716 Fall 1981 27.43 26.41 18.47 3.75 6.69 12.87 3.74 .54 2,555 2.729 Fall 1982 25.89 29.93 19.07 4.04 6.34 11.03 2.98 .68 2,475 2.745 Fall 1983 26.82 28.86 17.26 5.19 7.81 9.33 2.88 1.82 2,636 2.727 Fall 1984 23.69 29.78 20.10 6.16 7.80 9.81 2.14 .50 3,781 2.642 Fall 1985 20.30 30.52 22.08 6.31 8.10 6.59 2.23 3.83 5,320 2.547 
Fall 1986 21.65 32.14 23.80 7.00 7.22 4.68 1.86 1.60 5,481 2.562 
Colle~e of Business Administration: 
Fall 1980 18.46 29.77 24.42 6.79 7.15 10.52 2.07 .77 1,928 2.451 
Fall 1981 19.04 31.81 21.69 5.55 6.08 13.37 1. 76 .66 3,171 2.562 
Fall 1982 20.24 31.14 21.76 5.67 7.16 10.89 2.50 .59 3,349 2.537 
Fall 1983 20.19 31.81 21.34 5.30 8.79 10.06 1.58 .88 3,149 2.506 
Fall 1984 19.01 29.71 21.88 6.55 7.76 13.05 1.32 .67 3,386 2.500 
Fa 11 1985 16.88 29.73 27.06 6.57 7.34 8.47 1.44 2.48 3,104 2.469 
Fall 1986 18.17 27.80 25.40 8.91 7.98 8.15 1.27 2.28 3,543 2.406 
COllege of Education: 
Fall 1980 40.45 30.01 12.42 3.28 2.68 4.27 6.06 .79 1,006 3.114 
Fall 1981 43.35 34.20 9.54 1.43 2.78 4.21 4.29 .15 1,257 3.223 
Fall 1982 42.45 32.13 11.84 1.88 2.51 3.32 4.75 1.07 1,114 3.174 
Fall 1983 47.75 29.56 10.37 2.38 2.57 3.85 3.03 .45 1,089 3.231 
Fall 1984 50.43 29.70 8.61 1.14 3.16 4.48 2.02 .43 1,138 3.314 
Fall 1985 44.27 34.25 11.35 2.09 2.95 1.90 2.48 .66 1,048 3.179 
Fall 1986 40.23 37.35 12.47 2.39 2.60 2.88 1.47 .56 1,419 3.153 
Division of Computer Science: 
Fall 1983 33.33 11 • 11 22.22 .00 .00 33.33 .00 .00 9 2.833 
Fall 1984 22.29 23.62 17.21 7.06 11.47 17.21 .66 .44 453 2.376 
Fall 1985 17.94 28.40 19.60 6.64 9.30 11.96 2.82 3.32 602 2.414 
Fall 1986 23.05 29.07 18.94 4.55 7.78 10.42 2.79 3.37 681 2.641 
Division of Nursing: 
Fall 1980 30.49 43.97 15.60 .00 .70 5.67 .70 2.83 141 3.138 
Fall 1981 48.61 29.28 6.07 .55 1.65 3.86 9.39 .55 181 3.373 
Fall 1982 41.97 38.27 12.34 .00 1.85 1.85 3.08 .61 162 3.248 
Fall 1983 37.18 34.67 11.05 1.50 4.52 8.04 2.01 1.00 199 3.120 
Fall 1984 44.03 35.32 3.21 .00 3.66 8.25 4.12 1.37 218 3.327 
Fall 1985 57.64 26.20 6.11 .87 2.18 4.36 2.18 .43 229 3.398 
Fall 1986 49.29 29.07 11.34 .00 .00 5.67 2.48 2.12 282 3.481 
TABLE I I.M.l 
PERCENTAGE DISTRIBUTION OF GRADES 
UNDERGRADUATE STUDENTS 
Grades Mean 
College/Division/Term A B C D F W Other Awarded GPA 
Division of Technologies: 
Fall 1980 27.97 27.08 17.55 6.54 6.84 7.73 5.65 .59 335 2.618 
Fall 1981 25.62 24.68 16.98 4.55 7.07 16.91 2.83 2.04 636 2.653 
Fall 1982 31.02 24.44 14.57 4.97 7.91 11.64 3.73 1.68 1,125 2.765 
Fall 1983 23.63 33.30 15.05 5.07 8.42 9.82 2.80 1.87 1,282 2.577 
Fall 1984 26.93 29.41 14.33 5.06 7.00 13.25 1. 72 2.26 928 2.686 
Fall 1985 27.68 29.90 14.55 4.58 6.01 9.96 2.53 4.74 632 2.748 
Fall 1986 31.52 31.34 14.53 4.72 7.53 5.95 2.27 2.10 571 2.739 
11-29 
11-30 
TABLE 1 I.M.2 
PERCENTAGE DISTRIBUTION OF GRADES 
GRADUATE STUDENTS 
Grades Mean 
College/Term A B C D F W Other Awarded CPA 
Colle~of Arts & Sciences: 
Fall 1980 41.14 32.00 8.00 .00 1. 71 7.42 9.14 .57 175 3.338 
Fall 1981 30.41 37.62 8.76 1.54 2.57 9.27 9.27 .51 194 3.159 
Fall 1982 35.86 29.89 3.26 1.08 3.26 16.30 7.60 2.71 184 3.268 
Fall 1983 48.35 26.92 3.29 .00 1.09 12.63 6.04 1.64 182 3.491 
Fall 1984 45.85 31.70 5.36 .00 .00 6.34 10.24 .48 205 3.479 
Fall 1985 45.83 30.72 3.64 .00 1.04 5.20 7.81 5.72 192 3.451 
Fall 1986 40.08 30.57 6.19 .41 2.47 8.26 7.43 4.54 242 3.283 
College of Business Administration: 
Fall 1980 42.93 33.69 7.60 1.26 3.07 9.78 1.44 .18 552 3.254 
Fall 1981 36.74 35.75 5.67 .49 3.08 15.53 2.09 .61 811 3.185 
Fall 1982 40.17 37.37 5.35 .63 1.91 11.73 2.04 .76 784 3.266 
Fall 1983 40.21 35.58 5.68 .79 2.51 12.43 2.24 .52 756 3.252 
Fall 1984 41.57 38.53 4.00 .96 1.93 9.94 2.07 .96 724 3.279 
Fall 1985 42.51 38.74 5.28 .37 2.01 6.54 2.01 2.51 795 3.324 
Fall 1986 36.13 39.52 6.52 .75 1.63 10.53 1.88 3.01 797 3.241 
College of Education: 
Fall 1980 62.29 23.77 1.96 .16 .00 2.29 7.86 1.63 610 3.669 
Fall 1981 60.50 20.55 2.52 .45 .57 2.87 8.61 3.90 871 3.646 
Fall 1982 57.26 19.32 1.69 .14 2.11 4.09 6.06 9.30 709 3.604 
Fall 1983 60.50 21.97 1 .91 .00 .79 4.77 4.93 5.09 628 3.635 
Fall 1984 56.48 28.24 2.04 .68 .13 3.13 7.09 2.18 733 3.602 
Fall 1985 59.77 28.41 2.53 .00 .28 2.39 4.50 2.10 711 3.588 
Fall 1986 59.50 28.33 1.55 .12 .25 3.10 4.52 2.58 773 3.622 
TABLE II.M.3 
PERCENTAGE DISTRIBUTION OF GRADES 
UNCLASSIFIED STUDENTS 
Grades Mean 
College/Division/Term A B C D F W Other Awarded GPA 
College of Arts & Sciences: 
Fall 1980 34.33 25.90 12.04 1.80 4.21 14.45 6.02 1.20 166 3.066 
Fall 1981 37.64 23.52 8.23 1. 76 4.70 15.88 5.88 2.35 170 3 .103 
Fall 1982 25.69 30.16 9.49 6.70 5.58 13.96 5.02 3.35 179 2.802 
Fall 1983 24.39 27.31 12.68 2.92 11.70 16.09 3.41 1.46 205 2.778 
Fall 1984 22.22 25.39 10.58 3.70 7.93 20.10 7.93 2.11 189 2.790 
Fall 1985 34.30 21.16 12.40 1.82 8.75 11. 31 4.74 5.47 274 2.958 
Fall 1986 29.87 25.78 9.74 5.03 5.03 9.11 5.97 9.43 318 2.999 
Co~lege of Business Administration: 
Fall 1980 27.50 26.66 12.50 2.50 4.16 21.66 4.16 .83 120 2.892 
Fall 1981 25.54 28.13 8.22 2.16 6.92 19.48 4.76 4.76 231 2.733 
Fall 1982 31.29 26.71 11.83 1.90 4.96 15.64 5.72 1.90 262 3.059 
Fall 1983 23.97 25.84 12.73 3.37 10.11 19.10 1.87 2.99 267 2.691 
Fall 1984 19.20 25.14 18.64 2.82 8.19 21.46 2.54 1.97 354 2 . 684 
Fall 1985 30.61 29.93 10.20 2.38 8.50 11.90 1.02 5.44 294 2.861 
Fall 1986 26.55 29.18 11.14 7.21 6.22 10.16 .65 8.85 305 2.738 
College of Education: 
Fall 1980 42.68 31.49 6.88 1.37 2.92 5.50 8.77 .34 581 3.316 
Fall 1981 38.83 26.42 10.36 1.02 3.79 7.44 6.42 5.69 685 3.272 
Fall 1982 36.69 27.51 10.53 3.51 4.53 5.77 9.73 1.69 883 3.174 
Fall 1983 40.67 27.60 8.81 1.46 3.96 8.95 5.43 3.08 681 3.238 
Fall 1984 42.04 30.11 6.25 1.42 3.40 8.09 4.68 3.97 704 3.303 
Fall 1985 42.74 31.33 9.21 1.38 3.34 4.26 3.91 3.80 868 3.321 
Fall 1986 45.09 33.86 6.88 1.03 3.01 4.52 2.64 2.92 1,060 3.325 
Division of Computer Science: 
Fall 1984 30.76 30.76 7.69 7.69 .00 23.07 .00 .00 13 3.218 
Fall 1985 33.33 66.66 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 3 3.333 
Fall 1986 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 100.00 .00 .00 2 
Division of Nursin2: 
Fall 1980 23.07 69.23 .00 7.69 .00 .00 .00 .00 13 3.000 
Fall 1981 47.22 33.33 8.33 2.77 .00 8.33 .00 .00 36 3.233 
Fall 1982 16.66 50.00 25.00 .00 .00 8.33 .00 .00 12 3.005 
Fall 1983 14.28 42.85 .00 .00 .00 14.28 28.57 .00 7 3.333 
Fall 1984 41.17 29.41 .00 5.88 5.88 11.76 5.88 .00 17 2.781 
Fall 1985 20.00 20.00 20.00 .00 .00 .00 20.00 20.00 5 3.000 
Fall 1986 .00 100.00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 2 3.000 
11-31 
11-32 
TABLE I I.M.3 
PERCENTAGE DISTRIBUTION OF GRADES 
UNCLASSIFIED STUDENTS 
Grades Mean 
College/Division/Term A B C D F W Other Awarded GPA 
Division of Technologies: 
Fall 1980 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 100.00 .00 1 
Fall 1981 .00 33.33 66.66 .00 .00 .00 .00 00 3 2.500 
Fall 1982 50.00 25.00 .00 25.00 .00 .00 .00 .00 4 2.833 
Fall 1983 28.57 28.57 .00 14.28 .00 28.57 .00 .00 7 2.250 
Fall 1984 16.66 16.66 33.33 .00 5.55 16.66 11 • 11 .00 18 2.238 
Fall 1985 .00 .00 .00 .00 60.00 20.00 .00 20.00 5 
Fall 1986 20.00 60.00 .00 .00 20.00 .00 .00 .00 5 1.653 
Not Classified by COllege: 
Fall 1980 30.38 28.66 10.30 2.90 10.03 9.64 5.15 2.90 757 2.846 
Fall 1981 29.19 25.14 10.16 2.16 12.14 12.05 6.49 2.63 1,062 2.810 
Fall 1982 28.78 27.53 9.20 2.17 8.95 10.62 9.45 3.26 1 ,195 2.898 
Fall 1983 32.22 25.81 9.02 2.52 11.19 10.46 3.88 4.87 1,108 2.932 
Fall 1984 27.42 25.84 10.16 3.70 11.97 12.13 2.99 5.75 1,269 2.778 
Fall 1985 26.54 26.38 12.59 4.35 12.67 8.32 3.72 5.38 1,262 2.726 
Fall 1986 25.45 24.20 13.00 5.09 11.08 10.06 3.95 7.12 884 2.756 
TABLE II.M.4 
PERCENTAGE DISTRIBUTION OF GRADES 
EXCLUDING WITHDRAWALS AND INCOMPLETES 
UNDERGRADUATE STUDENTS 
Grades 
College/Term A B C D F Awarded Mean GPA 
College of Arts & Sciences: 
Fall 1980 29.56 35.12 23.64 5.67 5.98 1,603 2.716 
Fall 1981 33.14 31.91 22.31 4.53 8.08 2,115 2.729 
Fall 1982 30.36 35.10 22.35 4.73 7.43 2, 111 2.745 
Fall 1983 31.20 33.58 20.07 6.04 9.09 2,266 2.727 
Fall 1984 27.06 34.01 22.96 7.03 8.91 3,310 2.642 
Fall 1985 23.24 34.95 25.29 7.23 9.27 4,646 2.547 
Fall 1986 23.57 35.00 25.92 7.62 7.86 5,034 2.562 
College of Business Administration: 
Fall 1980 21.31 34.37 28.20 7.84 8.26 1,670 2.451 
Fall 1981 22.62 37.79 25.76 6.59 7.22 2,670 2.562 
Fall 1982 23.54 36.21 25.31 6.59 8.33 2,880 2.537 
Fall 1983 23.09 36.38 24.40 6.06 10.05 2,754 2.506 
Fall 1984 22.39 34.97 25.76 7.71 9.14 2,876 2.500 
Fall 1985 19.27 33.94 30.89 7.50 8.38 2,719 2.469 
Fall 1986 20.58 31.48 28.77 10.10 9.04 3,128 2.406 
College of Education: 
Fall 1980 45.52 33.78 13.98 3.69 3.02 894 3.114 
Fall 1981 47.47 37.45 10.45 1.56 3.04 1,148 3.223 
Fall 1982 46.73 35.37 13.04 2.07 2.76 1,012 3.174 
Fall 1983 51.53 31.91 11.19 2.57 2.77 1,009 3.231 
Fall 1984 54.20 31.91 9.25 1.22 3.39 1,059 3.314 
Fall 1985 46.63 36.08 11.95 2.21 3.11 995 3.179 
Fall 1986 42.32 39.28 13.12 2.52 2.74 1,349 3.153 
Division of Computer Science: 
Fall 1983 50.00 16.66 33.33 .00 .00 6 2.833 
Fall 1984 27.29 28.91 21.08 8.64 14.05 370 2.376 
Fall 1985 21.90 34.68 23.93 8.11 11.35 493 2.414 
Fall 1986 27.64 34.85 22.71 5.45 9.33 568 2.641 
Division of Nursin~: 
Fall 1980 33.59 48.43 17.18 .00 .78 128 3.138 
Fall 1981 56.41 33.97 7.05 .64 1.92 156 3.373 
Fall 1982 44.44 40.52 13.07 .00 1.96 153 3.248 
Fall 1983 41.80 38.98 12.42 1.69 5.08 177 3.120 
Fall 1984 51.06 40.95 3.72 .00 4.25 188 3.327 
Fall 1985 61.97 28.16 6.57 .93 2.34 213 3.398 
Fall 1986 54.94 32.41 12.64 .00 .00 253 3.481 
11-33 
11-34 
TABLE I I.M.4 
PERCENTAGE DISTRIBUTION OF GRADES 
EXCLUDING WITHDRAWALS AND INCOMPLETES 
UNDERGRADUATE STUDENTS 
Grades 
College/Term A B C D F Awarded Mean GPA 
Division of Technologies: 
Fall 1980 35.52 31.48 20.41 7.61 7.95 289 2.618 
Fall 1981 32.47 31.27 21.51 5.77 8.96 502 2.653 
Fall 1982 37.40 29.47 17.57 6.00 9.53 933 2.765 
Fall 1983 27.64 38.95 17.60 5.93 9.85 1,096 2.577 
Fall 1984 32.55 35.54 17.31 6.11 8.46 768 2.686 
Fall 1985 33.46 36.13 17.59 5.54 7.26 523 2.748 
Fall 1986 35.15 34.96 16.21 5.27 8.39 512 2.739 
TABLE II.M.5 
PERCENTAGE DISTRIBUTION OF GRADES 
EXCLUDING WITHDRAWALS AND INCOMPLETES 
GRADUATE STUDENTS 
Grades 
College/Term A B C D F Awarded Mean GPA 
College of Arts & Sciences: 
Fall 1980 49.65 38.62 9.65 .00 2.06 145 3.338 
Fall 1981 37.57 46.49 10.82 1.91 3.18 157 3.159 
Fall 1982 48.88 40.74 4.44 1.48 4.44 135 3.268 
Fall 1983 60.68 33.79 4.13 .00 1.37 145 3.491 
Fall 1984 55.29 38.23 6.47 .00 .00 170 3.479 
Fall 1985 56.41 37.82 4.48 .00 1.28 156 3.451 
Fall 1986 50.25 38.34 7.77 .51 3.10 193 3.283 
College of Business Administration: 
Fall 1980 48.46 38.03 8.58 1.43 3.47 489 3.254 
Fall 1981 44.94 43.74 6.93 .60 3.77 663 3.185 
Fall 1982 47.01 43.73 6.26 .74 2.23 670 3.266 
Fall 1983 47.42 41.96 6.70 .93 2.96 641 3.252 
Fall 1984 47.77 44.28 4.60 1.11 2.22 630 3.279 
Fall 1985 47.80 43.56 5.94 .42 2.26 707 3.324 
Fall 1986 42.72 46.73 7.71 .89 1.92 674 3.241 
College of Education: 
Fall 1980 70.63 26.95 2.23 .18 .00 538 3.669 
Fall 1981 71.50 24.28 2.98 .54 .67 737 3.646 
Fall 1982 71.10 23.99 2.10 .17 2.62 571 3.604 
Fall 1983 71.02 25.79 2.24 .00 .93 535 3.635 
Fall 1984 64.48 32.24 2.33 .77 .15 642 3.602 
Fall 1985 65.68 31.22 2.78 .00 .30 647 3.588 
Fall 1986 66.28 31.55 1. 72 .14 .28 694 3.622 
11-35 
11-36 
TABLE I I.M.6 
PERCENTAGE DISTRIBUTION OF GRADES 
EXCLUDING WITHDRAWALS AND INCOMPLETES 
UNCLASSIFIED STUDENTS 
Grades College/Term A B C D F Awarded Mean GPA 
College of Arts & Sciences: 
Fall 1980 43.84 33.07 15.38 2.30 5.38 130 3.066 
Fall 1981 49.61 31.00 10.85 2.32 6.20 129 3.103 
Fall 1982 33.09 38.84 12.23 8.63 7.19 139 2.802 
Fall 1983 30.86 34.56 16.04 3.70 14.81 162 2,778 
Fall 1984 31.81 36.36 15.15 5.30 11 .36 132 2.790 
Fall 1985 43.72 26.97 15.81 2.32 11.16 215 2.958 
Fall 1986 39.58 34.16 12.91 6.66 6.66 240 2.999 
College of Business Administration: 
Fall 1980 37.50 36.36 17.04 3.40 5.68 88 2.892 
Fall 1981 35.97 39.63 11.58 3.04 9.75 164 2.733 
Fall 1982 40.79 34.82 15.42 2.48 6.46 201 3.059 
Fall 1983 31.52 33.99 16.74 4.43 13.30 203 2.691 
Fall 1984 25.95 33.96 25.19 3.81 11.06 262 2.684 
Fall 1985 37.50 36.66 12.50 2.91 10.41 240 2.861 
Fall 1986 33.06 36.32 13.87 8.97 7.75 245 2.738 
Colle~f Education: 
Fall 1980 50.00 36.89 8.06 1.61 3.42 496 3.316 
Fall 1981 48.27 32.84 12.88 1.27 4.71 551 3.272 
Fall 1982 44.32 33.24 12.72 4.24 5.47 731 3. 174 
Fall 1983 49.28 33.45 10.67 1. 77 4.80 562 3.238 
Fall 1984 50.51 36.17 7.50 1.70 4.09 586 3.303 
Fall 1985 48.56 35.60 10.47 1.57 3.79 764 3.321 
Fall 1986 50.15 37.67 7.66 1.15 3.35 953 3.325 
Division of Computer Science: 
Fall 1984 40.00 40.00 10.00 10.00 .00 10 3.218 
Fall 1985 33.33 66.66 .00 .00 .00 3 3.333 
Fall 1986 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 0 
Division of Nursing: 
Fall 1980 23.07 69.23 .00 7.69 .00 13 3.000 
Fall 1981 51.51 36.36 9.09 3.03 .00 33 3.233 
Fall 1982 18.18 54.54 27.27 .00 .00 11 3.005 
Fall 1983 25.00 75.00 .00 .00 .00 4 3.333 
Fall 1984 50.00 35.71 .00 7.14 7.14 14 2. 781 
Fall 1985 33.33 33.33 33.33 .00 .00 3 3.000 
Fall 1986 .00 100.00 .00 .00 .00 2 3 . 000 
TABLE II .M.6 
PERCENTAGE DISTRIBUTION OF GRADES 
EXCLUDING WITHDRAWALS AND INCOMPLETES 
UNCLASSIFIED STUDENTS 
Grades 
College/Term A B C D F Awarded Mean GPA 
Division of Technologies: 
Fall 1980 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 0 
Fall 1981 .00 33.33 66.66 .00 .00 3 2.500 
Fall 1982 50.00 25.00 .00 25.00 .00 4 2.833 
Fall 1983 40.00 40.00 .00 20.00 .00 5 2.250 
Fall 1984 23.07 23.07 46.15 .00 7.69 13 2.238 
Fall 1985 .00 .00 .00 .00 100.00 3 
Fall 1986 20.00 60.00 .00 .00 20.00 5 1.653 
Not Classified by College: 
Fall 1980 36.91 34.83 12.52 3.53 12.19 623 2.846 
Fall 1981 37.03 31.89 12.90 2.74 15.41 837 2.810 
Fall 1982 37.55 35.91 12.00 2.83 11.68 916 2.898 
Fall 1983 39.88 31.95 11.17 3.12 13.85 895 2.932 
Fall 1984 34.66 32.66 12.84 4.68 15.13 1,004 2.778 
Fall 1985 32.14 31.95 15.25 5.27 15.35 1,042 2.726 




CLASS SIZE PERCENTAGE DISTRIBUTION* 
LOWER LEVEL CLASSES 
Term 1-8 
Course Enrollment Fre9uenc~ 
9-15 16-25 2 -4U ---~ Total Classes Average Class Size 
Summer 1984 .00 25.00 50.00 12.50 12.50 8 22.1 
Summer 1985 4.00 12.00 40.00 32.00 12.00 25 25.0 
Summer 1986 6.81 15.90 27.27 36.36 13.63 44 26.6 
Fall 1984 7.93 1.58 28.57 26.98 34.92 63 35.5 
Fall 1985 2.04 4.08 28.57 33.67 31.63 98 35.9 
Fall 1986 6.66 5.83 39.16 27.50 20.83 120 30.7 
Spring 1985 7.04 2.81 32.39 30.98 26.76 71 31.3 
Spring 1986 3.96 7.92 31.68 40.59 15.84 101 30.9 





















Spri ng 1985 
Spring 1986 
*Classroom sections only. 
TABLE II .N.2 
CLASS SIZE PERCENTAGE DISTRIBUTION* 
UPPER LEVEL CLASSES 
Course Enrollment Frequency 
-r:1r 9-15 16-25 26-40 > 40 
9.30 18.02 43.02 19.76 9.88 
6.62 28.31 32.53 28.91 3.61 
3.66 17.43 33.02 38.07 7.79 
5.06 14.74 26.72 44.23 9.21 
3.77 13.67 33.96 41.03 7.54 
5.52 13.06 29.64 42.71 9.04 
4.02 15.57 28.14 33.16 19.09 
7.22 22.48 29.71 30.12 10.44 
8.28 22.92 28.17 29.00 11.60 
13.14 19.58 25.25 31.95 10.05 
11.02 19.16 24.93 33.33 11.54 
8.88 20.83 28.05 33.33 8.88 
10.02 17.19 34.38 24.06 14.32 
7.95 17.12 28.44 28.74 17.73 
13.39 24.10 34.37 21.87 6.25 
11.64 28.11 26.90 27.71 5.62 
12.69 24.07 26.19 28.30 8.73 
11.82 19.35 28.22 31.45 9.13 
20.00 19.03 27.95 23.85 9.15 
9.35 20.17 30.11 27.77 12.57 
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CLASS SIZE PERCENTAGE DISTRIBUTION* 
GRADUATE CLASSES 
Course Enrollment Fre9uenc~ 
9-15 16-25 2 -40 > 40 
32.14 35.71 13.09 3.57 
25.00 50.00 14.70 1.47 
21.33 29.33 29.33 6.66 
27.27 37.50 13.63 3.40 
22.82 39.13 20.65 1.08 
19.78 31.86 27.47 4.39 
14.45 38.55 24.09 3.61 
24.00 34.66 26.66 5.33 
32.14 30.35 18.75 5.35 
26.86 25.37 22.38 2.98 
28.57 28.57 19.32 4.20 
37.50 28.33 16.66 1.66 
27.73 33.61 23.52 3.36 
30.76 28.20 22.22 5.98 
37.50 32.95 12.50 2.27 
25.35 36.61 19.71 4.22 
33.02 27.52 15.59 6.42 
33.94 31.19 14.67 3.66 
24.69 28.31 12.65 1.20 
30.82 32.33 18.79 2.25 
26.36 40.00 17.27 2.72 
Excludes non-funded Florida Cooperative Doctoral courses. 
11-40 






















TABLE II .N.4 
CLASS SIZE PERCENTAGE DISTRIBUTION* 
BY COLLEGE 
LOWER LEVEL CLASSES 
Term/College/Division 1-8 
Course Enrollment Freguenc~ 
9-15 16-25 2 -40 > 40 Total Classes Average Class Size 
Fall 1984 
Arts & Sciences 5.66 1.88 33.96 26.41 32.07 53 34.0 
Business Administration 11. 11 .00 .00 33.33 55.55 9 47.6 
Other 100.00 .00 .00 .00 .00 1 3.0 
Total 7.93 1.58 28.57 26.98 34.92 63 35.5 
Fall 1985 
Arts & Sciences 1.28 3.84 32.05 35.89 26.92 78 34.2 
Business Administration .00 .00 .00 16.66 83.33 12 56.7 
Other 12.50 12.50 37.50 37.50 .00 8 21 .2 
Total 2.04 4.08 28.57 33.67 31.63 98 35.9 
Fall 1986 
Arts & Sciences 3.19 5.31 40.42 29.78 21.27 94 32.0 
Business Administration .00 .00 37.50 31.25 31.25 16 36.5 
Other 100.00 .00 .00 .00 .00 5 2.0 
Total 6.66 5.83 39.16 27.50 20.83 120 30.7 
*Classroom sections only. 11-41 
11-42 
TABLE 1 I.N.5 
CLASS SIZE PERCENTAGE DISTRIBUTION* 
BY COLLEGE 
UPPER LEVEL CLASSES 
Course Enrollment Freguenc~ 
Term/College/Division 1-8 9-15 16-25 26-40 > 40 Total Classes Average Class Size 
Fall 1983 
Arts & Sciences 15.28 25.47 29.29 22.29 7.64 157 21.2 
Business Administration 5.55 14.81 18.51 48.14 12.96 108 28.0 
Education 16.39 19.67 18.03 36.06 9.83 61 21.9 
Computer Science .00 .00 33.33 37.50 29.16 24 33.2 
Nursing 22.22 22.22 33.33 22.22 .00 9 15.8 
Technologies .00 10.00 30.00 35.00 25.00 20 28.4 
Other .00 50.00 50.00 .00 .00 2 14.0 
Total 11.02 19.16 24.93 33.33 11.54 381 24.2 
Fall 1984 
Arts & Sciences 12.68 29.85 31.34 19.40 6.71 134 20.8 
Business Administration 3.96 11.88 22.77 49.50 11.88 101 28.6 
Education 17.02 21.27 36.17 25.53 .00 47 19.3 
Computer Science .00 6.06 21 .21 54.54 18.18 33 30.9 
Nursing 16.66 33.33 16.66 33.33 .00 6 17.5 
Technologies 4.16 29.16 41.66 25.00 .00 24 19.4 
Other 6.66 13.33 6.66 40.00 33.33 15 31.5 
Total 8.88 20.83 28.05 33.33 8.88 360 24.0 
Fall 1985 
Arts & Sciences 14.49 23.18 34.05 16.66 11.59 138 22.5 
Business Admininistration 3.61 6.02 30.12 39.75 20.48 83 35.1 
Education 15.21 23.91 34.78 23.91 2.17 46 19.9 
Computer Science .00 5.88 35.29 29.41 29.41 34 30.8 
Nursing .00 11.11 66.66 11.11 11 • 11 9 22.8 
Technologies 12.50 37.50 41.66 8.33 .00 24 16.4 
Other 13.33 .00 26.66 26.66 33.33 15 33.8 
Total 10.02 17.19 34.38 24.06 14.32 349 26.1 
Fall 1986 
Arts & Sciences 8.80 18.40 32.80 22.40 17.60 125 26.7 
Business Administration 2.43 10.97 23.17 39.02 24.39 82 37.2 
Education 15.09 15.09 20.75 32.07 16.98 53 26.2 
Computer Science .00 15.15 30.30 33.33 21.21 33 28.6 
Nursing 20.00 30.00 40.00 10.00 .00 10 14.6 
Technologies 9.09 31.81 36.36 22.72 .00 22 18.0 
Other 50.00 50.00 .00 .00 .00 2 7.0 
Total 7.95 17.12 28.44 28.74 17.73 327 28.4 
*Classroom sections only. 
TABLE II.N.6 




Course Enrollment Fre9uenc~ 
9-15 16-25 2 -40 > 40 Total Classes Average Class Size 
Fall 1982 
Arts & Sciences 46.87 34.37 12.50 3.12 3.12 32 10 . 7 
Business Administration 6.45 9.67 32.25 48.38 3.22 31 25 . 7 
Education 18.30 30.98 28.16 19.71 2. 81 71 17.9 
Total rr:-rg R:8b 337 22."m ~ rn 11f.1Y 
Fall 1983 
Arts & Sciences 50.00 30.00 13.33 6.66 .00 30 10 . 2 
Business Administration 9.09 21.21 27.27 33.33 9.09 33 23.1 
Education 9.25 31.48 37.03 18.51 3.70 54 19 . 1 
Computer Science .00 100.00 .00 .00 .00 1 9.0 
Other .00 .00 100.00 .00 .00 1 17 . 0 
Total T9.TI !tr37 2B"37 T9."TI 4.21J m ~ 
Fall 1984 
Arts & Sciences 32.00 44.00 16.00 4.00 4.00 25 12.8 
Business Administration 6.06 27.27 27.27 39.39 .00 33 22 . 0 
Education 12.28 38.59 36.84 10.52 1. 75 57 16.5 
Computer Science .00 100.00 .00 .00 .00 2 12.0 
Other 66.66 33.33 . 00 .00 .00 3 5 . 6 
Total ~ j7"3U T8.TI lb.bb T:bb TIn" fb.9 
Fall 1985 
Arts & Sci ences 23.80 47.61 19.04 9.52 .00 21 14 . 0 
Business Administration .00 22.58 29.03 41.93 6.45 31 25.4 
Education 12.50 23.43 40.62 20.31 3.12 64 19 . 8 
Computer Science 50.00 .00 50.00 .00 .00 2 13.5 
Other .00 100.00 .00 .00 .00 1 15 .0 
Total TT:'7b -z-r:rJ IT:bT IT37 Db m w:T 
Fall 1986 
Arts & Sciences 28.00 56.00 12.00 4.00 .00 25 12.3 
Business Administration 3.22 32.25 12.90 41.93 9.67 31 23.9 
Education 11.66 20.00 41.66 20.00 6.66 60 20.8 
Computer Science .00 .00 100.00 .00 .00 1 19 .0 
Total T"2.M jQ.76 28.20 2"2.TI 5:98 m ~ 
*Classroom sections only. Excludes non-funded Florida Cooperative Doctoral courses. 11-43 
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CODE : 
IUSIIIESS , IICT. 
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rOICII HElL TH 
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1.1 1.3 





1.1 " .7 
3.7 1.1 
' .7 1.1 
1.2 I .' 
3.5 1 .1 
1.1 1.1 
5.5 1.1 
2. , 1.4 
1.1 1.1 






TAILI 11.0 . 1 
COUISUOlD RUlli 








1.1 1.2 1.1 1.4 
IS . I I. , 1.1 2.2 
I .' 1.7 1.1 1 .5 
5.7 1.2 1.1 1.2 
I .' 1.7 1.1 1.4 
1.1 1.1 1.1 1.1 
1.5 1.1 1.1 1.1 
47 . , 2.1 1.1 3.1 
3.1 1.1 1 .1 1.1 
4.4 3. , 1.1 11.4 
7.7 1.3 1.1 1 .1 
1.1 5.1 1.1 11.5 
1.1 1.5 1.1 , .5 
4.4 1.4 1.1 3.5 
2.1 1.4 1.1 , .1 
2.1 I . I 1.1 4.1 
4.1 1.4 1.3 I .' 
17 .1 I . , 1.1 , .1 
4.1 1.4 1.5 1., 



















































































































































































































































































1.1 61 . ' 
1.1 I. I 
1.3 1.1 
0.1 1.1 
I . I 1.1 
1.1 1.1 
21.1 1.1 
1 .1 ,. t 
23 
tlILE II. I . 2 
COUISELOAD !UDn 









1.1 1.1 1.1 I. t 
1.1 1.1 1.3 1.1 
1.1 1.1 1.1 1.1 
72.3 1.1 1.1 0.1 
1.1 1.1 1.1 1.1 
1.1 1.1 1.1 1.1 
1.1 I. I 1.1 1.1 
1.1 1.1 1.1 1.1 
1.1 1.1 1.1 1.1 
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ARTS 8. SClfrlCE3 
rINC ARTS 
SunJECT 
... ADV AOVEI\TISHIG 
















;~UH nUSIC IIISTOry 
~·1UN ,,!lSIeAl cnsr::rH~lEO 
~1UO flUSIC npCRA/nUSICAL. THEA 
~'US IHJSIC 
t1UT nus I C n~cop.y 
~'Vtl APrLl[r't ""SIC BRASS 
MVK APPLIED "USIC KEyBOAR£, 
Mvr APPLI[[) ~" ·'3Ie rERCUSSION 
MVV t\rrLI[(, rlIJsIC VOICE 
~1V'.'J AJ'rLIE(' r~IJ3Ie l'IOODIHtlO 
PGy r~1OTUCr;ArHy 
THC T1iCATRf: 
LANGUAGE A~r LITERATURE 
ADV ADVEr.TISING 
AMl A~[RICAN LITERATURE 
eml cortMurJICflTIfH~ 
eRw CREATIVE WRITI~G 
ENe ENCLI~I! c(npOSITIOfl 
t~JC CI'JGL I 311 GErtERAl 
ENl CI'JGLI31! lITer.ATURE 
roL. Fnr~EIGrl M,ID BIRLICAl LAN 
rRE FRUlel 1 
Jou JOUR~J', LI 0" 
L.In LINGUIOTICS 
L.Is l.IBRARY SCIEnCE 
L.IT lITEI\flTllr.E 
TABLE II.P 1 
COUR sE ~tJ~Obb~~~~ Rl,.,~RU"~~T PREFI X SUMME~ 19~5 THROUGH Sr~ING 198& 





























































































































SECTIoNS HEAD. CREOIT 
courlT HOURS 
5 «1 27 
3 7 20 
8 16 47 
-4 69 207 
15 45 
1 7 21 
2i 96 288 
11- 46 
TOTAL. 






























































































TABLE II.r 1 
COURSE ENROW1EN~ ~~ i~U~~n PRErIX .,. 13Y A~ ETE r .~1 T SUM~:IEr. 19 5 TI mUUG S HJG 19B6 
COUR3E SUOJECT ~OWr:R D~VIS~O~ UPPER DOVIS~O~ GR~DU __ TE TOTAL 
'til DlPT SECTIO~s HEA - p D~T SECTIONS HtA - ~ OtT SECTIONS H AD. CREDIT seCTIONs HEAO- CREDIT COIJ ~IT Hall S C(1UNT OURS coura HOURS CounT HOUHS 
AnTS & ~CIEiJCES 
... 
LANGUAGE A~r LIT[R~TUnE 
... r~~1C "I\SS neOlA CO~r,urIICATION 2 34 252 8 16 221 10 160 419 
PUR rUBLIC rCLATIOqs 5 51 171 5 51 111 
~ RTV ~RUA[)CAST J'JURrIALI~M 7 86 258 7 86 258 
SPC SPECC" cor"1urnCATION 20 60 1 12 36 2 32 qb 
~ SF'r! SPMJISII 4 Z2 se 4 22 88 
7fj 1.516 4,606 95 1,366 4,0 82 2~ le7 561 1'4 3,069 9,2Qt) 
.. ,. 
tlATHEflATICAL SCIEIJCES 
r1AA f'ATHU~f.TICS ANALYSIS 2 35 133 2 35 133 ., 
r1AC tlATH[f1AT I C S CALCULUS 30 9S5 3,094 20 645 l,qez la 3q 7e 64 1,639 5,154 
~1Ar'I rI,~THD'ATIC3 DI~cr.eTE 1 15 45 1 1!5 q!5 , 
~1AE ~lATH[~1/'TICs EDUCATIOtJ 3 62 248 3 62 2itS 
r1AP 11ATH[f1J\TICS APrLIED 2 24 72 1 4 12 ·3 28 ell ~ ~1AS l'IATHCnATICs ALr.EOnAIC ST 8 133 479 3 9 9 136 488 1 
~'AT rIATHL:~~flTICs 1 2 6 - ·3 9 -3 5 15 2 
"'\ STA STATISTICs 19 635 l,Qo5 7 9? 36b 13 48 117 ]9 782 2,388 
4" 1.5"0 lJ,999 
-~ 
43 1,000 3,286 32 112 270 1~4 2,702 8,555 
"ATURAL SC I[rICEs 
( AI'B II'HlMJ n! OLClGy 4 102 320 ·4 102 320 
AST i\3TRlJtJQ~~Y 2 83 24() 2 83 249 
6CH [HOCI1Er'ISTRY 1 15 60 1 15 1,,0 
esc BIOLUCIC~L SCIeNCE 14 332 i,328 10 154 445 - 9 25 28 495 1,1Q8 
" CHfl CHE~lISTPY 7 1!J7 58a 19 167 624 -26 314 1,212 
CHS CHEf1ISTPY IsrECIALIZED 1 22 66 1 22 6b 
.. f1CB ntcr.O£,IOLOGY 1 11 44 1 11 44 
PCB pnocess BIOLOGY 6 62 231 1 3 7 63 240 
pHy rHYSIC~ 11 189 709 4 28 106 ... 12 12 2&! 229 ~27 1 
PSC rHYSICflL SCI[r~CCS 1 47 141 1 1J1 141 
ZOO ZOOLUGY 13 52 1 13 52 






TABLE II.F'.l 11- 48 
COURSE E~ROhhMEN~ ~V C~Un~~ PREFIX 4 RY ~H ETE RrA T1 T SUMME 1 5 THR U S RI G 1~86 
COIJR¥E SUBJECT LowER O~VlS~or~ UPPER D~VIS~OrJ GRAD~ATE TOTAL ,.. D[r SECTIO~S H5A - ~ED~T SECTIONS HaA • RaOIT SECTIO~S H[A - CRED~T SECTIONS HEAD- CREOIT C UilT HOU S C U~JT H URS COUtJT HOU S COUtJT HOURS 
ARTS & SC I [flCES 
.. 
SOCIOLOGy ArlO POLITICAL SCIE~I 
" ANT MJTtIl\OrOL.oCY 33 ?9 3 9q · 297 II 132 396 
CCJ crI~INOLOGy AND CRIMINAL 22 297 1.056 13 63 176 35 360 1.232 
,. CPO corlrAn/\TIVE POL.ITICS 3 42 126 3 42 126 
ItJR ItITEr.tIATlr:1tJAl. r.ELATIONS 2 29 ~1 2 29 87 
" MAf rlARRIACE A"ID F'Ar·1ILY 1 6 24 1 ., 21 2 13 tl5 
PAD rU~LIC ADMINISTRATION 2 24 89 7 81 2113 q 105 332 
.... POS rOL.ITICAI. 3CIEIJCE ~ lq7 441 10 106 318 , 13 39 18 266 7q8 3 
rOT POl.ITICAI. THEOI1Y 1 23 92 1 23 92 
pur rUBLIC rol.OCY 6 4? 164 -1 24 96 ., 73 260 
SOC sOCIOLnGY 20 60 3 52 158 .. 72 218 
• SO~1 SOC I AL WORK 6 qs 135 6 4~ 135 SSI sOCIAL ST"DIES INTEROIse 2 78 312 2 78 ·312 
• SYA ~OCIULOGICAL MlALYSI3 10 99 311 3 1 19 13 106 336 SYD sOCIOLOGy or DEMOGRApHy 1 20 60 1 6 18 2 26 78 
.. SYG SOCIOLOGY GE~ERAL 56 i68 2 6? 207 3 125 315 
SYO sOCIAL OI~GMJIZATIOtI 2 31 109 1 6 18 ·3 37 121 
.. syr SOCIAL rl~nCESSES 4 7Z 216 4 12 21b 
8 256 768 80 1.1'H 3.761 30 201 630 lie l.b04 5.165· 
PSYCHnLOGy 
CCJ CRIMHIOL'JGY ANI) CP.IMINAL 1 Z4 12 1 24 72 
• Cl.P CLINICAL PSYCHOLOGy 3 84 2S2 5 100 300 8 IBta 552 
DEr [,EVELOr·1C~'T J\L rSYCtfOLOGY 6 165 4q5 2 15 45 e leo 51.10 
EAB txpEr.H'EtITAL A'/ALYSIS OF 3 68 216 3 6e 216 
Eor EOUCATIOrJAL PSYCHOLOGY 3 75 225 3 75 225 
.- Exr ExrEr.rr'ErlT AL PSYCHOl.OGY 4 q1 313 4 q7 313 
INP INDUST~IJ\L AND APPLIED P 1 32 96 1 92 276 .. 124 372 
pef) PSYCHOLOGY rOR COUNSEl.IN 3 38 114 q 81 282 12 lit') 39b 
PPE rErSOI"f-LITY 4 91 213 1 21 63 5 112 336 
.. pso rSYCHOf'IOl(lGY 2 41 141 3 2~ 116 5 76 257 
PSY PSYCHOLOGY 2 169 507 16 1l4q Q3e q 3S qe 27 3Q6 1,(143 




COURSE ENROLLMENT BV COURS~ PR£Flx 
'" 
RV BW~GET~8 8~PAR~M~ IT SU~1r'E ~ 1 <1 TH U Sf' I G 1 '86 
COURSE SUOJECT lI"WEp D~VISI('lN UPPER DIVIS~Otl GRADUATE TOTAt. 
,"' DEPT SECT lor,s HaA - tRaDAT SECTIONS H~AD- REDIT SECTlo~'S H5 At'- CREDIT SECTIONS HEAD- CREDIT C urlT "U S c u~n HOU S C UrlT HOURS COUNT HOURS 
ARTS & ~CIEr!CES 
"" PSYCHOLOGy 
,'" 2 16<1 501 12 2.189 6,622 32 313 1,180 tOb 2,131 6,309 
HISTOr,V 
.. 
M1tl M1ERICM' HISTORV 2 06 1?8 13 112 534 i5 238 732 
ASH AS1M: HIST()P.Y 1 22 66 1 22 66 
... 
ASn ASIAt! OTUrrES 1 15 45 I 15 45 
Cutl EuropEMI HISTonv 23 192 2,376 5 82 269 28 874 2,645 
.. HIS IIISTQRY CCNERAl 239 13 25 7S 27 821 14 746 264 
IhS nULTll rrJT~RDISCIPL.INARV :5 q 21 .] 9 27 
~ LeAH LATIrJ MlcrrCMI HISTORY 1 2 6 1 2 6 
PHH tlISTORY or PIIILOSOrHy 1 13 39 1 13 39 ., 
PHI rtlIL03f1PIIY 11 3q7 1,041 14 150 450 25 4~7 1,491 
PH" rHlt.OSOF'IlV OF r'A~~ ANO so 1 7 21 1 1 21 
-, REt. REL I G IO~I 5 85 255 5 85 255 
36 1,205 3,615 59 796 2,458 1j 25 15 1013 2,026 6.148 












TABLE II.P 1 II-5 0 
COURSE ENROhhHEN~ BY ~QUR~E PREFIX .. BY B~ ETE O~PA~TM NT SUMMER 19 5 THRQUG S RING 1~e6 
COlJR~E SUOJECT LowER D~VISION UPPER O~VIS~Ot/ GRADUATE TOTAL .. D(f' SeCTIONs H~A. CR~D~T SECTIONS HEA. RE~IT SECTIoNS HaAD- CRaOIT SECTIONS HEAO- CREDIT C U~JT H U S COUNT HOURS C U~~T H URS COUNT HOUF:S 
BUSlrlESS 
~ 
ACCOU IITING & rIlM:~CC 
.. Ace f\CCOLI~JT I r I~ 1 156 468 17 445 1.332 q lei 543 33 762 2,343 
ACG ACCOUflT I tJG I GEnERAL 11 108 2,lZ4 38 1.014 3,042 1-; 325 ~75 1Z 2,041 6.141 
11 fHI FItIA!IC[ 25 1,061 3.163 12 2414 732 37 1,305 3 .. 1'15 
TAX TAXATlrrl 7 163 5119 5 98 294 12 261 843 
---
24 864 2.592 81 2,103 8,106 4j 848 2,544 154 4.415 13,242 
[COtlmlICS , 
ECO ECOI"O"~IC~ 10 6'~4 1.932 18 430 1,2~0 12 251 769 40 1.331 3.991 
Ecr ECONm·IICs rROBLEriS AND r 6 157 411 a 132 )96 io 269 867 
• GEO GEOG~M'HY I SYSTEt~IC 5 36 106 ·5 36 108 
10 644 t .~32 29 623 1.869 16 38~ 1.165 55 1,656 4,966 
... 
P1ANAGEP'EtJT ":ARKET ING AND LaCE 
.,. auL. RlJ3IfJESS LA~~ 15 466 1.458 4 65 195 1~ 551 1,653 
GEB GErJEr:AL BUSH~ESS 2 11 33 1 3 9 3 14 42 
MMI nMJAGEI'ErJT S2 1.612 5.015 17 348 1.044 ,? 2.020 6.05«1 
~1AR " AP-KeT I rIG 2? 1.164 3.4 Q2 7 170 510 36 1.334 4.002 
.~ QP1B QUANTITATIVE '~ETIIOOs It~ 11 303 909 4 14" 432 15 1~47 1,341 
REE REAL C~TATE 9 213 639 '3 15 45 Iq 228 684 
Rr"'I RISK r1MIAGE~1t:NT AND INSU 4 49 141 4 49 147 
122 3.898 11,6«13 38 145 2.235 160 4.643 13,926 
.,. 
TRAt/SPOr-TAT IO~J & L.OG ISTICS 
TRA TRA~SrnpTATIO~ 19 461 1.401 5 112 336 '2Q 519 1,137 
.,. 
19 467 1.401 5 112 336 2/J 51? 1,131 
.... NEGRO EDUCATIonAL REVIEW 
GEB GEtlcnAL 0"3 HIE33 3 14 42 3 tll 42 
.-
3 14 42 ·3 14 42 




COURSE ENRO~~~'EN6 8Y COU~~~ PREFIX -~ RY B~ ~TE OErA~~ - T SUr'mE 1 «) 5 HROUGH S INC 1 q86 





CDf C£,UCATIOt:/fOUNDATIONS 13 488 1.464 13 488 1. 46/~ 
COG EDUCATlnrJlGEfJERAL 13 581 1.74 3 13 581 1,743 
CEX EDI'CATlfJrJlEXCErTlmJAL CH 7 220 660 7 220 660 
33 1,289 3,861 33 1,28«) 3.867 
.... 
ASSISTAtjT ()[MJ 
EDA E(lUCATIO~L\L Aor1INISTRATI 22 372 1,151 22 372 1,151 
... 
EDC EOIlCATlotI/GEtJEr.AL 156 2 156 2 52 52 
EOS EDUCAT IotJlSurEP-v I SION b 145 
... 
lJ35 6 14S 435 
30 56'? l,7lJZ 30 569 1,742 
" 
CURRICULUtI E. INSTRUCTIOtJ 
ARE ART [DUCATIO~ 6 110 330 2 8 24 e 118 354 
"" 
EOE ELEMCNTARV EDUCATION ? 146 1.014 12 169 583 21 315 1,5«)7 
Eor EOUCATIOrJlrOUrWATIONS 3 113 339 9 155 465 t2 268 804 
.. EOG EDUCATln~/GENERAL 5 71 213 30 445 1,335 35 516 1,5l18 
EEC EOUCATIOrJ/EARLY CHILDHOO 1 9 27 -4 97 Z91 5 106 318 
,.. [ME [OUCAT I O'I/TECWJOLOGY AND 4 88 264 I~ 88 264 
ESt: EDUCt, Tlorl/SECOfJDARY 3 30 342 7 124 372 10 154 714 
t LAE LAriGUACE ARTS AND CNGLIS 8 184 552 7 63 18t) 15 2Q7 741 
~1AE '"1A THCr~t, TIC:) Ef)UCA T ION 8 96 288 5 31 q3 13 121 361 
~1UE nUSIC CDUCATIon 6 107 321 1 1 3 7 108 324 
RED REI\OItiG EDUCATlotJ 11 215 645 tj 127 381 -24 342 1,026 :. scr:: SCIEnce EDUC,\TIorJ 7 143 42~ 5 21 63 12 16Q Qq 2 
SSE SOCIAL STUDIES EDUCATION 6 136 lJ06 5 24 72 11 160 480 
13 1.360 4,<)08 104 1,353 4,135 117 2,713 9,043 
SPECIAL EDUCATION 
r;:DC [DUCAT IotJlGErJEr-"L - 60 4 180 4 60 180 
CEO EOUCATlrrJlC~10TlmJAL OISO 3 48 14Q 5 43 1~f) 8 "1 213 
tEX EPUCATlon/CXCErTlotlAL CH I? 246 ~oo 2j 251 766 40 Q«)7 1,668 
EGI CDUCATlmJlGIFTCD 1.1 97 Z91 4 C)7 2«)1 





COUR3EB~N~Obh~~~~ ~lpi~¥~~~T~REFIX II-52 ,.,. SUMM~R lq~5 THROUGH S RING lq8& 
cgg~¥f. SUOJECT l.n~/ER DAvIS~or, UPPER D~VIS~ON GRAD~ATE TOTAL 
". SECTIO~3 H~A - R~D~T SECTIONS H~A. REDIT SECTIoNS H~A - CR5DAT SECTIONS HEAD- CREDIT C- U'IT H U S CUlT HOURS C urn Hl U S COUrJT HOURS 
EDUC AT I OtJ 
... 
SPECIAL EPUCATION 
CLD EDUCATIDrJlLEARIHflG DISOR 5 97 291 1 31 93 12 128 364 
E~R E['lUCATI DrJ/"EtlT AL RCT ARDA 5 23 &9 2 te 54 '7 41 123 
.... SF'A SPEECH rf,THOLOGY AIW AUD 4 49 141 
" 
49 1~1 
3Z 414 1,404 62 615 1,881 94 1,029 3,285 
--
HUMAN SCRVICES 
t:DG EDUCA T I nr·J/GEtJEnAI. 5 106 -~ 3Z4 5 108 324 
IiCA HEALTH CArE AD~Ur.JISTRATI 1 & 16 1 5 45 2 11 63 
HES IIEALTH ED. AND SAFETY 6 72 252 11 143 428 11 215 660 
.,. 
~tSA ~'EAL TH seRVICES ADtlIN 7 21 92 360 6 99 :sal 1 5 
HSC HEAL TH SCIE~'CE 18 335 1.088 16 211 813 34 606 1.901 ,.. 
LEI LEISUR[ 39 111 10 30 2 49 147 1 1 
PEL PHYS. C~ •• OBJECT CEN. a 24 
" 
2a 4 24 2L1 
PEM PHYSICAL EDUCATIOM/ACTIV 1 23 &9 1 23 69 
PET rHYSICAL EDUCATIOH/THEOR q 102 324 9 56 168 18 156 a92 
" 
PHC rUOLIC HEAL Ttl CDr/CCNT. 3 12 216 1 8 a4 4 80 240 
4 24 24 40 656 2.105 49 693 2,1 92 93 1,313 4,321 
VOCATIOtlAL & TCCIHJICAL EDUCAT 
,.. eTE BUSIIJESS TEACHER EDUCAT I 2 5 15 3 11 51 5 22 ·66 
(VT EDUCATIOtllVOCATIOtJAL/TEC 10 108 331 <1 <16 288 1<1 204 61t? 
~ .. 12 113 346 12 113 339 24 226 665 
EDUCATXOfJAL s(rvIC~S & RESEAR 
EDF' EDUC/, T IOfJ/FOUNDAT IONS 1 6 18 1 
" 
18 
EGC EDUCATIOtIAL GUIDANCE/COU 38 '46 1,862 ·38 646 1,862 
... 
39 652 1,880 39 6~2 I,A80 












... NGR tlURSItIC - GHADUATE 
NUR tJURSPJG 













TAB~E II.r 1 COURSEB~N~Obb~T~6 R~ri~¥~~nTr~EfIX 
SUMt1ER 19~5 THROUGH SPRING 198& 
V1I'IER OIVISlotJ 
SECTIOns HEAD.. CrEDIT 
CllU~JT HouRS 
UPPER DIVISION SECTIONS HEA~- CREOIT 
COUNT HOURs 
SECTlo~JS 
35 563 1,*'21 
2 64 1QZ 
31 b21 2,lt«~ 1 








6 1& 1 6 18 
35 563 l,Q27 
2 64 192 
6 18 38 · 633 Z.131 





4 Cg~~'E SUOJECT 
COMPUTER SCI. 
• COMPUTEH SC IEUCE ·· 
..- CAP Cor1PUTCP. ArPLJCATIOUS 
CDA Cor1PUT(R ARCIIITCCTURE 
1 CIS Cor1PUTCR/IrIFORr1ATION SYS 
COC cor1rUT[:R CONCEPTS 
--
cor Cor1PUTCR I"ROGRAMr'U'G 














TABLE II.P 1 COURSEB~N:Ohh~~~~ Slr~Ryr,l~TPREFIX 
SUMMER 19~5 THROUGH SFRING 1986 

























































.. COURSE ~NRO~~MlN8 B~r~~UH~~TrREFIX 
SUMt1ER 1 ~~ ;Ii~ uS S ~ I G 1 ~8b 





BCN fJLDG Dr.sIGN/cor~3T 11 231 6~3 11 231 6q3 
CET cmH'UT[p ENG. TECH. 1 91 273 , q1 273 
... EET ELECTPO"'IC EUG. TECH. 5 83 288 5 83 2~8 
[TD CNGHIEC:PI~'G TECHrlOLOGY D 1 10 20 1 to 20 
--.. eTE ENCIrJECP.HJG TECHNOLOGY E 3 30 qo ·3 30 qo 
eTG CNGI~ECRING TECH~OLOGY G 3 39 117 :5 3q 111 
.... eTI et·JGltlEcrU~JG TECI~rJOLOGY I 38 481 1,413 38 481 1 , 413 
En, ENGIrJE[PHIG TECHNOl.OGY M 5 1S 225 5 '5 225 
. ~ 3uR 3URVEYI~G AND REl.ATED AR 16 48 1 16 "8 
14 1.056 3.161 14· 1.056 3.161 







TABLE II.r 1 II-56 
COURSE EtJ P.0b~MENT Sl COuns~ PREFI X 
...... BY B~ ETE8 PA~T1EI T SU~1MER 19 5 TltR UGH SRI NG 19~6 
i;;OURSE SUAJECT Lr1\'IER D~VIS~mJ UF'PER O~VIS~Otl GRADUATE TOTAL 
'!\ D[;PT SECTIOnS Ha A - H5D~T SECTIONS H5 A - RED~T SECTIoNS H~AD. C~~DIT SECTIONS HEAD- C~EDIT C U~IT U S C Ur'lT HOU S C U~JT URS COU~JT ' nURS 
OTHER 
•• 
UNF/UF COOr[p~TIVE rH.D. PROG 
.... CDA EOUCATIOfJAL AN1ItJISTr~ATI 1 3 9 S 3 ? 
CDF EDUCAT HHI/FOU~:D~, TIONS 3 25 '5 3 29 15 
~ CGC EDIJCATIOnAl GUIDMJCE/COU tl 6 16 4 6 18 
8 34 102 8 34 102 
--
UNF/UF coorrRATIVE t!.A. PROG. 
~tI S "ISTUHY GEr~ER~L 3 7 23 :5 7 23 .. 
3 7 23 3 1 23 
"'"' 
ROTCI MILIT IHW sCIEIJCE 
MIS nILITAr~Y SCIENCE 4 28 28 4 22 66 8 50 94 
.~ 
" 
28 28 4 22 66 8 50 94 
CENTER FOR CAREER DEVELOPMENT 
'. CaE COOPCR~TIVC EDUCATION 12 150 336 1'2 150 336 
12 150 336 12 150 336 
" 
" 



























TABLE II.P 1 
COURSE ENROLLMENT B~ ~O¥P.SE PREFIX 6V BUDGETED D rAR ME~T 
SUMMER 1985 THRQUG SrRING 1986 
LOWER DIVISION 
SCCTIO'fS HEAD- CREDIT 
cou tlT HQUI1S 
271 7,116 22.231 
urPER DIVISION SECTIONS HEA~- CREDIT CnUtlT HOURS 
1.178 24,649 16,612 
GRADU-TE SECTIoNS HEAD- CREDIT 
COUNT HOURS 
























ACG .ACCOUNT trIG: GEf'lERAL 
ADV AOVEr.TI~ltIG 
M1tl AHERICMl HISTORY 
AML AMERICAN LITERATURE 
ANT ANTHr.UPOLOCY 
APB Ilm1ArJ ntoU1GY 
ARE ART lDUCATION 
M~II ART IIIOTor~y 
-;~ ~~ ',' ,; r~ T 
'\::; , ~SIArJ lliSTr:my 
:'.~!j 1\~;lArI OTUP-IES 
AST ASTRONOMY 
6C~t 8 IoClten I STRY 
ar,~1 [\L['IG ~[S I G~J1COrlST 
il~-': rnU~uGICAL sCIEr,ICE 
6n: nUSIrICSS TEACHER fOUCATI 
6IJL BU~ltlEss LAI~ 
CAP CDrlPUTER A"PLICATIONS 
CCJ CRIMI~-;r:!LOGy Atl['l CRIMINAL 
COA CDr'PUTCR ARCtlITCCTURE 
CET Cm1pUT[p. E~JG. TECH. 
CH~' CHP'ISTPY 
CHS CHE~ISTPY/SrECIALIZED 
CIS COflPUTER/INFORllATION SYS 
CLr CLINICAL ~SYCHOLOGy 
cae COr,PUTcr COtJCEPTS 
COE COOPERATIVE EDUCATION 
CO" Cor1MUNICATIOtJ 
COP CDrlPUTCR F'r,OGRfH11'lING 
COT conPuT H!G n~CORy 
CPO conPARATI"E POlITIC3 
C R ~'l C R [ A T I V E t-m I T I : J G 
DEF' OEVElorMCriTAL rSYCtl0lOGY 
EAB EXrEr.IllEinAL ,\:'fll.YStS OF 
TAB~E II.r 2 COURsE ENROLlM NT OV ~oueSE PREFIx SU~H1ER 1985 T ROUGH SPRING 1 Q"6 
LOWER OIVISIO~ UPPER DIVISION 3CCTIO~S HEAO. CR OIT SECTIONS HEAD- CREDIT 




































































































































































































































































Ecr ECUNOt1IC~ rrWBLEr1S AND F' 
(DA EDUCATIntlAL AN1IrltSTRATt 
EDE ELEMENTARY EDUCATION 
cor (DUCAT IorllFOUNDfI TIOtJs 
COG EDIICAT Ior:/GENE~flL 
cor EDUCAT I nrlAL PSYCHOLOGY 
[OS EDlICAT I 0: I/SUPEr,V lSlorJ 
EEC EDUCAT InrJlEARL Y C.tILl'HOO 
EEn EDUCI\TlmIlC'~oTlorIAL 0130 
EET ELECTRONIC EtIG. TECH. 
EEX EDUCAT lor I/EXCEPT ImJAL CH 
EGC EDIJCATlotlAL GUIDANCE/COU 
EGI EDUCATlrJrJlGIFTE:D 
tH[, EDUCATIOrJ/HMW or HEARHI 
ELD EOUCATlmJ/LEARrUNG DISOR 
EPO'E EDUCAT IO~IITECHNOLOGY MID 
E~1r. EDUCATlotllP1EtJTAL RETARDA 
Ole (rJGLISH eO""OSITIOtJ 
eNG ENGLIslI GErH:p.Al. 
ENL ENGLISH LITEnATURE 
ESE EDUCATlnrJlsEcmlCARY 
(TD ENGInEerING TECHf.JOl.OGY 0 
~ f( EflG HIt:ER HIG TECHr.JOl.OGY E 
ETG ("JGlrJEt:RIr'G TECH~JOl.nGY G 
ET I ENGItIEEP. HIe TECHtWl.OGY I 
ETr! ENGIrIECRI~JG TECHNOLOGY M 
tUH EUROPEAN HISTORY 
tVT (DUCAT lor IIVOCAT tONAL/TEC 
EXP ExrER U'ErITAl. PSYCHOl.OGY 
FHI FlrJAtle~ 
rOL FOP-CIGf! MID OInLICAL LAN 
FRE rRErJCH 
GEO GEr:Er~AL B'-'sINESS 
TABLE II.r Z 
COURSE ENROLLMENT OY fOURSE PREFIX 
SUMi'1ER 1985 THROUGH srRING 198b 
LOWER DIVISlotl Uf'PER OIVISIOt: GRADUATE 












































































































































































































































































TABLE II.r.Z 11-60 
-. COU~n~ ENR~~LM~N6 BY i~W~S~ PR~FIX SU P, 19 T R UGH N 19 b 
COURSE SUBJECT LowER DIVISION UPPER DIVISION GRADUATE TOTAL ' DEPT SECTIor~s HEAD- CnaD~T SECTIOtJS H~A[)- CREDIT SeCTIONS H~A~- CR6O~T SECTIONS HEAO- CR5D~T CUU'IT H U S C urJT HOURS C UJT H U S counT H U S 
GEO GEOGRArHYI SYSTE~1IC 5 36 10e ·5- 36 108 
HCA HEAL Ttl CARr ADI1INISTRATI 6 18 1 5 45 :2 11 63 
HEs '-lEAL TH ED. Ar~D SAFETy 6 72 252 Ii 143 428 17 215 680 
HIs HISTORY GrNERAL 14 239 7 1'b 16 32 98 30 271 844 
HSA tiEAl TH seRVICES ADt1IN 1 7 21 5 92 360 b 99 381 
HSC ilEAL TH SCIEtJCE 18 335 1.088 16 271 813 34 606 1,901 
HUH HUf-'ArIIT I CS 2 101 303 2 101 303 
lAS r-1Ul TIl ItJTERDISCIPLINARY 3 0 27 -3 9 27 
INP INDUSTrIAL AND ArPLIED ~ 1 32 96 3 92 216 4 124 312 
INR INTERNATI0rrAL I1ELATIONS 2 2" 81 2 29 87 
JOU JOURNAL I ~~~ 10 151 453 10 151 453 
LAC LANGUAGE ARTS AND ENGlIS 8 184 S5~ 7 63 189 15 241- 741 
LAH LATIN AMERICAN HISTORY 1 2 6 1 2 6 
LEI lEISURe 1 39 111 i 10 30 2 49 147 
LIN LHIGUISTICs 2 42 126 3 7 21 5 49 141 
LIS LlnRARY ~CIENCE 3 42 166 3 42 166 
LIT LITERATlIP,E 22 522 i,566 18 331 1.011 2i 96 28e 61 955 2,865 
MAA ~IATHE~1AT ICS ANALYSIS 2 35 133 2 35 133 
MAC r'ATHE~1ATICs CALCULUS 30 q55 3,094 20 645 1.982 14 39 18 64 1,63~ 5,15lJ 
MAC' r1ATHC"'ATICS DISCRETE 1 15 45 1 15 -45 
MAE ~1ATHr.:'1"TICs [;:oIICATlmJ 11 158 536 5 31 93 16 189 62~ 
MAF fiAr\RI AGE AND F M11L Y 1 6 24 1 7 21 2 13 45 
:--tMI ~1MIAGErIr.nT 52 1,672 5.015 11 348 1,044 6'1 2,020 b,05t) 
~'Ar ~'ATHcr-1ATICS APrLIED 2 2t1 72 1 4 12 3 28 84 
MAR "ARKETING 29 1.1btl 3.492 ., 170 510 36 1,334 4.002 
MAS t1ATHEr1ATICs ALGEBRAIC ST 8 133 479 1 3 9 C) 136 488 
t1AT '-1ATHEMAT Ies 1 2 6 2 3 9 l 5 15 
Mea ~l1CROBIOLOGY 1 11 44 1 11 1I/~ 
MIS IIIlITAr,y SCIEflCE 4 28 28 lJ 2Z 66 8 150 94 
riMC "ASS ~1EDIh cmH1urUCATION 2 034 252 8 76 221 10 160 41CJ 
MUE MusIC EnUCATln~ 6 101 321 1 1 3 1 108 324 
MUll nUSIC HISTORY 2 13 3Q -2 13 39 
~1UN r1USICAL [;:~ISE~1Bt.ES 2 5 46 46 6 LJ1 1J8 
MUO "USIC ()PCRA/t1USICAL THeA 3 3 1 3 3 
















~UT nU3IC THCOr,y 
SUElJECT 
11VB APrLI[[) ~1USIC ORASS 
~1VK APrLI[() 'lUSIC KEYBUARD 
MVr APrLI(F:' nUsIC rEnCUSSION 
rwv APrLI(t' nUSIC VOICE 
rtv\-I AF'rLI[(' ~lIJSIC I'IOOOIHIJO 
NG~ rJur.SI~IG - GRADUATE 
NUr. r-JI.lRSING 
NUU rJlmSI~JG UNIVERSALS 
PAD rUBLIC A['MI'IISTRATlor"J 
PCO rROCES3 BIOLOGY 
PCO rSYC~toLOGY FOR cour~SELIN 
PEL rHYS. to. - OBJECT CEN. 
PEM PHYSICAL EDUCATIO~/ACTIV 
pET rHYSICAL EDUCATIO~/THEO~ 
PGY PHOTUGr.ArHY 
pHC pUBLIC HEAL Ttl CotJC(NT. 
PHH tlISTURY OF PHILOSOPHY 
PH I rH I LOSOPIIY 
PH',' r~ilLOSOF'HY Of' t1AIJ AND SO 
PIW PHYSICS 
POs rOLITICAL sCIETlCE 
POT POLITICAL THEORY 
PPE rERSOfJI\L I Ty 
PSB rSYCtlOoIOLOGy 
psc PHYSICAL SCIC~ICES 
PSY rSYCHOLOGY 
PUP rllDLIC ~OLOCY 
PUR PUBLIC RCLATIOrJ3 
QMB QUANTITATIVE -'(THODs ttl 
RED READIttC [f'UCATlml 
REE REAL eSTATe 
REL RELlliION 
R~11 RISK nMli\G01CIIT MID INSU 
TABLE II.P.2 
COURSE ENROLLMENT DY COURSE P~EFIX 
SUM11ER 1985 THROUGH SPRING 198& 
LI1WER DIVISION 
SECTIons HEAD- CREDIT 
cou~n HOURS 
UPPER DIVISION 
SECTIONS HEAP- CREDIT 
























































































































































































































TABLE IS.r 2 COU~~~ ENR~~LMRN6 Y ~~W2~E PREFIX SU R 19 T R U H S 1986 11-62 
COIJRSE SUOJCCT LOWER D~VlSION UPPER DIVISION GRADUATE TOTAL DEPT SECTIO~,JS ~~~,'T C~OBA~ SECTIONS H~O~- CR~OAT SECTIo~~S ~§~~T CR~D~T SECTIONS HE~D- CREDAT ~ C NT H U S ~ U S CO NT HOU S 
RTV ~ROAOC~ST JOURNALISM 7 86 ZSS 7 86 ,258 
.~ SCE SCIEfJCC:: COUCATlotl 7 143 429 5 21 63 12 16LJ 4q2 
SOC SOCIOLOGY 1 20 60 3 52 ISS 4 12 218 
.'" sor SOCIAL PSYCHOLOGY 26 1,324 3,geT 26 1.324 l,Q81 
sm'J SOC IAL ~IORK 0 4S 135 6 45 115 
'" 
SPA SPEECH rATHOLOCY AND AUD - 4') 141 4 Ilq lUI 4 
SPC SPEECH CO/-H'1unICATION 20 60 12 36 '2 12 96 
.'"i\ SNI SPANISII 4 22 88 q 22 86 
SSE SOCIAL STUt'lIES EDUCATIO~ 6 136 408 5 24 72 11 160 480 
.,. SSI SOCIAL 3TIJDIES I~TtRDISC 2 78 312 2, 78 312 
STA STATISTICS lq 635 1,«)05 7 99 366 13 48 117 ,39 782 2,388 
... SUR SURVEYING AND RELATED AR 1 16 48 1 16 48 
SYA SOCIOLOGICAL ANALYSIS 10 99 317 1 T 1'9 Il 106 316 
--
SYn SOCIOLOGY OF DEMOGRAPHY 1 20 60 1 6 16 Z 26 16 
SYG SOCIULOGy GENERAL 56 168 2 69 207 3 125 ·315 
SYO SOCIAL O~GANIZATIO~ 2 31 lOt) 1 6 18 3 31 121 
svr SOCIAL rr.OCESsE3 4 12 216 4 12 216 
TAX TAXATION 1 183 549 5 98 294 12 281 843 
THe THEATRe e 2LJ 75 A 24 15 
TRA TR~~sronTATION 19 'l67 1,401 5 112 336 24 ST9 1,731 
















TAStE II.r z COURSE ENROLLM NT RY ~OURSE PREFIX SUM~ER 1985 T ROUGH SPRI~G 1986 
LoWeR DIVISION 
SECTIO~13 HEAD. CrEDIT COU:IT Houns 
UPPER O~VISION SECTIONS HEA. CREDIT tau IT HOURS 
GRADUATE 
SECTIo~IS HEAD- CREDIT CUUrJT HOU~S 
271 1,116 2~,231 1.178 24,649 16.612 580 1.188 21.103 
TOTAL 
SECTIONS HEAO- CREDIT COUNT HOURS 




HEADCOUNT STATISTICS BY FULL-TIME/PART-TIME STATUS 
FALL 1986 
Full-Time Part-Time All Enrolled 
Female Male Total Female Male Total Female Male -----rotaT 
Undergraduate 
American Indian 0 0 0 1 1 2 1 1 2 
Asian 29 23 52 25 15 40 54 38 92 
Black 78 35 113 108 41 149 186 76 262 
Hispanic 20 16 36 18 15 33 38 31 69 
Not Reported 0 0 0 1 3 4 1 3 4 
Other 12 20 32 'l 11 13 14 31 45 L 
White 881 715 ~,~~~ ~,~~~ 853 1'~~~ 1'~t~ ~'~2~ ~'~g~ Total l,MO ~ m , , , , , , 
Graduate 
Ameri can I ndi an 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 
Asian 0 2 2 5 4 9 5 6 11 
Black 13 3 16 40 19 59 53 22 75 
Hispanic 2 1 3 8 5 13 10 6 16 
Not Reported 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 
Other 2 1 3 1 4 5 3 5 8 
White 93 50 143 473 302 775 566 352 918 
Total m ~ m ill ill ~ ill ill r,mn 
Unclassified 
American Indian 0 0 0 2 2 4 2 2 4 
Asian 0 3 3 10 8 18 10 11 21 
Black 2 3 5 87 24 111 89 27 116 
Hispanic 1 0 1 18 11 29 19 11 30 
Other 0 0 0 1 6 7 1 6 7 
White 58 31 89 985 493 
" ~ '~r~ ~,~~~ 524 ~,~*~ Total br n- ~ r,m m , , 5"ST  
Total 
American Indian 0 1 1 3 3 6 3 4 7 
Asian 29 28 57 40 27 67 69 55 124 
Black 93 41 134 235 84 319 328 125 453 
Hispanic 23 17 40 44 31 75 67 48 115 
Not Reported 0 0 0 1 4 5 1 4 5 
Other 14 21 35 4 21 25 18 42 60 
White ~,~~t 796 1,g~~ ~l~g~ ~'~f~ 4'~~g ~'E3§ ~'jii ~'~r7 Total , goq , , , , , 1 , , 1 
TABLE III.A 
HEADCOUNT ENROLLMENT BY STUDENT MAJOR 
Fall 1983 Fall 1984 Fall 1985 Fall 1986 
College/Division/Major OG GR Total OG GR Total UG GR Total UG GR Total 
College of Arts & Sciences: 
Fine Arts 
Art 112 0 112 72 0 72 70 0 70 60 0 60 
Fine Arts 15 0 15 29 0 29 28 0 28 28 0 28 
Music 18 0 18 20 0 20 10 0 10 8 0 8 
Total n5 TI n5 TIT n TIT TIm TI TIm ~ TI ~ 
Language & Literature 
Communications 26 0 26 62 0 62 71 0 71 100 0 100 
English 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 7 7 0 29 29 
Li terature 99 0 99 72 0 72 64 0 64 44 0 44 
Total TI5 TI TI5 TI4 n TI4 115 7 "'J1j:1 "f4q "29 ill 
Mathematical Sciences 
Computer 200 0 200 107 0 107 48 0 48 30 0 30 
Mathematical Sciences 29 22 51 33 20 53 35 20 55 39 22 61 
Statistics 4 0 4 4 0 4 3 0 3 8 0 8 
Total m n 155 w. W -w. Eb W TUb 77 TI ~ 
Natural Sciences 
Interdisciplinary Sciences 10 0 10 8 0 8 8 0 8 5 0 5 
Biology 49 0 49 50 0 50 54 0 54 52 0 52 
Chemistry 28 0 28 26 0 26 27 0 27 24 0 24 
Total ~ TI ~ ~ TI ~ g-g TI ~ Fr TI lIT 
Political Science & Sociolo2l 
Community Service Counseling 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 
Criminal Justice 94 6 100 86 10 96 69 17 86 72 10 82 
Criminology 1 0 1 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Political Science 48 0 48 48 0 48 45 0 45 50 0 50 
Public Administration 0 36 36 0 34 34 0 31 31 0 33 33 
Sociology 62 0 62 75 0 75 54 0 54 48 0 48 
Total 2ITS" 42 21+7 2m 4q 251f m 7i9 TI7 T7TI U ill 
Psychology 
Counseling Psychology 0 42 42 0 39 39 0 26 26 0 30 30 
Psychology 152 0 152 142 0 142 127 0 127 138 0 138 
Total ill 42 m m 59 1m" ill R ill rn m m 
I 11-1 
111-2 
TABLE II I.A 
HEADCOUNT BY STUDENT MAJOR 
Fall 1983 Fall 1984 Fall 1985 Fall 1986 
College/Division/Major DG GR Total UG GR Total UG GR Total UG GR Total 
History & Philosophy 
Co-op History Program 0 2 2 0 2 2 0 1 1 0 4 4 
History 53 0 53 49 0 49 40 0 40 52 0 52 
Liberal Studies 36 0 36 44 0 44 22 0 22 24 0 24 
Total ~ L ~ ~ L ~ bL T b1 7b 1+ mJ 
College-Wide 
No Major - Lower Level 0 0 0 357 0 357 798 0 798 858 0 858 
No Major - Upper Level 96 0 96 83 0 83 160 0 160 214 0 214 
Total 9b IT 9b m IT m 958 IT 958 1Oi2 IT 1Oi2 
College of Arts & Sciences Total 1132 108 1240 1368 105 1473 1733 103 1836 1854 128 1982 
College of Business Administration 
Accounting & Finance 
Accounting 487 44 531 468 63 531 416 55 471 397 70 467 
Banking & Finance 101 0 101 125 0 125 138 0 138 171 0 171 
Total ~ 44 m ill b1 b5b 5'51+ S W9" 5bE 7() ~ 
Economics 
Economics 16 0 16 19 0 19 17 0 17 15 0 15 
Total 16 TI 16 19 TI 19 17 TI 17 15 0 15 
Business Administration 
Business Management 371 0 371 427 0 427 413 0 413 404 0 404 
Insurance 17 0 17 23 0 23 19 0 19 21 0 21 
Marketing 163 0 163 160 0 160 188 0 188 197 0 197 
Personnel Management 0 21 21 0 22 22 0 13 13 0 9 9 
Real Estate 25 0 25 32 0 32 33 0 33 33 0 33 
Total m 2f 59i m TI ~ ill n bbb ill ~ bb4 
Transportation & Logistics 
Transportation & Logistics 47 0 47 33 0 33 27 0 27 23 0 23 
Total 47 0 47 33 0 33 27 0 27 23 0 23 
TABLE III.A 
HEADCOUNT BY STUDENT MAJOR 
Fall 1983 Fall 1984 Fall 1985 Fall 1986 
College/Division/Major DG GR Total UG GR Total UG GR Total UG GR Total 
College-wide 
MBA 0 350 350 0 299 299 0 338 338 0 352 352 
Human Resource Management 0 0 0 0 11 11 0 20 20 0 18 18 
No Major 162 0 162 128 0 128 178 0 178 194 0 194 
Total ill ~ ill ill TIl) ill Tm 15"S" 55b 197 m 5b4 
College of Business Administration Total 1389 415 1804 1415 395 1810 1429 426 1855 1455 449 1904 
College of Education 
Administration & Supervision 
Administration & Supervision 0 61 61 0 70 70 0 70 70 0 66 66 
Total 0 6f 6f 0 70 70 0 70 70 0 66 66 
Elementar~ & Secondar~ Education 
Art Education 4 1 5 11 7 18 9 5 14 3 0 3 
Elementary Education 242 80 322 225 87 312 223 57 280 233 59 292 
English Education 27 8 35 36 12 48 34 15 49 39 9 48 
History Education 12 3 15 12 3 15 12 1 13 6 0 6 
Math Education 8 2 10 10 8 18 9 9 18 14 17 31 
Music Education 5 3 8 4 1 5 8 4 12 8 2 10 
Psychology 3 0 3 4 0 4 1 0 1 0 0 0 
Science Education 6 5 11 5 5 10 3 4 7 12 8 20 
Social Science Education 2 2 4 2 1 3 5 3 8 11 5 16 
Sociology 1 0 1 2 0 2 2 0 2 0 0 0 
Total no TU4 m TIT TI4 ill !Ob ~ 1i'01f m TmJ m 
Special Education 
Special Education 75 57 132 66 62 128 54 56 110 62 61 123 
Total ~ 57 ill 6b 6I ill 51i 5b m b2 bf ill 
Human Services & Allied Health 
Allied Health Services 83 81 164 94 75 169 79 84 163 78 91 169 
Physical Education 18 5 23 17 5 22 18 5 23 19 4 23 
Total TIff ~ m lIT 1m m 97 ~ m 7J1 9"S" m 
Vocational/Technical Education 
Business Education 3 0 3 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Vocational/Technical Ed. 40 5 45 25 13 38 21 8 29 38 12 50 
Total 7fj 5" ~ "3 TI jg "IT ~ "29 18 12 5TI 
111-3 
TABLE III.A 111-4 
HEADCOUNT BY STUDENT MAJOR 
Fall 1983 Fall 1984 Fall 1985 Fall 1986 
College/Division/Major UC CR Total UC CR Total UC CR Total UC CR Total 
Counselor Education 
Counseling/Guidance 0 10 10 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 
Guidance/Counseling 0 48 48 0 65 65 0 80 80 0 102 102 
Total IT 5"S" 5"S" IT bS bS IT m- m- IT m m 
College-wide 
Administrative/Supervision 0 9 9 0 8 8 0 8 8 0 9 9 
Curriculum/Instruction 0 19 19 0 7 7 0 7 7 0 8 8 
Guidance Education 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 2 0 0 0 
Service 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 0 2 
No Major 291 0 291 311 0 311 456 0 456 677 0 677 
Total m -m ill TIT 1'5 m 45b 17 1i71 ~ 17 b% 
College of Education Total 820 399 1219 824 429 1253 934 419 1353 1202 453 1655 
Division of Nursing 
Nursing, 
Nursing 106 0 106 140 0 140 156 0 156 146 0 146 
Total 106 0 106 140 0 140 156 IT ill 146 IT 146 
Division of Computer Science 
Computer & Info Science 
Computer & Info Science 4 0 4 174 0 174 255 0 255 251 0 251 
Total 4" 0 4" m IT 174 ill 0" ~ ill 0 ill 
Division of Technologies 
Technologies 
Engineering Technology 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 24 0 24 
Industrial Technology 457 0 457 377 0 377 269 0 269 209 0 209 
Total m IT m m IT m mY IT mY 2TI IT III 
University-wide 
No Major 821 0 821 881 0 881 837 0 837 570 0 570 
Total ill 0 ill 88T 0 881 837 0 837 570 0 570 
UNIVERSITY TOTAL 4729 922 5651 5179 929 6108 5614 948 6562 5711 1030 6741 
TABLE III.B 
CREDIT HOURS BY STUDENT MAJOR 
Fiscal Year 1983-84 Fiscal Year 1984-85 Fiscal Year 1985-86 
College/Division/Major UG GR Total UG GR Total UG GR Total 
College of Arts & Sciences: 
Fine Arts 
Art 1856 0 1856 1532 0 1532 1308 0 1308 
Fine Arts 336 0 336 646 0 646 580 0 580 
Music 391 0 391 428 0 428 221 0 221 
Total 2583 n 25"S"1 mb n nnb ~ n LIlJ9 
Language & Literature 
Communications 608 0 608 1425 0 1425 1731 0 1731 
English 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 127 127 
Literature 2022 0 2022 1534 0 1534 1235 0 1235 
Total "2bN n ~ ~ n ~ ~ 177 ~ 
Mathematical Sciences 
Computer 4018 0 4018 2081 0 2081 820 0 820 
Mathematical Sciences 570 292 862 663 270 933 714 297 1011 
Statistics 90 0 90 83 0 83 79 0 79 
Total ~ ~ 497TI ID7 m 31m TbTI 2"97 'mTI 
Natural Sciences 
Interdisciplinary Sciences 233 0 233 202 0 202 161 0 161 
Biology 986 0 986 1070 0 1070 1129 0 1129 
Chemistry 560 0 560 453 0 453 455 0 455 
Total ~ n ~ "'172"5" n f71q m"5 n T'71i5" 
Political Science & Sociolo91 
Community Service Counseling 0 0 0 0 3 3 0 12 12 
Criminal Justice 2254 78 2332 1853 119 1972 1488 169 1657 
Criminology 3 0 3 6 0 6 3 0 3 
Political Science 980 0 980 1005 0 1005 1058 0 1058 
Public Administration 0 471 471 0 486 486 0 442 442 
Sociology 1323 0 1323 1384 0 1384 1064 0 1064 
Total ~ % ~ m-g bmf mb 1b'IT bIT ~ 
Psychology 
Counseling Psychology 0 643 643 0 556 556 0 486 486 
Psychology 3082 0 3082 2896 0 2896 2757 0 2757 
Total j082 m ji"3" ~ 556 j452 2ir:>i m TI41 
111-5 
TABLE III.B 111-6 
CREDIT HOURS BY STUDENT MAJOR 
Fiscal Year 1983-84 Fiscal Year 1984-85 Fiscal Year 1985-86 
College/Division/Major UG GR Total UG GR Total UG GR Total 
History & Philosophy 
Co-Op History Program 0 8 8 0 29 29 0 15 15 
History 1079 0 1079 765 0 765 791 0 791 
Liberal Studies 601 0 601 649 0 649 356 0 356 
Total mu -g fbgg 11fT1+ ~ 1m m7 1"5 11b1 
College-wide 
No Major - Lower Level 0 0 0 9012 0 9012 19698 0 19698 
No Major - Upper Level 991 0 991 1134 0 1134 2614 0 2614 
Total ~ U m- 1()1'qb U 1()1'qb ml2 U "1TIU 
College of Arts & Sciences Total 21983 1492 23475 28821 1463 30284 38262 1548 39810 
College of Business Administration 
Accounting & Finance 
Accounting 9889 728 10617 9381 926 10307 8239 1019 9258 
Banking & Finance 2181 0 2181 2822 0 2822 3353 0 3353 
Total rmm m 1279'S" ~ m ~ lT592" Tm9 l2bIT 
Economics 
Economics 374 0 374 444 0 444 452 0 452 
Total m U m ill U ill ill U m 
Business Administration 
Business Management 7172 0 7172 8337 0 8337 8106 0 8106 
Insurance 299 0 299 451 0 451 375 0 375 
Marketing 3680 0 3680 3916 0 3916 4488 0 4488 
Personnel Management 0 375 375 0 295 295 0 169 169 
Real Estate 523 0 523 687 0 687 729 0 729 
Total ~ ill ~ ffi9T ~ mNi ~ lb9 TIBb7 
Transportation & Logistics 
Transportation & Logistics 962 0 962 693 0 693 603 0 603 
Total 962 0 962 693 0 693 603 0 603 
College-wide 
MBA 0 5030 5030 0 4469 4469 0 4855 4855 
Human Resource Management 0 6 6 0 191 191 0 276 276 
No Major 1733 0 1733 1595 0 1595 1960 0 1960 
Total f7TI 5mb b7b9 T595 qbbQ" ill5 T%U fiT 709T 
College of Business Administration Total 26813 6139 32952 28326 5881 34207 28305 6319 34624 
TABLE III.B 
CREDIT HOURS BY STUDENT MAJOR 
Fiscal Year 1983-84 Fiscal Year 1984-85 Fiscal Year 1985-86 
College/Division/Major UG GR Total UG GR Total UG GR Total 
College of Education 
Administration & Supervision 
Administration & Supervision 0 904 904 0 881 881 0 1042 1042 
Educational Administration 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1042 "f042 
Total U ~ ~ U "S'ST m 
Elementar~ & Secondar~ Education 
Art Education 112 30 142 146 138 284 132 93 225 
Elementary Education 5578 1101 6679 5439 1294 6733 5393 987 6380 
English Education 632 154 786 837 171 1008 899 139 1038 
History Education 269 29 298 278 26 304 292 27 319 
Math Education 225 34 259 262 109 371 224 124 348 
Music Education 70 33 103 108 18 126 154 48 202 
Psychology 86 0 86 90 0 90 64 0 64 
Science Education 125 44 169 116 61 177 99 80 179 
Secondary Education 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Social Science Education 43 24 67 37 31 68 157 69 226 
Sociology 21 0 21 36 0 36 36 0 36 
Total 7TbT m9 ~ ~ ~ ~ ron l57j ~ 
Special Education 
Special Education 2039 1007 3046 1931 905 2836 1709 926 2635 
Total 2039 1007 3046 1931 905 2836 1709 926 2635 
Human Services & Allied Health 
Allied Health Services 1790 1255 3045 1923 1232 3155 1685 1358 3045 
Physical Education 317 75 392 303 99 402 371 69 440 
Total m7 rna 31m rob TnT !557 mb l1i"27 jq'S'j 
Vocational/Technical Education 
Business Education 40 0 40 6 0 6 6 0 6 
Vocational/Technical Ed. 553 88 641 436 204 640 323 154 477 




CREDIT HOURS BY STUDENT MAJOR 
Fiscal Year 1983-84 Fiscal Year 1984-85 Fiscal Year 1985-86 
College/Division/Major UG GR Total DG GR Total UG GR Total 
Counselor Education 
Counseling/Guidance 0 110 110 0 36 36 0 18 18 
Guidance/Counseling 0 774 774 0 1210 1210 0 1503 1503 
Total U Wi Wi U nzib nzib U T5LT f5"2T 
College-Wide 
Administration/Supervision 0 120 120 0 129 129 0 96 96 
Curriculum/Instruction 0 224 224 0 124 124 0 84 84 
Guidance Education 0 0 0 0 24 24 0 18 18 
No Major 3565 0 3565 3807 0 3807 5666 0 5666 
Total ~ m j9n9 !S07 m 4TI84 56Gb f9B" ~ 
College of Education Total 15465 6006 21471 15755 6692 22447 17210 6841 24051 
Division of Nursin~ 
Nursing 2267 0 2267 2246 0 2246 2316 0 2316 
Total 2267 0 2267 2246 0 2246 23T6 0 TIf6 
Division of Comeuter & Information Science 
Computer & Information Science 572 0 572 3749 0 3749 5502 0 5502 
Total 572 0 ill 3749 0 m9 5502 0 5502 
Division of Technologies 
Engineering Technology 0 0 0 0 0 0 76 0 76 
Industrial Technology 9722 0 9722 7390 0 7390 5033 0 5033 
Total ~ U ~ ~ U mIT ~ U 5TU9" 
University-Wide 
No Major 9939 0 9939 12236 0 12236 9308 0 9308 
Total 9939 0 9939 12"TI6 0 ITm 9308 0 9808 
UNIVERSITY TOTAL 86761 13637 100398 98523 14036 112559 106012 14708 120720 
College/Department/Division 
Arts & Sciences: 
Fine Arts 
Language & Literature 
Mathematical Sciences 
Natural Sciences 
Sociology & Political Science 
Psychology 
History 
Total Arts & Sciences 
Business Administration: 
Accounting & Finance 
Economics 
Management, Marketing & Logistics 
Transportation 
Total Business Administration 
Education: 
Administration & Supervision 
Curriculum & Instruction 
Special Education 
Human Services 
Vocational & Technical Education 






TABLE I I I.C 
FTE TAUGHT BY BUDGETARY DEPARTMENT 
BY INSTRUCTIONAL TYPE 
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TABLE II I.E 
1986-87 Estimated Annual FTE for E&G Programs 
By Level and Discipline 
Discipline Lower Level Upper Level Graduate Thesis/Diss. Total 
Agribus/Ag. Products 0 0 0 0 0 
Agri. Sciences 0 0 0 0 0 
Renew. Nat. Resources 0 0 0 0 0 
Architecture 0 0 0 0 0 
Area/Ethnic Studies 0 0 0 1 
Business/Management 110 609 190 0 909 
Marketing/Distrib. 0 0 0 0 0 
Communications 13 35 6 0 54 
Communications Tech. 0 0 0 0 0 
Computer/Info. Sci. 3 193 8 0 204 
Education 0 304 306 0 610 
Engi need ng 0 0 0 0 0 
Eng./Eng-Related Tech. 0 74 5 0 79 
Foreign Languages 5 11 0 0 16 
Allied Health 0 2 7 0 9 
Health Sciences 0 80 37 0 117 
Home Economics 0 0 0 0 0 
Law 0 0 0 0 0 
Letters 115 64 14 0 193 
Liberal/General Studies 0 9 0 0 9 
Library/Arch. Sciences 0 4 0 0 4 
Li fe Sci ences 43 22 0 66 
Mathematics 141 91 9 0 241 
Multi/lnterdis. Studies 0 3 0 0 3 
Parks/Recreation 1 0 0 0 1 
Phil./Religion/Theology 36 12 0 0 48 
Physical Sciences 35 33 0 0 68 
Psychology 19 155 31 0 205 
Protective Services 0 30 3 1 34 
Public Affairs 0 6 6 0 12 
Social Sciences 96 118 10 0 224 
Visual/Perform. Arts 26 94 3 0 123 
TOTAL FUNDABLE FTE 643 1,950 636 3 , 230 
111-11 
TABLE II I. E 111-12 
1987-88 Planned Annual FTE for E&G Programs 
By Level and Discipline 
Discipline Lower Level Upper Level Graduate Thesis/Diss. Total 
Agribus/Ag. Products 0 0 0 0 0 
Agri. Sciences 0 0 0 0 0 
Renew. Nat. Resources 0 0 0 0 0 
Architecture 0 0 0 0 0 
Area/Ethnic Studies 0 1 0 0 1 
Business/Management 86 609 191 0 886 
Marketing/Distrib. 0 0 0 0 0 
Communications 10 35 6 0 51 
Communications Tech. 0 0 0 0 0 
Computer/Info. Sci. 2 193 8 0 203 
Education 0 304 310 0 614 
Engineering 0 0 0 0 0 
Eng./Eng-Related Tech. 0 76 7 0 83 
Foreign Languages 4 11 0 0 15 
Allied Health 0 2 7 0 9 
Health Sciences 0 82 39 0 121 
Home Economics 0 0 0 0 0 
Law 0 0 0 0 0 
Letters 89 64 15 0 168 
Liberal/General Studies 0 9 0 0 9 
Library/Arch. Sciences 0 4 0 0 4 
Li fe Sci ences 33 22 0 56 
Mathematics 112 93 9 0 214 
Multi/lnterdis. Studies 0 3 0 0 3 
Parks/Recreation 1 0 0 0 1 
Phil./Religion/Theology 27 12 0 0 39 
Physical Sciences 26 33 0 0 59 
Psychology 15 155 32 0 202 
Protective Services 0 30 3 0 33 
Public Affairs 0 6 6 0 12 
Social Sciences 75 118 11 0 204 
Visual/Perform. Arts 20 94 3 0 117 
TOTAL FUNDABLE FTE 500 1,956 648 0 3,104 
TABLE III. F 
1987-88 Planned FTE for E&G Programs 
By Level and Site 
Site Lower Level Upper Level Graduate Thesis/Diss. Total 
Main Campus 495 1,892 569 0 2,956 
Downtown Center 1 38 10 0 49 
Off Campus 4 26 69 0 99 
Total Fundable FTE 5<m ~ m u r,TN 
1988-89 Planned FTE for E&G Programs 
By Level and Site 
Site Lower Level Upper Level Graduate Thesis/Diss. Total 
Main Campus 495 1,892 575 0 2,962 
Downtown Center 1 38 12 0 51 
Off Campus 4 26 71 0 101 
Total Fundable FTE 5<m ~ ~ U r,m-
1989-90 Planned FTE for E&G Programs 
By Level and Site 
Site Lower Level Upper Level Graduate Thesis/Diss. Total 
Main Campus 495 1,921 575 0 2,991 
Downtown Center 1 38 12 0 51 
Off Campus 4 26 71 0 101 
Total Fundable FTE 5<m ~ b5"B" U :r,iTI 
1990-91 Planned FTE for E&G Programs 
By Level and Site 
Site Lower Level Upper Level Graduate Thesis/Diss. Total 
Main Campus 495 1,951 575 0 3,021 
Downtown Center 1 38 12 0 51 
Off Campus 4 26 71 0 101 
Total Fundable FTE 5<m z,ms b58 U r,-m 
111-13 
Site Lower Level 
Main Campus 495 
Downtown Center 1 
Off Campus 4 
Total Fundable FTE 500 
TABLE III. F 
1991-92 Planned FTE for E&G Programs 
By Level and Site 
Upper Level Graduate 
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Class UNF UF FSU 
Advanced Graduate: 
Headcount 7 2,738 1,530 
Percent .12 49.96 27.91 
Beginning Graduate: 
Headcount 1,009 4,779 2,781 
Percent 5.62 26.64 15.50 
Lower Division: 
Headcount 858 11,602 7,402 
Percent 2.45 33.18 21.17 
Unclassifieds: 
Headcount 1,649 2,471 1,703 
Percent 8.46 12.68 8.73 
U~~er Division: 
Headcount 3,093 14,155 9,402 
Percent 4.42 20.24 13.44 
Total SUS: 
Headcount 6,616 35,745 22,818 
Percent 4.47 24.18 15.44 
TABLE IV.A.1 
SUS FUNDABLE HEADCOUNT ENROLLMENT COMPARISON 
BY STUDENT CLASS 
Fall 1986 
FAMU UWF UCF 
0 0 121 
.00 .00 2.20 
198 1,007 1,853 
1.10 5.61 10.33 
3,104 683 3,157 
8.87 1.95 9.03 
529 1,161 2,112 
2.71 5.95 10.83 
1,492 3,351 9,397 
2.13 4.79 13.43 
5,323 6,202 16,640 
3.60 4.19 11.25 
-----
USF FlU FAU TOTAL 
813 117 152 5,480 
14.87 2.13 2.77 100.00 
3,518 1,544 1,248 17,937 
19.61 8.60 6.95 100.00 
5,939 1,559 654 34,958 
16.98 4.45 1.87 100.00 
4,429 3,388 2,044 19,486 
22.72 17.38 10.48 100.00 
13,141 9.609 6,281 69,921 
18.79 13.74 8.98 100.00 
27,842 16,217 10,379 147,782 
18.83 10.97 7.02 100.00 
I V-1 
Class UNF UF 
Advanced Graduate: 
Credit Hours 21.0 20,971.3 
Percent .05 53.01 
8e9inning Graduate: 
Credit Hours 5,170.7 40,497.1 
Percent 4.11 32.25 
Lower Division: 
Credit Hours 10,162.0 153,220.0 
Percent 2.24 33.87 
Unclassifieds: 
Credit Hours 7,251.9 13 ,915.4 
Percent 7.68 14.75 
U~~er Division: 
Credit Hours 26,685.6 183,032.3 
Percent 3.46 23.78 
Total SUS: 
Credit Hours 49,291.2 , 411,636.1 
Percent 3.32 27.78 
TABLE IV.A.2 
SUS FUNDABLE STUDENT CREDIT HOUR COMPARISON 
BY STUDENT CLASS 
Fall 1986 
FSU FAMU UWF UCF USF 
11,499.4 0.0 0.0 532.0 5,139.6 
29.06 .00 .00 1.34 12.99 
27,698.4 1,485.0 5,984.9 9,708.0 19,644.3 
22.05 1.18 4.76 7.73 15.64 
95,914.0 43,679.7 8,807.0 38,011.0 74,541.8 
21.20 9.65 1.94 8.40 16.47 
8,046.5 2,107.8 5,667.9 10,729.0 19,938.6 
8.52 2.23 6.00 11.37 21.13 
116,654.5 18,820.9 33,938.6 98,687.3 142,150.9 
15.02 2.44 4.41 12.82 18.47 
258,812.8 66,093.4 54,398.4 157,667.3 261,415.2 
17.47 4.46 3.67 10.64 17.64 
IV-2 
FlU FAU TOTAL 
567.0 829.0 39,559.3 
1.43 2.09 100.00 
8,807.9 6,566.0 125,562.3 
7.01 5.22 100.00 
19,477.7 8,543.0 452,356.2 
4.30 1.88 100.00 
17,647.0 9,034.0 94,338.1 
18.70 9.57 100.00 
89,235.8 61,332.9 769,538.8 
11.59 7.97 100.00 
135,735.4 86,304.9 1,481,354.7 
9.16 5.82 100.00 
-----.I 
TABLE IV.B 
FIRST-TIME TRANSFERS INTO SUS INSTITUTIONS 
SUMMER 1985 THROUGH SPRING 1986 
Institution PreviouslX Attended UNF UF FSU FAMU UWF UCF USF FlU FAU TOTAL 
Regional: 
Florida Community College at Jax. 72.36 9.49 8.29 1.96 .34 2.39 3.59 .68 .85 1,169 
Jacksonville University 65.84 8.64 12.34 .82 1.23 2.88 4.52 .82 2.88 243 
St. Johns River Community College 57.48 16.53 11.81 .78 3.14 3.93 4.72 .00 1.57 127 
Fl agl er Coll ege 42.10 10.52 10.52 .00 .00 23.68 5.26 1.31 6.57 76 
Edward Waters College 81.81 .00 6.06 .00 .00 3.03 3.03 3.03 3.03 33 
Lake City Community College 42.00 33.33 13.33 1.33 3.33 2.66 3.33 .00 .66 150 
Daytona Beach Community College 2.36 17.63 17.89 .26 .52 51.84 5.26 .78 3.42 380 
State Universitx Sxstem: 
University of Florida 13.96 .00 9.75 1.59 2.92 14.52 17.66 20.32 19.25 2,327 
Florida A&M U~iversity 10.79 2.05 56.81 .00 2.31 4.37 6.42 10.79 6.42 389 
Florida State University 13.96 8.84 .00 19.03 7.79 11.64 11.46 13.85 13 .38 1 ,718 
University of South Florida 6.90 21.75 17.77 .93 2.57 12.04 .00 14.73 23.27 855 
Primary SUS Feeder Schools: 
Mi ami -Dade Commun'i ty Coll ege .21 7.36 5.72 .50 .32 1.07 1.89 78.71 4.18 2,796 
Broward Community College .36 8.35 9.74 .60 .12 2.04 6.37 19.72 52.67 1,663 
St. Petersburg Community College .22 13.42 10.23 .96 1.63 4.08 67.95 .66 .81 1,348 
Valencia Community College .78 5.72 7.28 .08 .86 79.79 3.81 .86 .78 1,153 
Pensacola Junior College .86 4.74 10.56 .86 79.20 1.18 2.04 .21 .32 928 
Brevard Community College 1.08 9.44 9.32 1.21 .36 73.24 3.02 .96 1.33 826 
Palm Beach Jr. College .37 9.26 9.54 .64 .09 2.59 5.37 2.96 69.13 1,079 
Santa Fe Community College 4.30 68.05 6.66 .69 .97 5.41 4.30 5.27 4.30 720 




TABLE 31.-- PERCENTAGE OF ALL COURSE WORK TAKEN BY ALL UNDERGRADUATE STUDENTS IN EACH DISCIPLINE, FALL 1985 
SUS SUMMARY 
Discipline in Which Course is Offered1 
CIP Student 
No. Disciplines 01 02 03 04 05 06 08 09 10 11 13 14 15 16 17 18 
01 . Agribusiness Production ............ 41.9 10.4 
* 
.7 .2 9.3 .4 1.4 2.8 .4 .5 · . .4 
02 Agricultural Sciences ............... 8.6 41.5 .2 
* 
.1 1.1 .1 .7 2.4 2.3 1.3 
* 
1.1 
03 Renewable Natural Resources ......... 1.0 7.8 31.5 .. .8 .2 1.8 1.5 1.1 1.2 
* 
.1 




1.3 .5 1.7 1.7 .2 1.2 1.8 .1 
05 Area & Ethnic Studies ............... 
· . 
. . .6 24.6 3.0 .3 1.0 3.3 .3 21.8 
· . 
06. Business & Management ............... 
* * * 





08 Marketing & Distribution ............ 
· . 
.. 20.0 20.0 · . 




.1 6.6 38.1 1.1 2.7 .1 4.6 
* 
.2 
10 Communications Technologies ......... .. . . 1.3 70.6 1.8 .9 1.0 · . .4 
11 Computer & Information Sciences ..... 
* * 
.1 * 13.5 .5 31.4 1.7 3.7 .2 3.2 * .2 13 Education ........................... 
* 
.4 
· . * * 
2.0 .5 .6 67.6 .1 .1 1.1 
* 
.5 








5.8 .2 7.8 .9 4.8 45.9 .4 .3 
16 Foreign Languages ................... 
* * 
.4 3.7 1.2 1.3 4.1 
* 
.. 48.7 .2 
17 Allied Heal th ....................... .1 
* * 
1.5 .3 .6 5.2 .2 
* 
1.6 35.6 7.7 
18 Heal th Sciences ..................... .4 
* 
.1 2.0 .3 .2 3.1 
* * 
1.0 .2 60.6 
19 Home Economics ...................... .7 .2 
* 
5.1 .5 .4 2.6 
* 
1.0 .4 .7 
22 Law ................................. 
· . 
7.8 1.5 2.8 .8 .1 .7 .3 




.5 2.4 3.9 .8 5.1 
* * 10.8 * .1 24 Liberal/General Studies ............. .4 
* 
8.4 1.2 3.4 1.6 1.3 .1 5.9 .1 .9 
25 Library & Archival Sciences ......... · . 6.1 8.2 . . 8.2 
26 Li fe Sciences ....................... .2 .8 
* * 
.3 1.9 .6 .8 2.1 .2 
* 
4.4 .1 .7 
27 Mathematics ......................... 
* · . 
.1 .1 4.8 .8 9.0 3.5 2.4 
* 
8.2 .1 
30 Multi/Interdisciplinary Studies ..... .1 .5 
* 
.4 .3 11.5 1.1 2.3 4.8 ' 2.7 .2 5.1 
* 
2.1 
31 Parks & Recreation .................. · . 9.7 .7 16.1 .5 .4 
38 Philosophy, Religion & Theology ..... · . .1 * .4 2.3 .5 1.5 2.7 .3 9.6 1.1 40 Physical Sciences ................... 
* 
.4 .1 .2 1.8 .5 1.9 1.9 1.5 .1 6.6 
* 
.3 




.1 3.0 1.4 .8 4.2 
* * 
6.7 .2 .5 
43 Protective Services ................. * .1 .1 2.5 .5 .7 2.9 .1 .1 3.6 * .3 44 Public Affairs ...................... · . .1 4.1 .5 .9 3.1 .1 * 1.7 .3 1.0 45 Social Sciences ..................... 
* 
.1 .2 .4 7.0 1.2 1.0 2.8 .1 * 7.0 
..l-
.3 




.5 .2 4.5 .9 1.2 4.0 .5 .2 3.8 * .7 
TOTALS ........................ .1 .4 
* 
1.2 .2 17.1 3.0 3.4 7.3 5.4 .9 3.3 .5 2.5 
1. The disciplines represented by these numbers correspond to those listed under Student Discipline. 
* 
Less than 0.1 'Yo 
SOURCE: Student Data Course File, Fall 1985. 
TABLE IV.C 






































Agribusiness Production ........... . 
Agricultural Sciences .............. . 
Renewable Natural Resources ........ . 
Architecture & Environmental Design. 
Area & Ethic Studies ............... . 
Business & Management .............. . 
Marketing & Distribution ........... . 
Communications ..................... . 
Communications Technologies ........ . 
Computer & Information Sciences .... . 
Education. -......................... . 
Engineering ........................ . 
Eng. & Engineering-related Tech's .. . 
Foreign Languages .................. . 
Allied Health ...................... . 
Heal th Sciences .................... . 
Home Economics ..................... . 
Law ................................ . 
Letters .. -.......................... . 
Liberal/General Studies ............ . 
Library & Archival Sciences ........ . 
Li fe Sciences ...................... . 
Mathematics ........................ . 
Multi/Interdisciplinary Studies .... . 
Parks & Recreation ................. . 
Philosophy, Religion & Theology .... . 
Physical Sciences .................. . 
Psychology ......................... . 
Protective Services ................ . 
Public Affairs ..................... . 
Social Sciences .................... . 
Visual & Performing Arts ........... . 
Undecided .......................... . 





















































































































































































































































































































































.1 1.6 6.2 3.6 1.5 
I.-The -(]Tsc i p 1 i nes represen ted b"y-r.h-ese - nu-mb(~ rsc()rrp sp()n(J· -i-o"--fliose lIS ted unde r" Student ·Dj sc· i p li ne-:---- -
* Less than O.l'Yo 

























































































.7 11.7 4.3 
IV-S 
TABLE V.A 
E&G SALARY DATA FOR INSTRUCTIONAL FACULTY* 
FALL 1986 
College/Division/Rank Number Minimum Maximum Median Average 
Colle~f Arts and Sciences 
Professor 17 33,991 50,000 37,343 38,214 
Associate Professor 26 22,738 36,366 31,089 30,602 
Assistant Professor 27 20,883 29,133 23,930 24,406 
Instructor 
° 
College of Business Administration 
Professor 8 35,468 49,909 42,791 42,946 
Associate Professor 14 29,377 45,242 34,918 36,068 
Assistant Professor 11 26,030 40,509 34,964 33,592 
Instructor 3 20,240 25,000 23,659 22,966 
College of Education 
Professor 13 32,782 48,490 36,366 37,561 
Associate Professor 16 26,030 38,000 30,277 30,595 
Assistant Professor 7 22,364 28,170 25,362 25,469 
Instructor 
° 
Division of Computer Science 
Professor 1 45,840 45,840 45,840 45,840 
Associate Professor 1 43,015 43,015 43,015 43,015 
Assistant Professor 7 32,500 42,796 38,454 37,413 
Instructor 
° 
Division of Nursin~ 
Professor 
° Associate Professor 1 36,395 36,395 36,395 36,395 
Assistant Professor 5 20,000 26,427 25,782 24,043 
Instructor 1 20,000 20,000 20,000 20,000 
Division of Technolo9ies 
Professor 
° Associate Professor 1 37,566 37,566 37,566 37,566 




Professor 39 32,782 50,000 37,582 39,163 
Associate Professor 59 22,738 45,242 31,458 32,324 
Assistant Professor 60 20,000 42,796 26,089 27,911 
Instructor 4 20,000 25,000 23,659 22,224 
*All salaries are for nine-month basis with supplement excluded and advisors included at 9-month equivalent salary. V-1 
V-2 
TABLE V.B 
FULL-TIME STAFF STATISTICS BY OCCUPATIONAL CATEGORY 
AS OF SEPTEMBER 30, 1986 
Male Female 
Amencan Amerlcan 
Occupational Category Total Total White Black Hispanic Asian Indian Total White Black Hispanic Asian Indian 
Facult"t,:. 
Nine-month 168 117 1 08 6 0 3 0 51 47 4 0 0 0 
Twelve-month 8 3 2 0 0 0 5 3 2 0 0 0 
Total Faculty: 176 120 110 7 0 3 0 56 50 6 0 0 0 
All Others: 
Executive/Adminis- 76 51 45 6 0 0 0 25 20 5 0 0 0 
trative/Managerial 
Professional Non- 133 56 48 7 0 0 77 68 9 0 0 0 
Faculty 
Secretarial/ 129 10 7 3 0 0 0 119 99 20 0 0 0 
Clerical 
Technical/Para- 42 18 15 2 0 0 24 20 3 0 0 
professional 
Ski 11 ed Crafts 25 25 18 7 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Service/ 62 35 27 8 0 0 0 27 10 15 0 2 0 
Maintenance 
Total All Others: 467 195 160 33 2 0 0 272 217 52 2 0 
UNIVERSITY FULL-TIME 643 315 270 40 2 3 0 328 267 58 2 0 
TOTAL: 
TABLE V.C 
FACULTY AGE DISTRIBUTION 
BY COLLEGE AND DEPARTMENT 
FALL 1986 
College/Division/Department <25 25-29 30-34 35-39 40-44 45-49 50-54 55-59 > 59 Avg. Age Total 
College of Arts & Sciences: 
Fine Arts a a 1 a 3 3 a 2 1 47 10 
History a a a 3 2 2 1 a a 42 8 
Language & Literature a a 3 2 3 3 3 a 1 43 15 
Mathematical Sciences a 1 4 3 1 2 a a 0 37 11 
Natural Sciences a a 1 0 1 2 3 1 0 47 8 
Psychology a 0 a 4 2 3 0 0 0 41 9 
Sociology & Political Science a a 1 1 2 5 0 0 0 42 9 
Total a 1 10 13 14 20 7 3 2 43 70 
College of Business Administration: 
Accounting & Finance a a 1 7 2 1 a 3 1 43 15 
Mgt., Marketing & Logistics a 1 0 4 4 2 2 1 2 45 16 
Economics 1 1 1 a 0 1 1 0 a 35 5 
Total 1 2 2 11 6 4 3 4 3 43 36 
Education: 
Dean, Education a a a a 0 1 0 0 a 46 1 
Curriculum/Instruction 0 q 0 a 7 4 2 1 2 48 16 
Ed. Services & Research 0 a 0 3 3 4 1 3 0 46 14 
Human Services/Allied Health a 0 a 1 1 2 0 a 1 47 5 
Total 0 a a 4 11 11 3 4 3 47 36 
Division of Computer Science: a 0 2 2 4 a 0 0 39 9 
Division of Nursing: 0 0 2 3 2 0 0 0 a 37 7 
Division of Technologies: 0 a 0 3 a 0 a a 43 4 




Alabama, University of 
American University 
Arizona State University 
Arkansas, University of 
Atlanta University 
Ball State University 
Boston University 
Brigham Young University 
Brooklyn Law School 
California Institute of Technology 
California at Ashland, University of 
California at Berkeley, University of 
California at Los Angeles, University of 
California, University of 
Case Western Reserve 
Chicago, University of 
Claremont Graduate School 
Columbia University 
Copenhagen, University of 
Cranbook Academy of Art 
Delaware, University of 
Emory University 
Florida A&M University 
Florida State University 
Florida, University of 
Fordham University 
Georgia State University 
Georgia, University of 
Harvard 
Hawaii, University of 
Hofstra University 
Howard University Law School 
TABLE V.D 

























































































Illinois State University 
Illinois, University of 
Indiana University 
Iowa State University 
Iowa, University of 
Johns Hopkins University 
London School of Economics 
Kansas, University of 
Kent State University 
Kentucky, University of 
Louisiana State University 
Madurai University (India) 
Maryland, University of 
Massachusetts Inst. of Technology 
Memphis State University 
Michigan State University 
Michigan, University of 
Minnesota, University of 
Mississippi State University 
Missouri, University of 
Montana, University of 
Munich, University of 
Nebraska, University of 
New Mexico, University of 
New York University 
TABLE V.D 
TEACHING FACULTY BY INSTITUTION AWARDING HIGHEST DEGREE* 
Fall 1986 
Bachelor ' s Degree Master's Degree 
North Carolina at Chapel Hill, University of 


























































































Ohio State University 
Oklahoma, University of 
Oregon State University 
Oregon, University of 
Pennsylvania State University 
Pennsylvania, University of 






South Carolina, University of 
South Florida, University of 
St. Louis University 
SUNY 
Syracuse University 
Tennessee, University of 
Texas A&M University 
Texas, University of 
Texas Womens' University 
Virginia Polytechnic 
Virginia, University of 
Warsaw, University of 
Washington University 
Washington, University of 
Wayne State University 
Wisconsin, University of 
Yale 
*Includes Chairpersons and Advisors 
TABLE V.D 
TEACHING FACULTY BY INSTITUTION AWARDING HIGHEST DEGREE* 
Fall 1986 























































FINANCIAL AID STATISTICS BY YEAR 
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E&G INITIAL BUDGET ALLOCATIONS 
BY FUNCTION AND FUND CATEGORY 
Fund Fiscal Year 1982-83 Fiscal Year 1983-84 Fiscal Year 1984-85 Fiscal Year 1985-86 
Function Category Amount Percent Amount Percent Amount Percent Amount Percent 
Instruction Salary $7,672,556 87.5 $7,740,084 88.1 $ 9,188,847 85.4 $ 9,990,043 88.6 
and Research OPS 306,958 3.5 274,463 3.1 444,421 4.1 396,660 3.5 
Expense 456,574 5.2 335,066 3.8 721,121 6.7 691,270 6.1 
OCO 215,906 2.5 160,125 1.8 239,308 2.2 0 .0 
Special 113 2900 1.3 271 2375 3.2 167 2875 1.6 203 2264 1.8 Total $8,765,894 f01J.O" $8,781, 113 f01J.O" $10, 761,572 Tmr.1f $11,281,237 fQ"(J.U 
Institutes Salary $ 61,350 57.4 $ 61,350 58.9 $ 65,499 31.3 $ 31,883 11.5 
and Research OPS 21,000 19.6 18,935 18.2 94,109 45.0 166,656 60.3 
Expense 24,503 22.9 23,792 22.9 49,517 23.7 77,813 28.2 
OCO 0 .0 0 .0 0 .0 0 .0 
Speci al 0 .0 0 .0 0 .0 0 .0 
Total $ 106,853 fOQ.O $ 104,077 TOQ."IT $ 209,125 f01J.O" $ 276,352 lmJ.t) 
Li brary/ Salary $ 901,748 56.7 $ 873,940 56.7 $ 965,270 57.7 $ 1,024,043 56.8 
Audio-Visual OPS 40,496 2.5 34,087 2.4 50,000 3.0 79,178 4.4 
Expense 72,262 4.5 67,009 4.8 53,750 3.2 55,496 3.1 
OCO 0 0 434,188 30.8 0 .0 0 .0 
Special 576.1 235 36.2 0 .0 603 2545 36.1 644 2296 35.7 Total $1,590,741 fOQ.O $1,409,224 rmJ."IT $ 1,672,566 f01J.O" $ 1,803,013 f01J.O" 
Administrative Salary $2,405,350 71.2 $2,305,219 65.6 $ 1,937,327 74.7 $ 3,323,040 73.0 
Services OPS 125,814 3.7 55,938 1.6 111,709 2.8 114,025 2.5 
Expense 621,176 18.4 425,221 12.1 497,658 12.7 681,880 15.0 
OCO 166,794 4.9 52,503 1.5 183,397 4.7 217,672 4.8 
Special 59 2564 1.8 675 2925 19.2 200 2174 36.1 213 2510 4.7 
Total $3,378,788 TOo."U $3,514,806 TOQ."IT $ 3,930,265 f01J.O" $ 4,550,127 f01J.O" 
Physical Salary $1,249,921 57.0 $1,252,181 56.5 $ 1,431,202 63.4 $ 1,433,771 62.8 
Plant OPS 9,438 .4 7,243 .3 10,563 .5 10,605 .4 
Expense 934,546 42.6 956,150 43.2 815,070 36.1 839,800 36.8 
OCO 0 .0 0 .0 0 .0 0 .0 
Special 0 .0 0 .0 0 .0 0 .0 
Total $2,193,905 TmJ.O $2,215,574 TOo.1Y $ 2,256,835 nm:<J $ 2,284,176 f01J.O" 
Student Salary $ 805,043 80.0 $ 782,161 78.8 $ 920,970 76.4 $ 982,044 83.5 
Service OPS 58,741 5.8 50,881 5.1 76,194 6.3 30,886 2.6 
Expense 142,896 14.2 139,173 14.0 190,559 15.8 163,229 13.9 
OCO 0 .0 0 .0 17,807 1.5 0 .0 
Sped al 0 .0 20 2878 2.1 0 .0 0 .0 
Total $1,006,680 TOo.1Y $ 993,093 TOo.1Y $ 1,205,530 TOo.1Y $ 1,176,159 nm:u 
UNIVERSITY Salary $13,095,968 76.8 $13,014,935 76.5 $15,509,115 77.4 $16,784,824 78.5 
TOTAL OPS 562,447 3.3 441,546 2.6 786,996 3.9 798,010 3.7 
Expense 2,251,957 13.2 1,946,411 11.4 2,327,675 11.6 2,509,488 11.8 
OCO 382,700 2.2 646,816 3.8 440,512 2.2 217,672 1.0 
Special 749 2789 4.4 968 2178 5.7 971 z595 4.9 l,l061,l070 5.0 
Total $17,042,861 rmJ."IT $17,017,887 TmJ.(J $20,035,893 ~ $21,371,064 TOo.1Y 
V 1-1 
TABLE V I .A. 2 VI-2 
E&G EXPENDITURES 
BY FUNCTION AND FUND CATEGORY 
Fund nsca1 Year 1982-83 Fiscal Year 1983-84 Fiscal Year 1984-85 Fiscal Year 1985-86 
Function Cate.9.£!:l Amount Percent Amount Percent Amount Percent Amount Percent 
Instruction Salary $8,161,787 88.4 $8,207,899 86.7 $ 9,164,143 83.8 $ 9,885,904 84.8 
and Research OPS 554,020 6.0 515,286 5.5 580,052 5.3 547,797 4.6 
Expense 448,487 4.9 523,629 5.5 673,159 6.2 707,697 6.1 
OCO 17,203 .2 160,706 1.7 421,128 3.8 381,387 3.3 
Special 56,2500 .5 57,2303 .6 100 2040 .9 136 2867 1.2 Total $9,237,997 Tmr:1Y $9,464,823 Tmr:1Y $10,938,522 rnr.u $11 ,659,652 TmJ.U 
Institutes Salary $ 90,602 76.9 $ 115,107 61.4 $ 234,327 66.9 $ 235,441 64.0 
and Research OPS 6,443 5.5 28,080 15.0 62,136 17.8 70,476 19.1 
Expense 19,874 16.9 41,369 22.0 49,133 14.0 60,677 16.5 
OCO 946 .7 2,908 1.6 4,502 1.3 1,509 .4 
Special 0 .0 0 .0 0 .0 0 .0 
Total $ 117,865 nm:o $ 187,464 ;00.0 $ 350,098 nm:o $ 368, 103 TUo.lJ 
Li brary/ Salary $ 696,860 61.6 $ 854,309 60.4 $ 930,372 55.1 $ 988,098 54.0 
Audio-Visual OPS 55,324 4.9 75,232 5.3 76,316 4.5 99,702 5.4 
Expense 43,570 3.8 49,357 3.5 58,921 3.5 55,766 3.0 
OCO 0 0 434,796 30.8 60,296 3.6 43,888 2.4 
Special 344 2231 30.2 0 .0 562 02 824 33.3 644 2296 35.2 
Total $1,139,985 ;00.0 $1,413,694 roo.o $ 1,688,729 roo.o $ 1,831,750 TUo.lJ 
University Salary $2,076,139 69.5 $2,637,316 73.1 $ 2,714,195 73.9 $ 2,994,248 74.0 
Support OPS 54,851 1.8 211,954 5.9 156,727 4.3 245,328 6.1 
Expense 700,455 23.5 522,342 14.5 436,782 11.9 493,611 12.2 
OCO 95,172 3.2 21,689 .6 176,679 4.8 118,006 2.9 
Special 5902653 2.0 2112444 5.9 189 2355 5.1 196 02 027 4.8 
Total $2,986,270 nm:o $3,604,745 rnr.u $ 3,673,738 rnr.u $ 4,047,220 TUo.lJ 
Physical Salary $1,677,589 68.1 $1,179,441 59.2 $ 1,290,133 56.1 $ 1,440,709 60.5 
Plant OPS 10,887 .4 18,001 .9 11,037 .5 8,525 .4 
Expense 771,787 31.3 792,148 39.8 946,987 41.1 898,260 37.8 
OCO 3,106 .2 1,284 .1 53,962 2.3 31,720 1.3 
Sped a1 0 .0 0 .0 0 .0 0 .0 
Total $2,193,905 TUo.lJ $2,215,574 TUo.lJ $ 2,256,835 TmJ.U $ 2,379,214 nm:u 
Student Salary $ 460,317 91.6 $ 797,929 75.2 $ 864,058 73.3 $ 905,840 76.6 
Service OPS 6,615 1.3 78,840 7.4 98,354 8.4 54,742 4.6 
Expense 29,328 5.8 166,870 15.7 184,828 15.7 192,095 16.3 
OCO 6,492 1.3 18,468 1.7 30,992 2.6 29,537 2.5 
Special 0 .0 0 .0 0 .0 0 .0 
Total $ 502,749 nm:o $1,062,107 nm:o $ 1,178,232 TUo.lJ $ 1,182,214 fOD."U 
UNIVERSITY Salary $13,163,294 80.0 $13,792,001 77.8 $15,197,228 75.5 $16,450,240 76.6 
TOTAL OPS 688,140 4.2 927,393 5.3 984,622 4.9 1,026,570 4.8 
Expense 2,013,501 12.2 2,095,715 11.8 2,349,810 11. 7 2,408,106 11 .2 
OCO 122,919 .7 639,851 3.6 747,559 3.7 606,047 2.8 
Special 460 02 384 2.9 268 2747 1.5 852 2 219 4.2 97702190 4.6 
Total $16,448,238 TOO:() $17,723,707 TOO:() $20,131,438 fOQ.1J $21,468,153 roo.n 
Fiscal Year 
Entity/Fund Category Amount 
Auxiliaries Salary $ 451,304 
OPS 207,602 
Expense 1,173,805 
OCO 34 2280 Total $1,866,991 
Contracts Salary $1,306,043 
and Grants OPS 902,338 
Expense 938,366 
OCO 41 2497 Total $3,188,244 
Student Sal ary $ 184,558 
Activity OPS 77,123 
Expense 199,039 
OCO 1.1000 
Total $ 461,720 
Concession Salary $ 0 
Funds OPS 0 
Expense 7,000 
OCO 0 
Total $ 7,000 
Student Salary $ 17,300 
Financial OPS 25,059 
Aid Expense 695,136 
OCO 0 
Total $ 737,495 
T ABLE V I • B. 1 
NON-E&G INITIAL BUDGET ALLOCATIONS 
BY FISCAL YEAR, FUND CATEGORY 
1982-83 Fiscal Year 1983-84 
Percent Amount Percent 
24.2 $ 580,346 29.0 
11. 1 196,434 9.8 
62.9 1,194,517 59.8 
1.8 27.1 197 1.4 
nm:n $1,998,494 TOO:O 
41.0 $1,893,579 48.8 
28.3 1,074,404 27.4 
29.4 912,986 23.5 
1.3 7.1 424 .3 
100.0 $3,878,393 TOO:TI 
40.0 $ 210,851 38.3 
16.7 110,736 20.1 
43.1 227,411 41.3 
.2 1 2000 .3 
nm:lJ $ 549,998 TOO:O 
.0 $ 0 .0 
.0 0 .0 
100.0 7,449 100.0 
.0 0 .0 
ron:u $ 7,449 nm:u 
2.3 $ 17,000 14.9 
3.4 25,000 21.9 
94.3 72,000 63.2 
.0 0 .0 
TO'O:lJ $ 114,000 TO'O:lJ 
Fiscal Year 1984-85 Fiscal Year 1985-86 
Amount Percent Amount Percent 
$ 572,188 26.4 $ 629,383 21.0 
241,448 11. 2 241,448 8.1 
1,221,347 56.5 1,354,674 45.1 
127 2197 5.9 775 2644 25.8 $2,162,180 nm:o $3,001,149 nm:u 
$2,205,057 50.4 $2,428,434 60.3 
1,147,682 26.2 526,417 13.1 
963,015 22.0 1,060,677 26.3 
58 2843 1.4 l1 z382 .3 $4,374,597 TOO:TI $4,026,910 roo:o 
$ 119,775 33.0 $ 0 .0 
68,901 19.0 168,525 43.1 
171,112 47.1 222,403 56.9 
3z200 .9 0 .0 $ 362,988 llRJ.l)" $ 390,928 nm:u 
$ 0 .0 $ 0 .0 
0 .0 0 .0 
14,000 100.0 10,000 100.0 
0 .0 0 .0 
$ 14,000 ron:u $ 10,000 ron:u 
$ 17,000 4.5 $ 20,000 4.1 
0 .0 0 .0 
360,000 95.5 470,000 95.9 
0 .0 0 .0 
$ 377,000 ron:u $ 490,000 mo.u 
VI-3 
Fiscal Year 
Entity/Fund Category Amount 
Auxiliaries Salary $ 378,815 
OPS 70,053 
Expense 952,658 
OCO 41 1780 Total $1,443,306 
Contracts Salary $1,136,501 
and Grants OPS 340,842 
Expense 220,974 
OCO 50 2038 Total $1,748,355 
Student Salary $195,890 









Student Salary $ 15,491 
Financial OPS 20,985 


























TABLE V I • B. 2 
NON-E&G EXPENDITURES 
BY FISCAL YEAR, FUND CATEGORY 
Fiscal Year 1983-84 
Amount Percent 
$ 372,104 21.7 
76,405 4.5 
1,190,365 69.3 


















Fiscal Year 1984-85 Fiscal Year 1985-86 
Amount l5ercent Amount Percent 
$ 361,913 18.4 $ 518,092 20.3 
103,926 5.4 151,217 5.9 
1 ,413,148 71.9 1,818,989 71.1 
85 1153 4.3 69 2112 2.7 $1,964, 140 nm:u $2,557,410 nm:u 
$1,624,805 59.7 $1,977,820 58.2 
603,335 22.2 752,851 22.2 
452,342 16.6 625,821 18.4 
39.1 155 1.5 41.1 618 1.2 
$2,719,637 llm:"n $3,398, 11 0 mo:u 
$ 101,453 28.6 $ 83,799 17.4 
72,628 20.5 196,426 40.7 
162,210 45.7 180,783 37.4 
18 z485 5.2 21 2864 4.5 $ 354,776 mJ.O $ 482,872 nm:u 
$ $ 0 .0 
0 .0 
9,760 100.0 16,431 100.0 
0 .0 
$ 9,760 TO"O:"U $ 16,431 mrr:n 
28,390 21.4 $ 44,562 22.6 
82,930 62.5 80,626 41.0 
21,416 16.1 71,597 36.4 
0 .0 
$ 132, 736 mJ.O $ 196,785 Tmr.1Y 
TABLE VI.C 
E&G EXPENDITURES 
BY OBJECT CLASSIFICATION* 
Fiscal Year 1982-83 Fiscal Year 1983-84 Fiscal Year 1984-85 Fiscal Year 1985-86 
Expense Type Amount Percent Amount Percent Amount Percent Amount Percent 
Sal ary $13 2 163,2291 79.6% $13 2792,2001 79.0% $15~1972228 75.5% $16 2463 2 240 76 . 7% 
OPS $688,2051 4.2% $927,393 5.3% $984 2622 4.9% $1,026 2570 4 . 8% 
Expense 
General 5,000 .2% 25 .0% 0 .0% 0 . 0% 
Advertising 0 .0% 0 .0% 0 .0% 0 . 0% 
Communication/Transp. 223,079 10.8% 304,420 14.5% 291,220 12.4% 292,073 12 .1 % 
Printing 140,221 6.8% 182,341 8.7% 229,040 9.7% 299,068 12 . 4% 
Repairs/Maintenance 160,651 7.8% 192,371 9.2% 42,176 1.8% 15,193 .6% 
Care/Subsistence 668 .0% 1,872 .1 % 2,203 .1% 2,977 . 1 % 
Travel 155,948 7.5% 208,231 9.9% 225,615 9.6% 232,248 9 . 6% 
Utilities 508,745 24.6% 580,866 27.7% 560,278 23.8% 545,834 22 . 7% 
Moving Expense 0 .0% 4,063 .2% 4,422 .2% 6,669 . 3% 
Other Services 309,714 15.0% 73,843 3.5% 28,610 1.2% 39,654 1.6% 
Bedding, Textiles 7,728 .4% 10,473 .5% 2,288 .1% 3,848 .2% 
Building Supplies 626 .0% 57,082 2.7% 42,058 1.8% 18,620 .8% 
Purchases for Resale 14 .0% 39 .0% 0 .0% 0 . 0% 
Educational Supplies 82,711 4.0% 67,477 3.2% 79,331 3.4% 77,039 3 . 2% 
Maint./Heating Supplies 76,873 3.7% 39,279 1.9% 45,469 1.9% 35,163 1.5% 
Motor Fuels/Lubricants 44,624 2.2% 21,359 1.0% 74,885 3.2% 21,118 .9% 
Office Materials 122,804 5.9% 110,324 5.3% 153,752 6.5% 128,360 5.3% 
Other Supplies 19,273 .9% 23,730 1.2% 451,571 19.2% 529,585 22 . 0% 
Insurance/Surety 33,052 1.6% 22,959 1.1% 10,116 .4% 11,700 . 5% 
Rental B1dgs./Land 45,699 2.2% 45,805 2.2% 0 .0% 0 .0% 
Rental Equipment 72,876 3.5% 45,781 2.2% 13 ,077 .6% 7,643 .3% 
Other Expense 59,329 2.9% 103,375 4.9% 93,601 4.0% 141,314 5.9% 
Total Expense $2,069,635 12.5% $2,095,715 12.0% $2,349,810 11.7% $2,408,106 11 . 2% 
OCO & SPECIAL 
Books 341,884 56.1% 433,646 67.8% 562,824 35.2% 644,296 41.0% 
Misc. A/V 19,574 3.2% 26,556 4.2% 0 .0% 0 .0% 
Passenger Vehicles 810 .1 % 14,653 2.3% 26,802 1.7% 0 .0% 
Office Furniture 243,875 40.0% 155,723 24.3% 0 .0% 0 .0% 
Bldg. Services Equip. 3,816 .6% 9,273 1.4% 0 .0% 0 . 0% 
D.P. Services 0 .0% 0 .0% 222,480 13.8% 216,630 13.8% 
S&T 0 .0% 0 .0% 66,915 4.2% 103,264 6.6% 
Other Operating OCO 0 .0% 0 .0% 720,757 45.1 % 606,047 38.6% 
Total OCO $609 2959 3.7% $639 2851 3.7% 1,2599 2778 7.9% $1,570,237 7.3% 
TOTAL EXPENDITURES $16 2530 2936 100.0% $17,454,960 100.0% $20 2131,2438 100.0% $21,2468,153 100 . 0% 
*Any discrepancies between this report and previous expenditure reports result from timing differences. VI-5 
TABLE VI.D 
RATE AND MANYEARS ALLOCATIONS 

























































*This summer contract component represents July 1, 1984 - August 12, 1984. 
**This summer contract component represents the reserve for May 7, 1985 - June 30, 1985. 





































































STATEMENT OF FIXED ASSETS 
June 30, 1972 - June 30, 1984 
Furniture & 
Year Endin2. Land Improvements Buil di ngs Equipment Li brary Books Tota l 
June 30, 1972 $1,351,525.50 $ 
° 
$4,119,969.00 $ 6,067.17 $ 440,085.37 $ 5,917,647.04 
June 30, 1973 1,351,525.50 
° 
4,119,969.00 1,369,712.90 745,868.47 7,587,075.87 
June 30, 1974 1,351,525.50 
° 
4,119,969.00 1,375,780.07 1,101,933.25 7,949,207.82 
June 30, 1975 1,351,525.50 
° 
9,554,440.37 1,762,713.68 1,474,526.60 14,143,206.15 
June 30, 1976 1,351,525.50 129,073.52 11,156,080.33 1,883,664.33 1,826,145.40 16,346,489.08 
June 30, 1977 1,351,525.50 197,252.95 12,496,786.72 2,274,475.26 2,013,535.71 18,333,576.14 
June 30, 1978 1,351,525.50 198,660.99 12,958,654.75 2,338, 1 93 • 1 ° 2,554,823.87 19,401,858.21 
June 30, 1979 1,351,525.50 240,223.50 13,101,402.92 2,790,235.26 3,241,289.22 20,724,676.40 
June 30, 1980 1,351,525.50 248,837.58 13, 1 01 ,402 .92 3,320,420.01 3,699,933.58 21,722,119.59 
June 30, 1981 1,351,525.50 251,447.27 13,192,673.05 4,846,742.30 4,244,435.26 23,886,823.47 
June 30, 1982 1,351,525.50 363,070.18 24,122,466.96 5,559,062.86 4,612,496.32 36,008,621.82 
June 30, 1983 1,351,525.50 376,017.28 26,926,232.90 5,708,591.96 4,872,972.61 39,235,340.25 
June 30, 1984 1,351,525.50 376,017.28 25,164,727.09 5,947,252.07 5,224,527.24 38,064,049.18 
June 30, 1985 1,351,525.50 376,017.28 25,338,454.21 6,583,806.31 5,778,115.11 39,427,918.41 




STUDENT FINANCIAL AID AWARDS 
BY SOURCE OF FUNDS 
Fiscal Year 1982-83 Fiscal Year 1983-84 Fiscal Year 1984-85 Fiscal Year 1985-86 
No. of No. of No. of No. of 
Types of Financial Aid Students Amount Students Amount Students Amount Students Amount 
Federal Programs: 
Pell Grant (BEOG) 352 $241,807 366 $281,856 428 $378,810 496 $528,426 
Suppl. Educational Oppor. Grant (IY) 34 15,093 21 13,705 32 15,697 22 14,870 
Supple Educational Oppor. Grant (CY) 30 16,565 25 17,720 40 16,775 31 17,575 
National Direct Student Loan 102 91,974 98 98,255 111 105,065 196 221,955 
College Workstudy Program 101 94,980 84 78,271 69 63,917 109 102,811 
Fed./lnsured/Fla. Guaranteed Loan 299 626,953 319 641,899 3l~9 851,152 430 1,002,083 
Auxiliary Loan 0 0 1 2,700 7 16,700 5 11,950 
State Programs: 
Florida Student Assistance Grant 65 43,236 47 28,976 40 31,572 68 52,667 
Florida Academic Scholars 3 1,475 5 3,000 8 6,375 16 15,500 
Florida Teachers Loan/Scholarship 0 0 0 0 13 48,000 37 140,000 
Schol. for Child. of Deceased/Disab. Vets 0 0 0 0 1 998 1 776 
College Work Experience 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 1,444 
Institutional Programs: 
UNF Tuition Scholarship 87 44,206 91 48,339 88 57,971 83 55,929 
Emergency Loan 845 219,663 620 203,508 573 209,398 494 194,799 
University Scholars 47 28,983 52 30,210 44 31,979 32 24,130 
Graduate Assistantship Stipends 0 0 16 55,000 16 64,000 17 60,000 
UNF Fine Arts 0 0 0 0 17 8,200 6 4,100 
Leadership Award 0 0 0 0 6 3,000 15 16,400 
Eartha M. M. White Scholarships 0 0 0 0 19 17,000 11 10,000 
Transfer Student Scholarships 0 0 0 0 7 5,601 7 5,907 
HELP Loans 0 0 0 0 0 0 110 87,945 
Other Programs: 
Out-of-State Tuition Waiver 122 88,837 97 79,890 76 72,206 104 117,003 
Other Scholarshi~ 
UNF 2 + 2 Scholarship 17 6,067 17 9,152 20 13,955 17 10,379 
Alumni Association 4 1,542 11 4,567 17 8,256 11 5,500 
Winn-Dixie 2 1,439 2 1,250 3 2,105 6 4,125 
Department of Insurance 0 0 1 308 2 549 2 1,416 
Distilled Spirits 5 3,052 3 1,943 3 2,293 3 2,093 
Duval County Council of PTA's 0 0 0 0 2 600 2 1,200 
Irene B. Kirbo Mem. Scholarship 15 8,200 10 5,500 8 5,500 9 5,500 
American Bus. Women's Assoc. 4 2,679 1 200 2 1,100 1 624 
TABLE VI. F 
STUDENT FINANCIAL AID AWARDS 
BY SOURCE OF FUNDS 
Fiscal Year 1982-83 Fiscal Year 1983-84 Fiscal Year 1984-85 Fiscal Year 1985-86 
No. of No. of No. of No. of 
T~~es of Financial Aid Students Amount Students Amount Students Amount Students Amount 
Other Scholarshi~: (cont'd) 
Florida National Guard 4 1,750 2 800 300 6 2,008 
Alpha Beta Chapter: Delta 0 0 1 150 150 3 750 
Kappa Gamma 
Jax. Board of Realtors/John 0 0 2 1,000 157 0 0 
C. Staninger 
University Hospital Auxiliary 0 0 0 0 1 250 0 0 
Farrens Tree Surgeons, Inc. 1 250 1 285 1 500 1 666 
Duval County Medical Society 0 0 1 300 0 0 0 0 
Alpha Delta Kappa - Pi Chapter 0 0 3 300 1 500 2 775 
Charles Harrison Mason Found. 1 500 1 500 0 0 0 0 
Carl. S. Swisher Found., Inc. 1 972 1 112 0 0 0 0 
Eastern Surfing Association 0 0 0 0 1 200 0 0 
Stephen Bufton Memorial Fund 0 0 1 350 1 800 1 539 
Gator Bowl Association 0 0 0 0 1 400 1 500 
Winn-Dixie Graduate Assist. 1 3,000 1 3,000 0 0 1 4,500 
Olive B. Cole Foundation, Inc. 1 500 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Associated Temporary Staffing, Inc. 1 250 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Cecil Field Officer's Wives Club 1 500 1 500 0 0 0 0 
Women's Youth Advisory Council 1 313 1 437 0 0 0 0 
Robert T. Spencer Mem. Found. 1 42 1 $ 258 1 450 0 0 
Common Carrier Conference Carrier 2 1,500 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Mildred Hollingsworth Scholarship 2 914 0 0 0 0 0 0 
National Society of Public Acct. 1 900 0 0 0 0 0 0 
National Merit Scholarship 1 500 1 500 2 2,000 2 1,500 
N.E. Florida Builder's Assoc. 11 2,850 0 0 4 2,000 6 3,000 
Athletics 5 3,467 24 27,096 41 38,411 45 37,306 
Drama Students Scholarship 4 1,316 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Deans & Directors Competitive Sch.: 
General Scholarship 7 4,528 0 0 0 0 0 0 
College of Arts & Sciences 10 3,250 0 0 0 0 0 0 
College of Business Admin. 5 1,550 0 0 0 0 0 0 
College of Education 5 2,414 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Special Education 24 3,876 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Division of Nursing 3 961 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Division of Technologies 3 1,086 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Data Processing Management Assoc. 0 0 1 250 0 0 0 0 
Theatre Arts Program 0 0 2 784 1 1,400 0 0 
UNF Putman County 0 0 6 2,980 6 2,888 3 1,500 
American Inst. of Real Estate Appraisers 0 0 1 1,000 0 0 0 0 
Beaches Sertoma Club 0 0 1 361 1 300 0 0 
Stu. Acct. - D. Crawford 0 0 1 229 1 225 1 46 
Colonial Dames of America 0 0 1 500 1 500 0 0 
VI-9 
TABLE VI.F VI-10 
STUDENT FINANCIAL AID AWARDS 
BY SOURCE OF FUNDS 
Fiscal Year 1982-83 Fiscal Year 1983-84 Fiscal Year 1984-85 Fiscal Year 1985-86 
No. of No. of No. of No. of 
T~ees of Financial Aid Students Amount Students Amount Students Amount Students Amount 
Other Scholarshies: (cont'd) 
Fla. Hospital Purchasing & Materials 
Management Association 0 0 1 342 0 0 0 0 
Polish Women's Alliance of America 0 0 1 75 0 0 0 0 
Penney Farms Memorial Church 0 0 1 600 1 1,000 0 0 
Stu. Acct. - Kolapo 0 0 1 2,276 1 1,724 0 0 
Stu. Acct. - Albury 0 0 1 1,300 0 0 0 0 
Foundation Scholarships 0 0 0 0 10 18,222 8 14,000 
UNF Athletic Stipends 0 0 0 0 22 17,935 30 30,435 
Forrest High School Scholarship 0 0 0 0 1 250 0 0 
Lakewood/San Jose Woman's Club 0 0 0 0 2 2,000 0 0 
North Council Chamber of Commerce 0 0 0 0 1 1,100 2 1,000 
Scottish Rite Scholarship 0 0 0 0 1 400 0 0 
Corps of Engineers Scholarship 0 0 0 0 1 230 0 0 
Retired Officers Club, N.E. 0 0 0 0 1 500 0 0 
Norman Serwitz Scholarship 0 0 0 0 1 100 1 335 
Crown Development Trust Fund 0 0 0 0 1 500 1 300 
Friday Musicale 0 0 0 0 1 400 0 0 
Teagle Foundation, Inc. 0 0 0 0 1 1,500 1 1,500 
Memorial Medical Center Auxiliary 0 0 0 0 1 1,500 5 6,000 
Gabe Scholarship 0 0 0 0 1 500 2 2,350 
Stockton, Whatley, Davin 0 0 0 0 1 500 0 0 
Information Systems of Florida 0 0 0 0 1 1,000 0 0 
Martin luther King Scholarship 0 0 0 0 3 1,000 1 600 
UNF Athletic Housing 0 0 0 0 0 0 17 15,988 
Foundation - Fine Arts 0 0 0 0 0 0 23 6,625 
Marine National Bank--Fine Arts 0 0 0 0 3 1 ,100 0 0 
Scholarship 
Student Government Association 0 0 0 0 4 780 0 0 
Student Account--Matthew Stewart 0 0 0 0 1 500 0 0 
Student Account--O.B. Oyewole 0 0 0 0 1 3,607 1 1 ,190 
Metric Constructors 0 0 0 0 1 420 1 600 
Gilman Paper Company 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 4,000 
Terry Parker High School 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 300 
Federal Highway Administration 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 350 
Navy Wives Club of America 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1,500 
Order of Eastern Stars 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1,000 
Chi ck-Fil-A 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 1,500 
Arlington Lions Club 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1,000 
Pallbearers Grand Union 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 500 
Kiwanis Charities 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1,000 
Crescent City High School 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1,000 
Coastal Timer Company 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 500 
TABLE V I. F 
STUDENT FINANCIAL AID AWARDS 
BY SOURCE OF FUNDS 
Fiscal Year 1982-83 Fiscal Year 1983-84 Fiscal Year 1984-85 Fiscal Year 1985-86 
No. of No. of No. of No. of 
T~~es of Financial Aid Students Amount Students Amount Students Amount Students Amount 
Other Scholarshi~s: (cont'd) 
Burger King Scholarship 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 523 
Civitan Foundation, Inc. 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1,000 
Stanhome Scholarship Program 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 750 
Richard E. Meier Foundation 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 987 
Southern Inst. Corporation 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 136 
Business & Prof. Women's Assoc. 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1,000 
Rinker Companies Foundation 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 4,500 
Fletcher High School Scholarship 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 300 
American Inst. of C.P.A. 's 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 500 
Container Corp. of America 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 2,000 
Centuri an C1 ub 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 250 
Pilot International 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1,500 
L.D. Industries, Inc. 0 0 0 0 0 0 7 6,500 
International Chapter, People Sisto 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 600 
Clayton Hawkins Scholarship 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1,000 
Florida Warehouseman's Scholarship 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 747 
Student Account-Rafael Moreno 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 600 
Retail Grocers Association 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 500 
TOTAL 2,230 $1,573,940 1,947 $1,650,105 2,131 $2,157,973 2,546 $2,887,163 
SOURCE: Office of Student Financial Aid VI-l1 
TABLE VI.G.1 
DEVELOPMENT, RESEARCH, SERVICE AND TRAINING ACTIVITIES 
BY FUNDING AGENCY 
AGENCY 
STATE 
Board of Regents (State University System) 
Department of Education 
Department of Health and Rehabilitative Services 
Department of Transportation 
Division of Libraries 
FEEDS 
Florida Institute of Government 
Florida Junior College 
Florida Legislature 
Florida Public Employees Relations Commission 
Florida State's Attorney 
Florida Sea Grant College 
Gulf Coast Community College 
Information Technology Education Consortium 
Intra-University Awards 
University of Florida 
University of South Florida 
University of West Florida 
FEDERAL 
Area Agency on Aging 
Department of Defense 
Department of Education 
Department of Energy 
Department of Transportation 
International Communications Agency 
National Aeronautical Space Admin./ 
Southern Technologies Application 
Center/University of Florida 



























































50,488 66 ,398 
0 0 
TABLE VI.G.1 
DEVELOPMENT, RESEARCH, SERVICE AND TRAINING ACTIVITIES 
BY FUNDING AGENCY 
AGENCY 1982-83 1983-84 1984-85 1985-86 
FEDERAL - Continued 
National Foreign Students' Association 7,600 0 0 0 
National Science Foundation 39,615 0 0 0 
Naval Air Station - Jacksonville 0 0 0 11,750 
Older Americans Act 1,499 0 0 0 
Small Business Administration 157,552 200,598 331,005 329,654 
Urban Mass Transit Authority 0 0 72,110 0 
United States Information Agency 0 0 6,242 0 
$503,840 $ 535,859 $ 465,573 $ 443,058 
OTHER 
--
Afro-American Life Insurance Company $ 0 $ 0 $ 6 ,000 $ 0 
American Chemical Society 15,000 0 0 20,000 
American Transtech, Inc. 0 0 1,050 0 
American Telephone & Telegraph 0 0 0 1,450 
APPLE 5,000 0 0 0 
Arts Association 575 0 0 0 
Broward County School Board 0 0 15,000 0 
City of Jacksonville 767 54,059 17,689 37,430 
Clay County School Board 0 21,600 25,945 5,761 
Division of Continuing Education 0 0 0 20,212 
Duval County School Board 0 139,000 99,480 139,243 
Florida Council for Economic Education 12,000 19,350 19,000 19,000 
Florida Neurological Society 0 400 0 0 
Florida Wire & Cable Company 0 0 196 0 
Gateway Community Services, Inc. 0 17,911 8 ,800 8 , 508 
Governor's Council on Handicapped Concerns 0 3,500 0 0 
High Scope Research Foundation 0 0 3,000 0 
Institute of Government 0 0 0 11 ,090 
Jacksonville Eye Center 0 0 125 0 
Jacksonville Mechanical Contractors Association 0 0 0 2,000 
Jacksonville Transportation Authority 0 0 51,738 0 
VI-13 
TABLE VI.G.1 
DEVELOPMENT, RESEARCH, SERVICE AND TRAINING ACTIVITIES 
BY FUNDING AGENCY 
AGENCY 
OTHER - Continued 




Morning Star Jewelry, Inc. 
Mott Foundation 
North Florida Lupus Foundation 
Participants of specific conferences 
Private 
Putnam County School Board 
Research Corporation 
Riverside Presbyterian Day School 
Ryder/P.I.E. Federal Credit Union 
Seaboard System Railroad 
St. Johns County School Board 
Southeastern Stress Biofeedback and 
Management, Inc. 
Southern Bell 
Tallahassee Community College 
Training & Service Institute 







































































$ 356,691 $ 419,452 
TABLE VI.G.2 
DEVELOPMENT, RESEARCH, SERVICE AND TRAINING ACTIVITIES 
RESEARCH 
A Biography of V. O. Key, Jr. 
A Critical Evaluation on Djuna Barnes' Unpublished Poetry 
Acid-Base Chemistry at Membrane Surfaces 
Developing A Taxomony of Care Levels in Continuum of Care 
Dispute Resolution in Condominiums 
Effect of Positive Depictions of Aging & the Elderly 
Fla. Government Documents Cataloging Feasibility Study 
Human Resources Development in Business Education 
Impast of Cost-Containment Strategies on Hospital Services in Northeast Florida 
Jacksonville History: Travel Research 
Leadership Development for Sex Equity Education - 1st Year 
Marlowe's Ovidian Translations & 17th Century British Poetry 
Networking Initiatives & Assessment & Remediation 
Parameter Estimation for the Compartmental Model 
Sexual Harassment Policies of Organizations & the Attitudes of the Policymakers 
The American Dream of "Golden Rule" Jones 
The Budgetary Incidence of a State Lottery to Support Education 
The Effectiveness of Multi Service Teen Health Clinics 
U.S. Sponsored Agricultural Reform Programs in Central America 
Water Resource Protection 
TRAINING 
Alcohol and Drug Awareness Seminars 
Certificated Supervisory Management Training Course 
Clinical Technical Updating for Health Occupation Teachers 
Elderly Alcohol and Drug Abuse Workshop 
Implementing the Professional Development Plan 
Public Management Training 
Retraining for Public & Private School Teachers to Become Certified in Mathematics & Science 
Sensitivity: Adolescent Focused 
Technical/Professional Updating for Marketing Teachers 
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TABLE VI.G.2 
DEVELOPMENT, RESEARCH, SERVICE AND TRAINING ACTIVITIES 
DEVELOPMENT 
BACCHUS 
Center for Economic Education 
Continuing Education Faculty Fund 
Develop Affiliation Grants between UNF and Belize, C.A. 
GAMEFIELD 
Industrial Distributive Education Support Services 
Industrial Education 
Interlibrary Loan Service 
Junior Faculty Development Fellowship Award 
Marketing and Distributive Education 
Product Innovation Center/Fees & Donations 185 
SBDC - State Match 
SBDC/85-86 Special Appropriation - Match 
Supplemental Funds - Cooperative Education 
Support Services for FIRN 
Veteran's Cost of Instruction Payments 86-87 
Veteran's Cost of Instruction 85-86 
SERVICE 
Articulation 
Articulation and Cooperation 
Articulation 86-87 
Behavioral Consultation 
Career Guidance and Counseling 
Career Guidance and Counseling 
Center for Local Government Administration 
Consultation 
Consultation to the Pediatric Department - University Hospital 
Curriculum Specialist Agreement 

































DEVELOPMENT, RESEARCH, SERVICE AND TRAINING ACTIVITIES 
SERVICE - continued 
Diagnostic and Learning Resource Center 
Educational Consultation 
Feasibility Study 
Florida Institute of Education 85-86/Additional Funds 
Florida Institute of Education 86-87 
Gadsden County Demonstration Project 86-87 
Gadsden Demonstration Models Project 85-86 
IMPAACTS 
Interpreter Services 
Local Programs - Fees 
Marketing and Planning Survey 
Math-Science Institute 
Model School Prevention Program 
Pre-Collegiate 
Pre-Collegiate Program 
Product Innovation Center 
Professional Services 
Program for Excellence in Science, Mathematics and Computer Education 
"Project Management" Training Manual 
Project ICE: College Reach Out 
SBDC Newsletter 
School/College Collaboration - Mellon 
SEARCH Deaf Center 
SEARCH Deaf Center 
Small Business Development Center 
Small Business Institute 
Southern Technology Applications Center 
Statistical Analysis 
Summer Inservice Institute - Clay County 
Summer Inservice Institute - Duval County 
Summer Inservice Institute - St. Johns County 
Superintendents' Junior Universities of North Florida 
Teacher Education Center 
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9u0300001 IJt!IVERSI TY r.L:LAT IOtlS/f'UBlIC ~El.AT ION .:) Q.oo 72,011 88,651 2,"08 8,i:!86 100,111 
000300002 IJNIVcnSI TV RElA T TO"IS/P'J8l IC AT I HJS .00 1,07A 22,336 23,'11 0 
t)0300003 !Jr-II vrRsI TV RClA T IO~IS/CA rALrtG .00 15Q '59 
9J030QOl)4 UtI IVEI~J I TV r':CLAT rOrlSI AL.U·1 : II 3EavIcCS 2.00 31,n913 40,'351 2,028 ~,(Hiq 51,063 
9~050000b lit I I V~I:S 1 T '( R£.LA T I O'IS/GRAPHt C ~ 
.00 2,1400 2,'100 
Q003020CO CO'I~1UNITY RElATlfJIJS 
.00 1 ,"'bO 2,~06 2,'106 






OrEr,AT I "IG [Xpt~b~x~~l~HnY DCp ~RTMENT VI-20 
... fISCAL YE 1 . 85-~& 
~CCO' " '~T S~~AR~ iAl~RY 
"" 
I U'lLH.:n D(PART''1(NT rtAr 'E '1A "I·YEA RS "'~ Er~ S BEfr ~TS DrS EXPHISt:: nC'l TUTAl 
~ 9C040(,OO1 5 TIJDCfH AFr 1\ I ~3/r.EC RU I T I' IG .00 7,'102 "3,ZaQ 50,6(H 
9V0400003 STUDENT AFFAlr,S/ST!JDENT LIFC CENTE~ 
.oc ~,731 16.16\ 1q,~q2 
~ 900401000 rLIM1CI"L AID .]FrICE s.oo 81,O9~ 10 8 ,228 R,llb 1411 111',,'&88 
90040~OUO CE : ITE:r. Fn,~ CAREEr. f"lEVELorr1cr·JT It. 00 72,317 9?,678 ~, ')4't 12,04'1 10 8 ,271 
"... 
9C'U '~030CO COUrJSEl.I:IG & TCSTI~!G 
.00 1,652 3,B7 R 5,1)3' 
900403001 ':;OUrJ3ELI'IG & TCSTI'JG/I ~ISTITUTI JrJ~L 
.00 500 5q6 2,345 8 2,()4Q 
.... 9004040C() ~PCeIAl. 3TUDEI'IT ~E~VICCS 
.00 1,20') t,200 
9004~500(l SI\ILLS Cr.NTEH 3.00 2~,P78 3';,182 35,lH? 
'. 
9J040b"CO .t\[\·nSSIO!'I3 OrFIce 10.00 122,358 15L1,~18 7,175 JR,34Q 1411 18t,t)H6 
900~o70(\O VETEpA~13 I\rr flIps 1.'0 15,566 20,085 qq" 77" 21,300 
" 
9Q0801000 rLOrIDI\ INSTITUTE OF EDUCATION 1.25 122,e05 158,671 2r:;,t23 37,H!:>.2 1, '195 223,l Q7 
900~O1001 rLORIl'A INSTITUTE nF [(\UCI\TIn~J/P'1ECOLLCG 
.00 3~,112 41,518 33,"62 l Q ,694 1 'I 10t,168 
9,o801002 rlORIDA INSTIT!JT~ nF EDLlCI\TInN/ArHICIILAT 
.00 211,~95 2°,246 t1,391 3,131 43,1&8 
9J0811000 Crr-TIF ICA T lorl3 F 1f(. I ArW 
.00 .. 41,650 -47,65J -1,\02 -4~,752 
... 9ao8160CO rq'JALIZInG EDuCArI .lrl"L or~"PTU : JITY .00 31,Q84 37,"8iJ 
900810001 (t)lIALIZI ~IG EDUCATIQfI'L OPDr)RTl' IITY/SIIW1E 
.00 15,LJ7f1 l,Z3 Q 16,70() 
~ 900816002 [QUAL IZI rJG Er"UCAT ION,\L o"r"'~TU: II TY /STU"T .00 32,61 A 7,M71 ql),I.!~Q 
9:)0(')00\100 INClr'lErHAL RCVENfJE .~O 2,972,483 2,912,483 2,972,483 
901000UO~ ~ C A [\ r.: r1 I CAr F " IRS 6.82 241,"83 30 R ,181 "', '-'36 3~,486 135,108 4q1,~11 
qotOOOOO1 f.ei\!)rMI C ArF 1\ I R3/ALACK ~tI STOry I~~EK 
.00 2,"00 qfjll 3,364 
901000002 II,C flD[rlIC AF'F A I RS/P,[C rw IT'1E'IT • 00 17,080 2,46' • 1Q ,54Q 
90JoOOfJ03 \C ADE~1IC AFF 1\1 ~3/Cf") ~1PUTEr. SErv less 
.00 12,~oO 120,171 221,035 359 ,20& 
' .. ()OlcoOOuq f~C .\"( r 'Ie AFF A I RS/tH:Rf:'lC .oa -321 48,"93 47,172 
?010oo00S ~ c I\orr' IC AfF A I !1S/Pr.OGR.f\ '1 ReV I [;-1 
.00 1,?O(l 1,000 
9010000C7 AC An(t' I C ArF A I r.S/u r IDERGR J\D'.IATE I ' !PRO'JE'4E 
.00 I, q? -llq2 
9JI0000()9 I.e AO['"'1 CArr A I H3/~JEWSP .~P[:~ .00 7,521 7,527 
9010009"b ,\Cf\DEt'IC AFrAlr.S/DUAL eo""r:'lgATll~J .00 2,QOO 2,866 1,500 ", Job 
91l10:>\')C)f?7 AC .~f)[t'lC ArF A I RS/RESERVE3.3U" ~ 'Cq 13.')9 
QOl0010CO LO"IEr DIVISION .00 103 t03 
90100~OCO rL rJRIOA eNG I ~JErR! NG CDIJCAT !fT'! :;YSTEt1 1.0u 1.I~,"13 5(),473 20,098 1,UH 7,"47 Q3,8U5 
901003000 COfJTlrlUlrtG [~UCATI!'1'~ CREr'IT 
.41 5,135~ A,100 tl, 51 ~ 16,2':12 ~6':' 2",132 
9010030~1 C O~ IT I rJU I riG E Due A T 111,., C r.E[, I T If'o;,r''rO'!/N C [tJ .~O 4°',302 q ,~,302 
• 
911003002 CorITlfJUI:IG EDUCf\TI"'~1 eREf"lIT/1FF' CA :4,,!,S e .6~ 2",865 37 ,093 n6:' 1",140 57,o9 Q 
901vi,) l1OOO STU~r:rn '![!'!3f'''rEr; 
.00 2,22t ", '}O 2 7,t~3 
· .... 
,. 
r)~ERATI~IG ExP~~~I~U~~~H~y DEPAP.T~ENT 
FISCAL YEAR 1 8 -86 
ACCO'ltIT ~ ~~ ."R~ ~A~ARY 
.... 
[ ' OR F' ER ~U"UER OePARTMENT "A r1E ' 'A~I-YEM~S nE'lErITS AEr'(fITS Of'S EXPt~J3E nen TUTAL 
91100:)OCO rACIJLTY A330CIAT1O il 
.00 ,~. SqS 3 •. 511 8,156 
901006000 r.E;JCrV( '1F'FICEI1 TRAI :II:IG C'1~"S 
.50 !I,!HU 6,058 1!,707 10,7bS 
9JICO~OCl [C1UALIZIrJG EDUCATInrJI\L orr'mnU ' IITY/3IJH~1E 
.00 2,38b 2,386 
9010100(;'0 CCorIO~11 C DCVCL '1P'1E''/T CE~/TE~ 3lJ!"r'1RT 
.00 J ,1/~5 1.1"5 
"11 
'1:H 0 11 000 r.!:CI('lr~';L SEPVICE I~ISTITUTlnt,J 
.00 l~,lc::,O 18,150 
901012000 ~EGIST~An'3 OFFICE 10.00 114, '~32 lLJ7,'>90 S,4b7 ~6,427 232 21)'),1.16 
'" 9~101~OO2 ~E~ISTr.A~'S OfrICE/CATALOG .00 260 1 ~,36') 16,bC:!Q 
9Jl014000 IN~TP.UCTlotIAL CO"~1UNIcATIO~I n.oo 135,213 1613,e31 22,bl1l .7,384 2q,3~lJ ~ 13 ,'l07 
.,. 
9JI015000 r"O:'/~!Tol'/rJ CeNTER 1.40 18,()qO 23, "27 3,Ao~ 8,257 3 '5,5~8 
901016000 LIIJRAHY 313.00 603,28b ~lq,2bb 55,~6R 45,201.1 12,501') 932,898 
., 9111016001 LIO~ARY/~OlJK3 
.00 0""l,296 64/,1,2 Q b 
901016005 LIORf;nY/rCLA 
.00 -f>4 21,221) 17,686 2'~"'2 41,1 49 
9010180CO ~RTICULATION DEPARTMENT 2.00 2!',668 30,543 q,~75 4'},51~ 
9C110t'OCO ARTS & SC IErJCES 11.7f> 238,285 295,555 24,500 20,Ll43 340,"98 
.. 9\)1100001 ApT3 & SCIENCES/~Uf\L cm1rP1SATIO'I 
.00 1",130 23,102 175,096 19~,198 
9\Jl100002 ~RTS & ,SCICNCES/CO'lTEnrORA1Y A~T!ST ~ElU 
.00 8,196 2,171 10,~~7 
9,,1100003 'P.TS & sC ICNCCs/!mr r'RES3 .00 1,()OO 1,000 
90110100C rI~IE ARTS '.7~ 3'1n,665 tt311,190 Q,')55 l"'4,145 
9allol1ou FInE ArnS/:1USIc .00 2,67h 6,"67 Q,'.Ll3 
901101200 rI:IE Ar~TS/VISUAL .00 2,6QO 2,640 
901101300 "'I~JC AnTS/GRAo~IIC 
.00 2,176 2,176 
9011011.100 FlrJE A~TS/[)RAMA 
.1l0 5,35" 4,5c!Z Q,R72 
9allo~ou() LAIJG"AGE M~D LITER;'\ TUI~E 1'3.t)4 522,'152 6 46,496 15,103 'HCl 662,"78 
9011112100 LAI/GIJAGE AnI) LITeR" TURE/C(l'1 ~1UtJ I C\ T 10"3 .00 1,575 7,<"50 R,6Z5 
• 9~110300:) r'ATHr)'ATICAL SClf":r4CES 10.59 3l'h 331 t1l9,040 9,528 LJ,093 '~33 ,507 
flOl1040CO ~!ATUP'AL sC I ENCES 12.16 37r, ,65" 468 ,741 4b,55Lt 0,1 1" ~2ll,'U4 
q~1105uOO SOCIflLOGY ANt' POLITICAL SC!E~ICE 10.')3 36ll,52" 1161,~14 Q,31.18 IJ 91,1 02 
90110S1~O SOCInLnGY AND rOLITICAL SC!E~'C~/r"OLITICA .00 ~q 59 
90 11 ~52CO snClnLOGY MID rOLITICAL SCIE'~CE/30CI"LOG .00 28 26 
?01106000 "'SYC"OLOGy 1'.22 361,620 lllt"."87 231 21,tHH 472,105 
901107000 'IIJTnny 8.01 295,"35 ~65,140 6,~ql.l 372,"34 
9J12COOCO : US I !l E S SAL' ~1 I I'J I 3 T R ~ T I 0: I 5."8 21'l,"7" ?SQ,"l1 2~, :~3b 27,71£1 2A,'1()6 3"1,'567 
901'::000(,'1 nus PlESS AD~' I 'H S Tf.t~ T I uiJ/r"IJr,L C,)'1"'E::st\ T 10 .co 1,500 1 ,791 100,30(1 102,1)91 




onERAT I"IG E~Pt~BYXU~l~ttfW DcrART :~ErJT VI-22 
.. FIS AL YE ~ 1 e5-8~ 
" ~CCOLHJT ~~~AR~ iA~~RY 
f UI h3Cf~ oEr I\RT~1ErJ T rlA' 'E ,,,'~, 'I-YEARS Bf.'lEr~ S ~E~ ~TS Or'S EXPt"l9E nCfl TOTAL 
9al.:!OI~CO ~CCO"IHI:'G & Flr~.'\r~CE 15.62 69 /1,72R 8 1n,117 1,50" l Q ,405 157 068,17Q 
qOl~O~O(lC: [CON·J'l1CO 6.07 207,101 25 /1,857 t,!=2/~ Q,b/~5 2&b,Ocb 
". 
901~O~"Cl r:cor~ClnIC3/CEnTER rOR REGIO~' IAL CC lrIQ"IC A 
.00 463 4&3 
9Q1203uOO SMJ\LL nus PI[:;;S 1:13T I TUTE 1.00 53,730 6 /1 ,669 12,b!5 77 ,304 
.,. 9012030Cl ~~1ALL BUS FI[3S I "1ST I TUTE/S,>- 1\6 srEC I AL A 
.00 16,78'1 2(',"'77 21,R02 78° In, r~b8 
91) 120/1000 r·,~:JACE~'E: ·IT ~1ARKET HIG A~ID Lr'lGr.::ST I C 3 11.73 766,1lt8 Q38,336 &6 2S,7V lJ Q611, 1\)6 
" 
9U l.!O~O()O TRMI5PORTATIOr-J & LnGI3TICS 3.63 136,1 Q6 167,507 44 R,070 175,621 
90120';002 TRMJSrORTAT Im·1 & LnG I 3T ICS/r'r.~~ 11r' r I ,In I N 
.81 tl6,23Q 56,141 1,13!) 57,271 
" 
9iH:~6000 'IE GR(1 CDUCI\ T I Dr! hL r.EV I Cl~ 1.01l 50,131 60,623 552 61,175 
9~1300000 rrUCATlO:1 1?'72 2b3,30~ 323,343 1,62'3 15,20 9 2,380 342,'508 
'" 
9v1300001 C()'JC h T IO:J/DUt,L Cf'I'1rE: lSAT 1 O~I .~o 1R,500 2 1 ,/~82 41.1.113 b5,595 
9;)1300002 CD:)CATIO:I/CD'JChTIorl ADVISI'IG 
.CO 5,"21 5,'127 
~ 9J13ul0CO AS~ISTAIH [)[AN .14 
901302000 ':URRrCULI)~1 & Ir)3TR'ICTlon 18.27 661,005 811,1.117 1 ,n/~2 lll,693 6t1 R,,,52 
'~ 9013U3000 speCIAL CDUCATIort .~b 
90130QOOO lIU'IM! SEr,v Ices 6.83 ~bO,llbl\ 32'7,851 r) ,l1a 12') 33'l,250 
9013CSl)OO VOCATIOIJAL & TCCIIIHC .. \L ED!JCATIHI 
.14 
901306000 STUDENT TEf,CltIflG .00 3,706 3.106 
.. 901307001) r[IUc .\ T I O~IAL ~Er.v I Cr:S & RESr.A~C : I 1 " .29 Sbl,13n 67 Q ,35'l 3, 'l13 21,081 1,69" 710,603 
90131lROOO rEAF EIJUCATION 
.1
' 901901000 r'U~')rNG ".09 217,637 266,283 3,463 1'3,~lq 281,705 
9vl'7al0(]1 'IUr,S TNG/r)IjAL COf-I"'Er:s ,\ T Ion 
.00 I,SOIl 1,500 
901?O~OOO TECHrltJLor. I~S 6.54 22'),215 21 1 ,513 2,R68 5,b50 21,164 307,255 
901'702001 TF.:CH"oLoG IeS/D! IAL Co' IPCNSA r I'1tJ 
.00 2£1,000 2",000 
• 
901'7020CZ TECH/IOLOr, tES/PIJBL ISHI ~JG 
.00 2, ~r1Q 2,qqq 
Q01903000 Co"ruTER selF-NCE '7.5'7 142", ~2~ '52 4 .157 '~, 14P 16,t:S34 ~,°i.l5 554,(\8 l' 
9;)1?O3001 C;O',nIlTf.R SCIENCE/DUAl. CO"r'E:tJSATI1N 
.00 3~,303 3'3,303 
.... 
" 













orErA T I ~/G Expt~~lYub! ~ I-i~y DF.:F' ARn1Et·IT 
FtSCAL YEAR 1 8~-e6 
"MJ-YEM~3 
g ~. ~~R~ BE~E~~Ts ~~~A~Y BE ~ IErIT3 
54~.'~ 13,27t,Q9q 16,450,240 
LIDS 
1,026,570 
EXPUJSE (lCO TOTAL 












AVERAGE ENROLLMENT BY TIME OF DAY 
BY COURSE LEVEL, FALL 1986 
2.6 T---..  -----. - -- ' .--_.- ·--- -.-------- ------ · --------~--·-------- -·-l 
2.41 r \ i 
2.2 j I \ I 
2 J I , I 
1.8 I I \ I I \ I 
1.6 -4 ~ r I 
I J\ \ I 
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SECTIONS OFFERED BY TIME OF DAY 
BY LEVEL. FALL 1 986 
~ ~0J i~~ 0·,~ ~ "'''~ 
VlI-b 
o < < > >r«<r.»» < > >r««'»,>),] >r««'-"»>' 
LOWER UPPER GRADUATE 
MORNING cs::sJ MIDDAY EZ2ZJ AFTERNOON ~ EVENING 
INVENTORY 1980-81 
TEXTUAL MATERIALS 
Hard CoPY, Eye-Readable: 
a. Monographs & Serials 254,875 
b. Music Scores 3,756 
c. Annual Reports 15,076 
d. College Catalogs 957 
e. Government Documents 82,590 
TOTAL 357,254 
Microfiche Pieces: 
a. Monographs & Serials 5,475 
b. Music Scores 486 
c. Annual Reports 8,472 
d. College Catalogs 3,622 
e. ERIC & Newsbank 280,753 
f. Government Documents 91,!852 
TOTAL 390,660 
Microfilm Reels: 
a. Monographs & Serials 14,920 
b. Government Documents ~ TOTAL , 
NON-TEXTUAL MATERIALS 
Cartographic Materials: 
a. Maps 3,917 
TOTAL 3,917 
Audiovisual Materials: 
a. Audiocassettes, Kits, 
Filmstrips, etc. ~~,!~64 TOTAL , 6 
TABLE VII.A 
LIBRARY VOLUME/PIECE COUNT 






















, 6 ~4,~6~ , 6 
1983-84 1984-85 1985-86 
283,212 297,525 313,563 
4,383 4,423 4,472 
15,508 12,736 11 ,143 
957 957 957 
103,438 107 ,892 113,!064 
407,498 423,533 443, 199 
6,545 10,222 16,558 
486 486 486 
55,074 58,089 60,409 
3,622 4,840 2,935 
342,078 363,805 379,736 
141,340 144,!710 186~288 
549,145 582,152 646,412 
16,545 17,038 17,571 
~ , ~ , ~ , 
4,743 5,~37 5,1~0 
4,743 5, 37 5,1 0 



















INVENTORY OF INSTRUCTIONAL SPACE 
AS OF JUNE 30, 1986 
Classrooms Laboratories 
Statlons Number Statlons 
0 0 0 
462 20 197 
337 5 70 
120 28 350 
174 4 
106 6 159 
506 3 64 
82 16 293 
0 0 0 





1,787 83 1,341 




















Weekly Room Hours 
Station Utilization 
Weekly Station Hours 
Rooms Unscheduled 
Non-Classroom Room Hours 
TABLE VII.C 
INSTRUCTIONAL CLASSROOM SPACE UTILIZATION 
BY SELECTED TIME FRAME 
MAIN CAMPUS 
FALL 1986 
8:00 a.m. 12:00 noon 4:00 p.m. 
to to to 
11 :59 a.m. 3:59 ~ 5:59 p.m. 
49.41% 43.82% 51.72% 
336 298 168 
64.49% 55.73% 64.71% 
9,730 7,518 3,546 
10 9 20 
49 109 29 
6:00 p.m. On Full Day 
54.56% 49.88% 







Hour Headcount Sections 
8:00 a.m. 186 8 
9:00 a.m. 663 20 
10:00 a.m. 638 25 
11:00 a.m. 379 11 
12:00 noon 206 8 
1:00 p.m. 195 7 
2:00 p.m. 215 12 
3:00 p.m. 84 4 
4:00 p.m. 87 5 
5:00 p.m. 57 4 
6:00 p.m. 130 6 
7:00 p.m. 130 6 
8:00 p.m. 111 4 
9:00 p.m. 0 0 
10:00 p.m. 0 0 
TABLE VI 1.0.1 
SELECTED HEADCOUNT AND SECTION COUNT AT SELECTED HOURS 
LOWER DIVISION 
FALL 1986 
Tuesda~ Wednesda~ Thursda~ 
Readcount Sections Readcount Sectlons Readcount Sectlons 
0 0 186 8 0 0 
279 10 663 20 283 12 
279 10 638 25 283 12 
387 11 379 11 391 13 
64 4 206 8 64 4 
64 4 195 7 64 4 
179 9 215 12 179 9 
67 3 84 4 67 3 
22 87 5 22 
46 57 4 46 
44 130 6 44 
54 2 130 6 54 2 
127 6 135 5 113 5 
31 2 24 17 




















Hour Headcount ~ections 
8:00 a.m. 0 0 
9:00 a.m. 173 7 
10:00 a.m. 360 11 
11:00 a.m. 241 11 
12:00 noon 736 26 
1:00 p.m. 794 29 
2:00 p.m. 706 24 
3:00 p.m. 516 22 
4:00 p.m. 451 18 
5:00 p.m. 200 14 
6:00 p.m. 879 35 
7:00 p.m. 889 36 
8:00 p.m. 747 33 
9:00 p.m. 231 13 
10:00 p.m. 118 6 
TABLE V I I • D • 2 
SELECTED HEADCOUNT AND SECTION COUNT AT SELECTED HOURS 
UPPER DIVISION 
FALL 1986 
Tuesda~ Wednesda~ Thursda~ 
Headcount Sectlons Headcount Sectlons Headcount Sections 
0 0 0 0 0 0 
495 19 173 7 512 22 
495 19 360 11 512 22 
748 32 220 9 759 32 
238 12 715 24 265 13 
241 12 773 27 230 11 
806 30 650 21 839 32 
435 18 446 18 446 18 
392 16 423 18 403 16 
287 18 264 14 217 14 
1,198 40 1,100 40 984 34 
1,198 40 1,093 39 984 34 
903 31 825 33 693 24 
155 10 168 9 76 4 
70 5 83 5 38 2 
Frida~ 


















Hour Headcount Sectlons 
8:00 a.m. 0 0 
9:00 a.m. 0 0 
10:00 a.m. 
11:00 a.m. 
12:00 noon 46 4 
1:00 p.m. 46 4 
2:00 p.m. 15 
3:00 p.m. 0 0 
4:00 p.m. 10 2 
5:00 p.m. 128 9 
6:00 p.m. 481 24 
7:00 p.m. 481 24 
8:00 p.m. 365 21 
9:00 p.m. 89 7 
10:00 p.m. 75 6 
TABLE VI I.D.3 









0 0 0 0 0 0 
8 0 0 8 
8 8 
15 3 15 3 
46 4 
5 2 46 4 5 2 
29 5 15 29 5 
24 4 0 0 24 4 
5 2 5 5 2 
193 13 84 7 155 11 
530 28 472 25 439 26 
530 28 472 25 439 26 
297 16 412 22 246 14 
35 5 87 4 37 3 
33 4 87 4 37 3 
VII-6 
Fri da,l 
Headcount Sectlons 
0 0 
0 0 
0 0 
0 0 
0 0 
0 0 
0 0 
0 0 
0 0 
0 0 
